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Introduction

What happens when a high energy charged particle crosses an amorphous mate-
rial? It loses energy by ionization and its trajectory is affected by the multiple
Coulomb scattering, being these phenomena originated by uncorrelated collisions
with the atoms. If the atoms of the target were distributed according to an ordered
scheme, the uncorrelated collisions would turn into a coherent interaction with
the whole atomic structure. This is the case of an aligned crystal that, depending
on the orientation, is seen as a set of atomic planes or strings by the impinging
particles. Planes and strings produce potential wells ableto confine the charged
particles in a transversal region of the crystal, in the so called channeling condi-
tion, so that, bending the crystal, particles are forced to follow the curvature, being
deflected.
This simple and powerful idea, dating 1979, is at the basis ofmany theoretical
and experimental studies that have proven its effectiveness, described the possible
applications and optimized the deflection performances.
The contribution of this thesis locates itself in this field as an attempt to provide
a picture of the experimental techniques and the analysis procedures developed to
investigate bent crystals in the last years.

In this period, bent crystal physics has witnessed a tremendous progress char-
acterized by the increase of performances and the discoveryof new phenomena.
The driving forces of this process have been essentially three: bent crystals have
been identified as a possible solution of the LHC collimationproblem, bringing
considerable resources to their research field; new bendingtechniques exploiting
secondary deformations have been implemented and, finally,the single particle
track reconstruction has become the core of the crystal testing procedures, mak-
ing the measurements faster and more precise.

This thesis is a bridge across two complementary fields, thatis the experimen-
tal techniques applied in the crystal study and the description of the observed phe-
nomena from the phenomenological point of view as well as from the microscopic
theoretical one, resulting in a complete overview on the bent crystal physics.

The bent crystals features are presented in the very beginning of the thesis,
with the key elements of the research field described in the first chapter before go-
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6 Introduction

ing to an overview on the most important applications to showhow bent crystals
can be exploited in accelerator physics. The last section ofthe chapter focuses on
the microscopic bent crystal behaviour to describe the physics behind the effects
induced by the crystal on the charged particles crossing it.The second chapter
describes the state of the art of the bent crystals characterization and test. The
first section presents the experimental setup, from the inspiring concepts to the
description of the single components and procedures. The setup basic idea is
that the combination of a silicon microstrip tracking system with a multi-stage
goniometer allows to measure the relative alignment between the beam and the
crystal as well as the crystal deflection angle.
The second section is dedicated to the analysis methods usedto characterize the
single crystal behaviour in terms of the channeling and the volume reflection phe-
nomena. The described procedures are applied in a wide rangeof beam conditions
from 13 GeV to 400 GeV of energy with positive and negative particles; all the
data have been acquired at CERN on different beamlines during the past three
years.

The third chapter explores a different bent crystal aspect,that is the radiation
emission. Coherent interaction with atoms, in fact, does not only mean deflection
capabilities but also quasi-periodic trajectories that, in turn, produce an enhance-
ment of the emitted electromagnetic radiation.
The description of the theoretical bases of this phenomenonboth in channeling
and volume reflection is presented in the first section of the chapter, while the
second one is dedicated to the setup and the results obtainedwith a 120 GeV/c
positron beam.

The last chapter goes back to the bent crystals deflection issue; going be-
yond channeling and volume reflection, it shows innovative bent crystals deflec-
tion schemes, developed in the last years in order to enhancethe efficiency and the
angular acceptance provided by channeling. This result canbe achieved creating a
sequence of aligned crystals to increase the deflection angle induced by volume re-
flection as shown in the first section or exploiting the interaction with a crystalline
axis that, as described in the second section, originates new phenomena such as
the multi volume reflection in one crystal (MVROC) and the axial channeling able
to deflect both positive and negative particles with high efficiency.



Chapter 1

Overview on channeling and related
effects

This chapter presents an introduction to bent crystals, providing an overview on
this research field that goes from the theoretical bases of the coherent interaction
between charged particles and crystals to the possible applications in high energy
physics.

Sec. 1.1 tries to present bent crystals, skipping the details of their microscopic
properties and jumping directly to the phenomenological aspects. In this way
some of the key concepts of the thesis will be introduced fromthe beginning.
While this prologue intends to arise the curiosity of the reader on these peculiar
devices, sec. 1.2 will present a number of applications in which bent crystals can
play an innovative role: from the hadron collimation to the production of high
energy photons and positrons.

Finally sec. 1.3 will enter inside the bent crystal, providing a detailed descrip-
tion of the theoretical laws behind the macroscopic phenomena they induce.

1.1 Bent crystals in a nutshell

The comparison in fig. 1.1 summarizes the charm of the bent crystal research
field: bent crystals are devices developed to deflect relativistic charged particles,
producing the same effect of a huge magnetic field, thanks to the coherent inter-
action of particles with the ordered crystalline structure.

The comparison between a standard bending magnet and a bent crystal is
somewhat provocative, since there is a fundamental difference: while in a bend-
ing magnet particles can travel in vacuum (inside a beam pipe), in a crystal the
presence of nuclei and electrons cannot be avoided resulting in a certain amount
of scattering, which, in turn, perturbs the particle trajectory and produces a de-
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8 Overview on channeling and related effects

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1:(a) A bending magnet: it is a bulky device commonly used to deflect charged
particle beams thanks to the magnetic field induced by the current injected in its coils; the
most advanced bending magnets (superconducting devices) can generate magnetic fields
up to 8 Tesla [1]. (b) A bent silicon crystal (strip type, sec.2.1.5): it is mounted on
an aluminium holder that provides the curvature; its dimensions are 0.5 mm (x) × 7 cm
(y) × 2 mm (z, beam direction). The particles are deflected exploiting the electric field
generated at the atomic scale by the crystalline planes; in this way an equivalent magnetic
field of hundreds of Tesla can be produced [2].

flection efficiency smaller that 100%. This is the reason why,at the moment, it
is impossible to imagine a replacement of bending magnets with bent crystals.
Despite this consideration, bent crystals have a great potentiality for many appli-
cations, such as beam collimation, beam steering, photon production and many
more; the studies performed in the last years have shown a considerable improve-
ment in the deflection efficiency and have revealed many deflection effects that,
with their pros and cons, can be exploited in the different situations [3].

The physical principle at the basis of bent crystals is the following: when a
charged particle travels almost aligned with respect to an atomic plane, the plane
behaves as a continuous charge distribution able to reflect the charged particle.
In this way, two neighboring planes can confine the particle trajectory between
themselves, in the so calledchannelingcondition. In 1976 E. Tsyganov pro-
posed to bend a crystal and to use the confinement due to channeling to deflect
particles [4, 5] as it is schematically shown in fig. 1.2; his pioneering idea was
experimentally confirmed in 1979 [6] at the JINR [7].

The physical observables that have to be measured to study a bent crystal are
the alignment of the crystal planes with respect to the particle direction and the
deflection angle produced by the crystal on the particle trajectory. In sec. 2.1 the
experimental setup developed to perform this measurement is described in detail;
in short, it is formed by a tracking system which reconstructs the trajectory before
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Figure 1.2:The basic principle of channeling in bent crystals: on the left side, a particle
in channeling in a straight crystal; on the right side, the crystal is bent (together with
its atomic planes) so that the channeled particle is forced to follow the curvature, being
deflected.

and after the crystal and by a high precision goniometer thatrotates the crystal.
Fig. 1.3 shows the result of the measurement1: a plot where on the horizontal axis
there is the crystal misalignment with respect to the beam direction (α ), and on
the vertical one the deflection angle produced by the crystalitself (φ). In this co-
ordinate system,α = 0 indicates the perfect alignment between the crystal planes
and the beam, whileφ = 0 means that there is no deflection. In the external re-
gions of the plot (α < −250 µrad,α > 50 µrad) the distribution of the particles
is centered aroundφ = 0 because the crystal is misaligned and thus behaves like
an amorphous material.
When the crystal is rotated so that its planes are aligned with the beam (α = 0),

a part of the beam is captured in channeling being deflected, as schematically
shown in the first sketch of fig. 1.4. Fig. 1.5a shows the deflection angle distribu-
tion corresponding to this alignment (α = 0, yellow histogram), compared with
the amorphous one (gray histogram). The mean angular position of the channeled
particles isφch≃182µrad. This angle allows to compute the curvature radius (R)
of the crystal; being its curvature circular, the followingholds:φch = l/R, where
l = 2 mm is the crystal length along the beam. In this caseR=11.0 m.
Considering the spot formed by the channeled particles in the scatter plot (fig. 1.3),
the limited channeling angular acceptance can be noted; if the alignment interval
for channeling is−αc < α < αc, in this caseαc ≃ 20 µrad. The theoretical for-
mula which determines this value is computed in sec. 1.3.2 where the dependence
of the angular acceptance on the crystal material and on the particle energy will
be pointed out.
Fig. 1.5a shows that not all the particles are channeled evenfor α = 0: some re-
main in the “amorphous” angular region while some others arelocated between
the channeling peak and the amorphous one. The particles that are still in the
amorphous region constitute the channeling inefficiency caused by the fact that

1More details on the same data will be given in chap. 2.
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Figure 1.3:Scatter plot of the deflection angle produced by the crystal as a function of
its alignment with respect to the particles; it is obtained rotating the crystal with a go-
niometer. The letters indicate the different regions:A-amorphous,VR-volume reflection,
C-channeling.

not all the space in the crystal is available for channeling:the nuclear layers,
which confine the particles motion, in fact, have a finite thickness so that, if a par-
ticle enters the crystal approaching the edge of a channel, it cannot be channeled.
For what concerns the particles between the amorphous peak and the channeling
one, they aredechanneled, which means that, although initially channeled, due
to scattering with the crystalline medium (nuclei and electrons), they are expelled
from the channel. Therefore, as schematically shown in the second sketch of
fig. 1.4, their deflection angle is smaller than the channeling one (the dechannel-
ing effect is treated in sec. 1.3.2.1).

Fig. 1.3 shows that, in a bent crystal, channeling is not the only phenomenon
able to deflect charged particles. In the range−182µrad< α < 0 µrad in fact, an
angular shift of almost the whole beam on the opposite direction with respect to
the channeling side can be noted: this effect is calledvolume reflection. Consid-
ering thatφch =182 µrad corresponds to the crystal bending angle, this angular
region covers the range in which the particle trajectories become parallel with the
channel inside the crystal “volume”, being reflected by the crystal plane, as it is
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Figure 1.4: Schematic description of the different deflection effects in a bent crystal:
CH-channeling,DC-dechanneling,VR-volume reflection,VC-volume capture.

shown in the third sketch of fig. 1.4.
Fig. 1.5b presents the deflection angle distribution in the “volume” region; the
reflected beam (yellow histogram) is compared with the “amorphous” one (gray
histogram). The deflection angle isφVR= 29.7 µrad that is in agreement with the
expected valueφVR= 1.5 αc. The theoretical reason at the basis of this value is
given in sec. 1.3.4.2 but, from an intuitive point of view, the relation between the
channeling angular acceptance and the volume reflection angle can be figured out
thinking that both of them are linked to the strength of the interaction between the
crystalline planes and the charged particle: in the channeling case, this strength
keeps the particle confined; in the volume reflection one, it changes its direction.
Fig. 1.5b points out that there is a small percentage of particles deflected towards
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Figure 1.5:Deflection angle profiles of the particles that cross the crystal in the amor-
phous condition (gray histograms) compared to the channeling one (yellow histogram (a))
and the volume reflection one (yellow histogram (b)). The fitsperformed with gaussian
functions allow to estimate the channeling angleφch and volume reflection oneφvr (indi-
cated with “mean” in the plots).
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the “channeling side” aroundφ= 90µrad; they are the so calledvolume captured
particles which in fig. 1.3 fill the diagonal region of the plotconnecting the chan-
neling peak with the end of the reflected region.
The volume capture effect takes place when a particle reaches the tangency point
with the channel inside the crystal, just as in the reflectioncase, but in this po-
sition it is captured in the channel instead of being reflected. As it happens for
the dechanneling effect, volume capture takes place because the crystal is not an
empty region: fluctuations in the particle trajectory, due to scattering, are present
and they can take the particle out (dechanneling) or bring itinto (volume capture)
the channeling condition. Dechanneling and volume captureare in fact strictly
related as it is explained in sec. 1.3.4.1.

1.2 Applications

The brief phenomenological description of bent crystals given in the previous sec-
tion has probably impressed the reader who has never heard about them before.
Bent crystals, in fact, open the way to the possibility of using totally new beam
steering techniques increasing the achievable deflection angles, reducing the steer-
ing device dimensions and power consumption.
Although, at the current state of knowledge, these progresses still represent a far
goal, there are several fields in which bent crystals can be applied, improving the
present performance and allowing new possibilities.
This section will present an overview on the most studied bent crystal applica-
tions providing a selection of the interesting experimental results obtained in the
last years.
Among the different applications, a special role has to be assigned to beam colli-
mation (sec. 1.2.1) and beam extraction (sec. 1.2.1.1): thecollimation represents
the current hot topic, that, due to the relevance of the LHC collimation issue, leads
and inspires most of the present bent crystals research (including this thesis work);
on the other side, beam extraction is historically the most studied application and
thus the most exploited at the moment.

1.2.1 Crystal collimation

The collimation system is an essential apparatus in a particle accelerator. Its role
is to reduce the beam halo, that is the external beam region, populated by particles
which are leaving the nominal accelerator orbit because of phenomena connected
with the beam dynamics, such as: the scattering on the residual gas; the beam-
beam interaction which takes place in colliders; the non linearity field errors of
the superconducting magnets.
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The beam halo represents an increasing concern for modern accelerators since
it causes: equipment damages, residual radiation and largeexperimental back-
grounds [8].
To keep these effects under control, complex multi-stage collimation systems have
been developed in order to absorb the high energy halo particles: a first stage inter-
cepts the primary halo and generates a secondary halo composed of particles with
a larger misalignment with respect to the nominal beam trajectory; most of this
secondary halo is then stopped by secondary collimators, that are bulk absorbers
(fig. 1.6a).

Figure 1.6:a) Traditional multi-stage collimation system: an amorphous target spreads
the primary halo (creating the secondary halo) so that most of it can be intercepted by a
more distant, with respect to the beam, secondary collimator; note that a real collimation
system can present further collimation stages as well as shields to protect the equipment
from the escaping particles. b) Crystal based collimation:a bent crystal acts as a smart
primary collimator deviating (through channeling) the beam halo into the absorber.

In 1991 it was proposed, for the first time, to use bent crystals for halo colli-
mation in SSC (Superconducting Super Collider) [9]. The basic idea was that a
bent crystal used as a primary collimator should extract theincident halo particles
directing them onto a secondary collimator (fig. 1.6b). In this way the collima-
tion efficiency increases, because the channeled particlesare deflected towards the
center of the absorber rather than to its edge, thus avoidingparticles backscatter-
ing in the beam. Moreover the wide angular shift provided by the bent crystal
allows to keep the secondary collimator farther from the beam reducing its beam
coupling impedance.
Although the SSC accelerator has never been built, the need of an efficient and
robust collimation system in hadron colliders has kept the interest in crystal col-
limation alive. Experiments have been performed at the RHIC[10] (BNL) and at
the U70 (IHEP) [3] accelerators during the past few years, while at the moment
there are studies addressed to develop a collimation systemfor the Tevatron [11]
(FNAL) and the LHC (CERN) accelerators.
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Among the studies on crystal collimation, the one addressedto LHC certainly has
had a leading role given the complexity and importance of thewhole LHC project.
The LHC collimation represents, in fact, a very difficult task, because of the huge
stored beam energy, with an unprecedented transverse energy density (fig. 1.7a)
and the use of superconducting magnets which can undergo quenching. As shown
in fig. 1.7b, the proton loss rate for a realistic beam lifetime is from 103 to 104

times larger than the magnet quench limit, meaning that out of 104 lost protons no
more than a few are allowed to escape from the collimators [12].

(a)

Beam Lifetime [h]

(b)

Figure 1.7:a) Stored beam energy versus beam momentum for various past,present and
future high power accelerators. b) Quench limit over the number of lost particles as a
function of the beam lifetime [13].

The study performed on the LHC collimation did not produce a single solution
that fulfills all the machine design goals. The collimation system will be imple-
mented in different phases so that the difficulties and the performance goals will
be distributed in time, following the natural evolution of the LHC performance.
The first phase [13] (which is operating at the moment) is designed to be fail proof
requiring a minimum number of interventions in the high LHC radiation environ-
ment. This collimation system limits the LHC luminosity to 40% of the nominal
one thus it should be modified to reach the nominal machine performance, with
the help of a new generation of collimators which is not decided yet [14].
In this framework, crystal collimation represents an appealing solution [15], so
that an intense research program has started in 2006 with thegoal of: improving
the knowledge on bent crystals, increasing their performance and proving their
effectiveness as collimators with dedicated tests on a circular accelerator.
The first point of this program has led to the development of a refined experi-
mental technique that in turn has allowed to understand manyof the scientific and
technological aspects related to bent crystals going far beyond the LHC collima-
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tion issue. The description of the developments obtained inthis context represents
the core of this thesis work and will be presented in the next chapters.
In parallel to this research activity on the extracted beamlines, a crystal collima-
tion test on a circular accelerator has started at CERN underthe name UA9 [16].
The UA9 experiment is performed at the CERN SPS accelerator (that is the LHC
injector) at an energy of 120 GeV; fig. 1.8 presents the setup layout, whose main
elements are: the C1-C2 bent crystals2 assembled on two goniometers, inside a
vacuum tank (fig. 1.9a) and the TAL secondary collimator, a 60cm long tungsten
absorber (fig. 1.9b).

Figure 1.8:The layout of the UA9 experiment: the bent crystalsC1-C2; the scintillator
detectorsS1-S2; the quadrupole magnetsQF1, QF2, QD; COL is a LHC collimator
prototype with two 1 m long graphite jaws that can be moved to intercept the deflected
beam;BLM is a beam loss monitor that measures the radiation level outside the beam
pipe andTAL is the tungsten absorber.

Fig. 1.10 describes the alignment technique used during theUA9 experiment,
a method already exploited during the Tevatron [11] and RHIC[10] collimation
tests both to find the correct crystal orientation and to measure its performances.
A radiation sensitive detector (in UA9 a couple of scintillators) measures the rate
of particles scattered at large angles by the crystal. The rate of these events, that
are produced by close inelastic interactions with the crystal nuclei, strongly de-
creases when the crystal is in the channeling orientation for two reasons: the
channeled particles trajectories are far from the nuclear planes (sec. 1.3.2) and
the effective number of collisions with the crystal decreases given the channeled
particles are immediately expelled from the beam thus not impinging on the crys-
tal in the following turns.
This second effect is partially present also in volume reflection: the VR deflection
angle, in fact, is larger than the one given by multiple scattering (in the amorphous
orientation), so that a volume reflected particle performs less turns than an amor-
phous interacting one.
Therefore the dip (marked withCH) in fig. 1.10b is a hint of the channeling ori-

2They are respectively a strip crystal and a quasimosaic one (sec. 2.1.5), 2 mm long, with a
bending angle of about 145µrad.
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Figure 1.9:a) The so called “first station” consisting of a vacuum tank inwhich (box at
the top right) the bent crystals are mounted; the external part of the goniometers (green
box) is visible. b) The “second station” consisting of a smaller vacuum tank containing
the tungsten absorber.

(a)

S1-S2
Simulation

A A

VR
CH
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(b)

Figure 1.10:a) Schematic description of the UA9 crystal alignment technique: in the top
plot, the crystal is misaligned (A stands for amorphous) and scatters some particles at large
angles towards the scintillator detectors; in the bottom plot, the crystal is in channeling
and the particles are directed towards theTAL absorber. b) TheS1-S2scintillator counts
as a function of the crystal misalignment angle: the amorphous, channeling and volume
reflection orientations are respectively marked withA, CH andVR [16].

entation and the shoulder at its right can be interpreted as the VR region. The
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agreement between data and simulation is rather good and thediscrepancy in the
minimum value of the nuclear interaction in channeling is probably due to a tor-
sion of the crystal (sec. 2.2.1) resulting in a different orientation as a function of
the vertical impact position on the crystal surface.

Once the channeling orientation was found, the LHC COL and the following
BLM (Beam Loss Monitor) were used to measure the deflection efficiency of the
crystal. As shown in fig. 1.11a, the collimator is progressively moved towards the
beam so that, at a certain point, it intercepts the channeledparticles. The BLM,
detecting some of the particles scattered by the collimator, provides a signal pro-
portional to the number of particles impinging on the collimator, so that moving
the collimator, the integral shape of the deflected beam is given by the BLM sig-
nal.
Fig. 1.11b shows the result of a collimator scan. The increase in the BLM signal
(σcoll = −7.5 mm) corresponds to the “integration” of the channeling peak and
the fit performed with an error function (the gaussian integral) provides informa-
tion on the channeling peak; for instance, the plateau levelis proportional to the
channeling peak intensity. Once the channeling peak is crossed by the collimator
(that is the plateau level is reached), the BLM signal slightly increases because
of the dechanneled particles integration (sec. 1.3.2.1), till the sharp rise detected
at acoll ≃ −3 mm, that indicates the collimator has touched the secondary halo
created by non-channeled particles undergoing multiple scattering in the crystal.
Beyond this position, the collimator passes the crystal touching the beam so that
the BLM signal becomes proportional to the number of particles impinging on the
crystal itself. The crystal deflection efficiency can be estimated as the ratio of the
error function plateau value to the maximum value at the scanedge (as indicated
by the right vertical scale in fig. 1.11b) obtainingPch= 75±4%.

New UA9 runs have been planned for 2011, with the goal to improve some
key features of the setup:

• the goniometric system has to be improved: the recorded channeling ef-
ficiency in fact does not correspond to the perfect crystal alignment that,
according to simulation, would produce an efficiencyPch∼ 95%.

• the collimation efficiency, intended as the ratio between the particles im-
pinging on the TAL absorber to the ones lost along the accelerator should
be measured.

• from the bent crystals point of view, the efforts will be directed firstly to the
correction of the torsion (sec. 2.2.1), whose presence could limit the chan-
neling efficiency and thus the collimation one, and secondlyto the test of
new collimation schemes such as the use of volume reflection or of the multi
volume reflection (sec. 4.1) in place of channeling as shown in fig. 1.12.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.11:a) The procedure used to measure the channeling efficiency inthe UA9
experiment: the LHC COL is progressively moved towards the beam, intercepting the
deflected particles so that the signal of the following BLM isproportional to the number
of particles impinging on the collimator. b) The BLM signal as a function of the horizon-
tal collimator position, during the scan towards the beam with the crystal in channeling
(acoll = 0 represents the center of the orbit). The dashed blue line indicates the error
function fit [16].

Figure 1.12: a) Crystal collimation using the VR effect with a single crystal and b)
with a series of crystals to increase the final deflection angle (sec. 4.1 will present an
experimental study on the multi-crystal systems).

1.2.1.1 Crystal assisted beam extraction

Particle extraction from circular accelerators allows to produce high energy beams
that can be used either in fixed target experiments, including the production of
secondary particle beams such as the gamma and neutrino ones, or to test instru-
mentation.
The classic slow extraction method consists of a system of electrostatic and mag-
netic septa: usually the electrostatic septum (a long arrayof thin wires) deviates
the particles from the nominal orbit towards the field regionof a magnetic sep-
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tum [17] that, producing a further deflection, steers the particles towards the ex-
ternal beamline.

A bent crystal can be used in particle extraction as a compactand passive
septum characterized by a strong electric field (of the orderof 109− 1011 Vm)
with a very small entrance wall that, ideally, can be just a single atomic layer.
The scheme of the crystal assisted extraction is similar to the crystal collimation
one: a crystal intercepts the beam halo deviating it from thecircular trajectory but,
differently from collimation, the extracted beam is not lost in an absorber but sent
to bending magnets that bring it to the experimental areas.
Depending on the required extracted beam intensity, crystal extraction can work
in a “parasitic” mode, exploiting the “natural” beam halo, or in an “active” one, in
which the beam halo is stimulated to increase its intensity.
Crystal extraction presents several benefits with respect to the classic extraction
method [3]:

• working in parasitic mode, it allows at the same time the operation of a
collider and the production of an extracted beam.

• the time structure of the extracted beam is almost flat, sincethe extraction
mechanism does not use a resonant method.

• the extracted beam has a small size and a regular shape.

• the polarization of the main beam is preserved during the extraction.

Given these advantages, crystal extraction has been identified as one of the most
promising applications of bent crystals since their first years of study. The first
successful test was performed in 1985 at Fermilab increasing the maximum mo-
mentum of the delivered particles from the magnetic septum limit of 225 GeV/c
to the primary beam momentum of 400 GeV/c [18].
In 1989 a wide crystal extraction test program started at theIHEP laboratory
(Protvino, Moscow), exploiting the U70 accelerator that accelerates protons up
to 70 GeV. Among the other results, this research program represents the first reg-
ular application of crystal extraction: the installed crystal has been delivering the
extracted beam since 10 years, but with an efficiency smallerthan 1% [19].
In the 1990s, CERN carried out a R&D program called RD22 to investigate the
possible implementation of an extracted beamline from the LHC accelerator, us-
ing bent crystals [8]. This experiment tested bent crystalson the SPS circulating
beam recording an extraction efficiency of∼ 10− 20% (fig. 1.13a). In the late
1990s it was the turn of the FNAL laboratory succeeding in extracting 900 GeV
protons from the Tevatron accelerator with an efficiency of 30% [20].
The SPS and Tevatron tests gave an important contribution demonstrating that the
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extraction efficiency can increase a lot exploiting the so called multi-turn effect:
being in a circular accelerator, a particle can impinge on the crystal more than
once increasing the resulting channeling probability. Theexperimental proof of
this phenomenon, already predicted in [21], led to the development of shorter crys-
tals in order to enhance efficiency: the shorter the crystal,the lower the intensity
of multiple scattering for the particles crossing it in the “amorphous” condition,
so that these particles are not expelled from the nominal beam and have a second
chance to be channeled.
Specific bending techniques have been developed to produce short bent crystals
(the most important are described in sec. 2.1.5) and a new series of tests has been
performed at the IHEP laboratory. Fig. 1.13b presents a summary of the results
obtained over a decade of experiments: the extraction efficiency shows a large in-
crease when reducing the crystal length and the percentage of extracted particles
exceeds 80%.
The studies performed on crystal assisted extraction have turned the IHEP U70

(a) (b)

Figure 1.13:a) Extraction efficiency measured at the SPS as a function of the beam
energy [8]. b) The extraction efficiency measured for 70 GeV protons as a function of the
crystal length at the U70 accelerator, with different kindsof bent crystals: the strip and
quasimosaic ones are presented in sec. 2.1.5 while a description of the O-shaped bending
technique can be found in [22].

accelerator in a largely “crystallized” [23] beam facility, where bent crystals are
routinely used for beam extraction. Fig. 1.14a presents a schematic view of the
U70 accelerator with its crystal stations: theSi106, Si19, Si22 crystals (the num-
ber refers to the position in the accelerator) extract the circulating beam towards
the physics experiments;Si30 splits (sec. 1.2.2) the beam originally extracted for
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beamline number 8 directing a fraction of it towards beamline 22. In addition, two
more stations,Si84 andSi86, are used to test the crystals before the installation and
for channeling research, in particular for the beam collimation studies (sec. 1.2.1).
Fig. 1.14b presents one of the extraction schemes used at IHEP: the circulat-
ing beam is brought to the crystal, acting on the field of the two bending mag-
nets placed before it: the channeled particles (red curve) receive a deflection of
1.7 mrad, so that they enter in the aperture of the OM24 magnetavoiding its
septum wall and after the following deviation in the OM26 magnet leave the ac-
celerator vacuum chamber reaching the external beamline.

(a)

si

OM24 OM26

(b)

Figure 1.14:a) Beam extraction schemes at the U70 accelerator: theSiX silicon crystal
stations, two internal targetsM24,M27, the experimental area (I box) and the crystal test
one (II box) are indicated. b) An example of extraction scheme (red trajectory) that ex-
ploits the old magnetic septa (OM24 and OM26) to increase thecrystal angular kick [23].

1.2.2 Beam splitting

The beam extracted from a circular or linear accelerator canbe further divided in
order to carry out several physics experiments simultaneously. Usually a beam is
split by an electrostatic or a magnetic splitter [2]. This isa technically complex
approach that requires a considerable space since the deflection angles provided
by the conventional splitters are small. On the other hand a compact beam split
method can be based on bent crystals that provide large deflection angles in a very
small space.

The first crystal beam-splitting station [2] began to operate at the end of 1988
at the IHEP laboratory, when the installation of a new booster and the consequent
increase of the beam intensity in the U70 accelerator allowed to share the beam
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with a larger number of experiments. For this reason severalmagneto-optic beam-
lines were built in the limited space of the old experimentalareas, so that the use
of bent crystals to deliver the beam became very attractive.
The layout of the first crystal beam-splitting station is shown in fig. 1.15. The
crystal splitter was placed inside a pre-existing bending magnet (M4) and it was
aligned in channeling, so that a small part of the beam, directed to beamline 23
(for tagged neutrino beam study), was deflected ofα =59 mrad towards beamline
21, designed for hadron studies. Placing the crystal in the halo of the primary
beam that had an intensity ofI23 = 1013 protons per cycle, beamline 21 achieved
an intensity ofI21 = 107 protons, keeping the particle loss in the main line below
the limit of∼ 1010 protons per cycle, corresponding to 0.1%.

Figure 1.15:The scheme of the
first crystal beam-split station in-
stalled at the IHEP laboratory.
M1-9 are bending magnets; Q1-
6 are quadrupole magnets; D1-4
are beam profilometers and S1-2
are scintillator counters.

The crystal features determine the characteristics of the secondary beam: for
example decreasing the transversal dimension of the crystal it is possible to have
a very small beam spot (<100µm), useful to test position sensitive detectors. In
the next sections three specific applications of a bent crystal splitter will be briefly
described.

1.2.2.1 Beam attenuator

It happens that the nominal intensity of an extracted beam has to be reduced by
orders of magnitude, usually because the instrumentation under test is not able to
withstand a large particle intensity.
In these cases the standard approach consists in decreasingthe aperture of the
beamline collimators. But collimators are heavy objects and thus difficult to con-
trol; moreover they become the source of secondary particles and create a beam
halo.
A bent crystal can be used to select a small portion of the beam, with a known
divergence (of the order of the crystal critical angle, sec.1.3.2) and with a size
determined by the crystal width.
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An example of this application is provided by the NA48 CERN experiment, in
which simultaneous beams ofKL andKS have to be produced to measure the CP
violation parameterε ′/ε3. The two beams have to be simultaneous because the
decays of theKL andKS are detected at the same time to minimize the systematic
uncertainties.
Fig. 1.16 shows the layout of the NA48 kaon beams production setup. The pri-
mary beam (1.5·1012 protons per SPS pulse) impinges on a first target, producing
KLs, that move towards the decay region while the charged particles created during
the interaction with the target are deviated by a sweeping magnet. Among these
particles there are∼ 6 ·1011 primary protons that impinge on a bent crystal that
deflects just a small part of them (∼ 5·10−5% corresponding to∼ 3·107 protons)
deviating their trajectory of 9.6 mrad. The recovered proton beam is then trans-
ported (using a bending magnet) in parallel with theKL one and driven towards a
second target (120 m far from the first one) where theKSs are produced.

Figure 1.16:Layout of the NA48 kaon beams production setup.

The authors of [25] summarize the advantage of using a bent crystal in the
NA48 experiment, with respect to a bending magnet, in three points:

• the flux of the transmitted beam is reduced by more than four orders of
magnitude without deteriorating the beam quality.

3The parameter of interest is related to the measured double ratio of theK0 → ππdecay rates:

ε ′/ε = 1
6

[

1− Γ(K0
L→π0π0→γγ)

Γ(K0
L→π+π) · Γ(K0

S→π+π)

Γ(K0
S→π0π0→γγ)

]

[24] with high precision [24]
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• the resulting beam has a small and well defined emittance4 in both planes.

• the effect of the previous sweeping magnet is not reduced, while the sim-
ulation showed that a bending magnet with the same bending power of the
crystal would lead to a tenfold increase in the flux of background muons
through the NA48 detectors.

To conclude, it should be noted that the NA48 experiment provides the most
complete information on the crystal lifetime in a radioactive environment as it
has operated with the same crystal for years, achieving an irradiation of 5·1020

protons/cm2 that produced only a decrease of 30% in the deflection efficiency
which means∼100 years of lifetime in the intense beam of the NA48 experi-
ment [26].

1.2.2.2 Microbeam

The term microbeam refers to a particle beam of small size, ranging from some
mm2 to the nanometer scale.
Microbeams are frequently used in medicine and biology research to study the
effects of ionizing radiation on a single cell or on a small group of cells [27]
both to improve the radiotherapy techniques (whose goal is the destruction of the
cancerous cells) and to understand the effects of a low radiation dose on the human
body [28].
Moreover, microbeams are applied in the so called PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray
Emission) in which a low intensity and low energy (MeV range)proton beam is
focused on targets, so that characteristic X-rays are generated and detected by
a Si detector providing the element analysis of the sample. This technique has
a wide range of applications from the environmental field (e.g. the storm water
analysis [29]) to the artistic and historical ones (e.g. theelement study of the ink
of ancient manuscripts [30]).
Microbeams are usually formed by charged-particles, low energy X rays and low
energy electrons; in particular, the majority of microbeams use light ions, such as
protons or helium nuclei because of their large linear energy transfer (LET5) and
large relative biological effectiveness (RBE6). A typical setup used to produce a
ion microbeam is shown in fig. 1.17.

4The emittance is an important beam quality concept: it is defined as the area covered (at one
σ) by the beam profile in the phase space of the angle as a function of the transversal position of
the particles. It is measured in rad·mm.

5LET is the rate at which energy is transferred from ionizing radiation to matter; it is expressed
in MeV/mm.

6RBE is a measurement of the capability of a specific ionizing radiation to produce a specific
biological effect.
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Figure 1.17:A standard method to produce a light
ion microbeam: protons and light ions are acceler-
ated with a 4 MV Van der Graaf accelerator and then
steered vertically towards the cell irradiation appara-
tus. The microbeam is provided by a 1µm diameter
bore silica capillary collimator; the particles scatter-
ing inside cells are detected by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT).

The channeling effect can be used to produce a microbeam [30]either exploit-
ing a silicon crystal, bent to focus the incident beam in a small spot, or by means
of nanotube structures as briefly described in the following.

Beam focusing
The idea of crystal focusing consists in bending a crystal insuch a way that

the directions of the crystalline planes converge towards afocal point. In this way,
the deflection angle acquired by the crossing particles becomes a function of their
horizontal coordinate, as shown in fig. 1.18a.
The first experimental proof of the crystal focusing capabilities dates back to 1985
[31] when a 1 GeV proton beam was focused by a crystal curved into a cylinder
of 2 m radius. In this way a 15.4±0.05 mm FWHM beam was brought into a
0.65±0.05 mm FWHM distribution.

More recently [32] a series of bent crystals with a focal length F ranging from
0.5 m to 3.5 m has been tested with a 70 GeV proton beam at the IHEP laboratory.
An interesting characteristic of this crystal is that the channeled and focused beam
is deflected by the crystal and thus it separates from the unchanneled one reducing
the background.
Fig. 1.18b shows the shape of the beam transmitted by the crystal: the spot on
the left is the focused beam while the dashed rectangle on theright represents the
crystal cross-section in the undeflected one.
The width of the focused beam is determined by the divergenceof the channeled
particle (that is given by theαc Lindhard critical angle, eq. 1.12) multiplied by the
focal lengthF. The crystal used in the example (fig. 1.18b), that hasF = 0.5 m,
should provide a beam spot of 12µm RMS, while the measured value was slightly
larger, 21µm, due to aberration.

Nanotube channeling
The developments in the field of nanotechnology materials can open interest-
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.18:a) The principle of beam focusing with a bent crystal. b) The profile of
the deflected and focused beam is on the left, while the dashedrectangle on the right
represents the crystal cross-section [32].

ing possibilities for channeling, especially if the microbeam application is con-
cerned [33]. Carbon nanotubes could in fact satisfy the ideal channeling request
to trap the particles in two directions inside large channels with the walls made
of densely packed atoms. Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical molecules (fig. 1.19)
with a typical diameter of the order of 1 nm (single-wall nanotube) or tens of
nanometer (multi-wall nanotubes) and with a length of several microns.

Figure 1.19:Schematic view of a multi-wall nanotube.

The channeling phenomena in nanotube structures occur withthe particle con-
finement in a 2D potential which is located very close to the wall as shown in
fig. 1.20a. In order to deflect these particles, a nanotube should be bent; the po-
tential well is thus modified by the centrifugal force (sec. 1.3.3). Fig. 1.20b shows
the potential well of a bent nanotube (withpv/R= 1 GeV/cm, corresponding to
300 Tesla, whereR is the curvature,p the particle momentum andv its velocity).
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It is clear that most of the nanotube cross section is still available for channeling.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.20:a) The continuous potential within a carbon nanotube of 1.1 nm. b) The
same nanotube bent with: pv/R = 1 GeV/cm [33].

To understand the bent nanotube efficiency, Montecarlo simulations of positive
particle channeling have been performed: fig. 1.21 shows thenumber of channeled
particles as a function of the nanotube curvature for different nanotube structures
(single-wall and multi-wall) revealing values comparableto the Si (110) crystal
ones.

Figure 1.21: Simulation of the nan-
otube efficiency compared with the silicon
crystal one: number of channeled parti-
cles as a function of the nanotube curva-
ture for single-wall (SWNT) and multi-wall
(MWNT) nanotubes and for a silicon crystal
aligned along the (110) planes [33].

Two approaches can be considered to create a microbeam with nanotubes: the
trapping of a small fraction of the incident beam, which is then steered away to
reduce the emittance with well-defined sharp edges or the arrangement of a fo-
cusing array of bent channeling nanotubes that focus the channeled particles into
a small spot. The first solution seems to guarantee better results: some experi-
ments in IHEP have evaluated the nanotube performances in terms of efficiency
and radiation hardness with good results [33].
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1.2.3 Radiation emission related applications

The coherent aspects, characterizing the charged particles interaction with crys-
tals, do not affect only the particle trajectory but also theway it loses energy inside
the crystalline medium. In channeling, for example a positive particle is confined
in the region between the crystalline planes where the electron density is small, so
that the collision probability with the electrons and the corresponding energy loss
become lower than in an amorphous material [34].
When it comes to light particles (electrons and positrons) most of the energy lost
during the interaction with an amorphous medium does not depend on the electron
collisions but on the emission of the bremsstrahlung radiation that is determined
by the multiple Coulomb scattering with the nuclei.
A particle crossing a crystal in channeling condition is notsubject to multiple
scattering with the nuclei but, oscillating in a quasi harmonic potential, emits an
intense radiation whose spectrum, depending on the particle energy, can present
peaks, corresponding to the different harmonics of the oscillation. Also the par-
ticles that form a small angle with the crystalline planes but not small enough to
be captured in channeling emit a strong radiation called coherent bremsstrahlung
determined by the periodic crossing of the crystalline planes.

The radiation emission in bent crystals, both in channelingand volume reflec-
tion (that can be considered as an extension of the coherent bremsstrahlung), is
investigated from the theoretical and experimental point of view in chap. 3, while
this section will briefly describe the implications in the application field. There
are, in fact, several proposals to exploit the enhancement of the radiation emission
in aligned crystals in applications such as:

• the production of high energy photons.
High energy gamma beams are commonly produced deflecting high energy
electrons in bending magnets; the intensity and the spectral characteristics
of the obtained beam depend on the type of used magnet. In fact, besides the
standard dipoles [35], dedicated undulator and wiggler magnets [36] have
been developed to produce an oscillating trajectory that, due to coherent ef-
fects, increases the intensity and the monochromaticity ofthe emitted pho-
tons. Moreover, the bremsstrahlung phenomenon can be exploited to create
photons of higher energy but with lower intensity: an electron impinges on
a target emitting the photon whose energy can be computed measuring the
energy lost by the primary electron [37]. In this scheme an aligned crystal
can substitute the standard amorphous target in order to exploit coherent
effects which increase the photon intensity preserving thevery high energy
of the emitted gammas. In addition to that, depending on the used effect,
the spectral distribution can present a peaked structure and a high degree of
polarization. As an example, a polarized photon beam facility, with an en-
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ergy range of 25-70 GeV, has been developed at CERN [38] usinga crystal
aligned for coherent bremsstrahlung, starting from a pre-existing brems-
strahlung facility [39].

• the particle identification.
The traditional methods (Cherenkov counters and TRDs, Transition Radia-
tion Detectors) developed to identify particles cannot be used at very high
energies. For this reason, in 1976 M. A. Kumakhov [40], predicting the
existence of channeling radiation, suggested the use of channeling radiation
itself to identify electrons and positrons. The principle is the following:
an aligned crystal is inserted in a charged beam and the lightparticles are
identified according to their radiation emission as the channeling radiation
strongly depends on the particle mass. The radiation intensity enhance-
ment in channeling (compared with bremsstrahlung) has the advantage of
allowing the use of a thin target but given that the channeling critical angle
(determining the channeling acceptance) is small, the method can be ap-
plied only to highly collimated beams. Recently an experimental program
called PICH (Particle Identification with CHanneling radiation) has started
to test this method [41]. Fig. 1.22 shows the experimental results obtained
at CERN with a 5 GeV/c (a) [41] and a 20 GeV/c (b) [42] hadron andlight
lepton beam.

• the positron production.
The next e+/e− colliders (future linear colliders and B factories) will require
an increased beam intensity that in turn will need the development of more
powerful positron sources. In a conventional positron source, positrons are
produced by high-energy electrons hitting a heavy-metal target, and then are
captured and accelerated. The maximum positron productionefficiency, for
4-8 GeV incident electrons, is obtained with an optimized target thickness
of 4-5 X0 (radiation length) and selecting the outcoming positrons in the
5-25 MeV/c momentum range. The positron intensity can be enhanced, in-
creasing the incident electron beam intensity and energy but there are limits
given by the allowable heat load on the target caused by the beam power of
the incident electrons. In 1989 R. Chehab [43] proposed to use a crystal ori-
ented in channeling as a positron source. The idea is that, inan aligned crys-
tal, both the photo production and the gamma conversion in pairs (that can
be seen as its inverse process) are enhanced, resulting in a “compact” elec-
tromagnetic shower that allows to increase the number of emitted positrons
without depositing more energy in the medium. Tests on the crystal posi-
tron source have been carried out bringing successful results [44] [45], so
that, this positron production scheme has been applied to the KEKB injector
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linac [46] increasing the positron yield of∼ 25% and reducing at the same
time the steady state heat load on the target of∼ 20% as shown in fig. 1.23.
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Figure 1.22:Experimental results of the PICH (Particle Identification with CHanneling
radiation) program: the photon efficiency, defined as the number of particles, that emit a
detected radiation, over the total acquired one, as a function of the misalignment between
the crystal and the beam for a 5 GeV/c beam (a) and a 20 GeV/c one(b). At small angles
a clear enhancement in the emitted radiation can be seen for electrons and positrons.

The crystal applications described in this section exploitthe radiation emis-
sion properties of aligned crystals and are originally thought to work with straight
crystals; nevertheless bent crystals could offer some advantages:

• tagging capabilities.
One of the main issues working with aligned crystals is the constant control
of the percentage of particles undergoing a certain effect,trying to increase
it, optimizing the alignment between the crystal and the beam. Moreover it
can be useful to tag whether or not the single particle is subject to a given
effect. These operations result to be greatly simplified using bent crystals
since the deflection can be exploited as a reference to properly align the
crystal and as an indicator of the regime in which the single particle has
crossed the crystal.

• increased angular acceptance.
In a bent crystal new phenomena appear such as volume reflection and vol-
ume capture. One of their main characteristics is the increased angular ac-
ceptance, with respect to channeling, given by the curvature of the crys-
talline planes. Since the radiation emission of these effects is enhanced, as
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.23:The crystalline positron source used at KEKB [46] compared with a stan-
dard one: a) positron production efficiency, measured for the tungsten crystal and the
standard tungsten plate, as a function of their thickness (the incident electron energy and
positron momentum were 4 GeV and 20 MeV/c, respectively); b)targets temperature rise
as a function of the beam repetition rate (the temperature rise is normalized by the average
beam charges of the primary electron beam).

well as in the channeling case, they could be exploited to increase the angu-
lar acceptance and apply the described technique to low collimated beams.

• new radiation production schemes.
Bent crystals are able to produce a macroscopic particle deflection that it-
self generates a characteristic radiation emission. For example in sec. 3.1.1
the channeling radiation in a bent crystal is described as consisting of two
components: a hard one, given by the particle oscillations in the channel
(present also in straight crystals) and a soft one, generated by the crystal
curvature. This second component has usually a low intensity but it can be
increased using the so called undulator crystal [47]. The undulator crystal
is bent in a way that its channels have a sinusoidal shape thatcoherently
increases the radiation emission due to the curvature (fig. 1.24) as well as in
an undulator magnet. Differently from the magnet case, in which the oscil-
lation length is limited to several millimeters, in a crystal the sub millimeter
range becomes accessible, allowing a strong increase of theemitted photons
energy7.

7The energy of a photon emitted by an undulator crystal (magnet) is Eγ =
hγ2c

L
whereγ is the

Lorentz factor andL is the undulator period.
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Figure 1.24:The undulator crystal working principle: the red dots represent the nuclei
forming the bent crystalline planes, the blue line is the trajectory of the channeled particle,
a is the oscillation amplitude andλa the oscillation period. The radiation emitted at each
oscillation adds coherently.

1.3 The theory behind bent crystals

This section presents the theoretical bases of the coherentinteraction in bent crys-
tals. A crystal is a regular arrangement of atoms located in alattice, so that,
depending on the orientation, the atoms are placed in strings or planes, as shown
in fig. 1.25.

Figure 1.25:The crystalline structure; depending on the orientation, the atoms appear:
(left) in a non-ordered structure; (center) arranged in planes, after a rotation around the
horizontal axis; (right) arranged in strings after a subsequent rotation around the vertical
axis.

A crucial assumption for the charged particle interaction in amorphous materi-
als is that the collisions with the atoms are not correlated.This results in a variety
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of different impact parameters, which in turn determine many physical processes:
from Rutherford scattering toδ-ray emission, from ionization to X-ray produc-
tion.
When a charged particle is aligned with a crystal plane or axis, this crucial con-
dition is no more verified. As stated by J. Lindhard [48], the collisions with the
crystal atoms are correlated, as if the crystalline plane oraxis were physical ob-
jects formed by a continuous charge distribution (obtainedby smearing the atomic
charge along the crystal plane or string). The periodicity of these planar (axial)
charge distributions forms a series of potential-wells which are able to confine the
charged particles in channeling.
In this section an approximated form of the planar and axial potentials is computed
starting from the single atom potential and allowing to derive the main features
of the channeling effect that is its angular acceptance and efficiency, the curvature
influence on the particle motion and the dechanneling phenomenon.
The last part of the section is dedicated to the so called “volume” effects which
take place (only in bent crystals) when a particle becomes tangent to the crystalline
plane inside the crystal itself: at this point it can be either captured in channeling
(volume capture) or reflected by the potential barrier (volume reflection).

1.3.1 The continuum approximation

When a charged particle crosses a crystal with a small angle with respect to the
crystallographic axis (or plane), its motion is determinedby the coherent effect
of the atomic axis or plane. In this condition the single atoms potential can be
approximated by an average potential generated by the axis (plane) as if the charge
inside the crystal had a continuum distribution, invariantwith respect to the axis
(plane) direction; thus the name continuum approximation [2].

The continuum approximation can be figured out considering aparticle trav-
eling inside a crystal almost aligned with a regular sequence of atoms (a crystal
axis or plane). As shown in fig. 1.26, the angleα between the particle momentum
and the atoms direction is small (α ≪ 1); thus, considering the two momentum
components (the parallel one,pl , and the orthogonal one,pt , with respect to the
atoms direction), sinceα = pt/pl , it results thatpt/pl ≪ 1. This means that the
transversal motion of the particle, compared with the longitudinal one, is very
slow; indeed, a long distance in the longitudinal directionand the interaction with
a large number of atoms correspond to a short movement in the transversal one.
For this reason the particle trajectory is determined by theaverage effect of many
atoms.

Let’s take the case of a particle traveling inside a crystal aligned with one of its
planes (but not with the axis) as shown in fig. 1.27a; in this condition, if V(x,y,z)
is the electric potential between the particle and the single atom, the interaction
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Figure 1.26:Schematic description of the motion of a particle (green dot) that is quasi
aligned with a series of atoms inside a crystal (the red dots represent their nuclei).p is the
particle momentum,pl its parallel component andpt its perpendicular one with respect to
the atomic series.

can be represented using an average potential computed as follows:

Upl(x) = Ndp

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
V(x,y,z)dydz (1.1)

whereN is the number of atoms per unit volume,dp is the interplanar spacing, so
thatN ·dp represents the planar atom density.

Figure 1.27:a) A particle (red line) moving in a crystal at a small angle with respect to
the crystalline plane (placed in thez− y plane). b) The particle experiences an average
potentialU(x), due to the planes, represented by the black line.

There are different ways to approximateV(x,y,z), that in general can be a quite
complicated function depending on several parameters; Lindhard [48] used the
Thomas-Fermi model:

V(r) =
ZiZe2

r
Φ
(

r
aTF

)

(1.2)
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whereZi is the atomic number,Ze the charge of the particle andr the distance
between the particle and the atom; the first factor is the potential of the point like
charge, whileΦ(r/aTF) is the screening function which takes into account the
charge distribution;aTF is the Thomas Fermi screening radius (aTF = 0.8853·
aB ·Z−1/3, aB = 0.529Å).
A widely used analytical form forΦ is given by Molière [49]:

Φ
(

r
aTF

)

=
3

∑
i=1

α ie
βi

aTF (1.3)

whereα=(0.1, 0.55, 0.35) andβ=(6.0, 1.2, 0.3). Lindhard proposed an alternative
form:

Φ
(

r
aTF

)

= 1−
(

1+
3(aTF)

2

r2

)−1/2

(1.4)

which convolved with eq. 1.1 and eq. 1.2 gives the following approximation of the
continuous potential generated by a single crystal plane:

Upl(x) = 2πZiZe2Ndp

(

√

x2+3(aTF)2−x

)

(1.5)

wherex is the distance from the plane, so thatx= 0 represents the plane position
and (for positive particles) corresponds to the maximum value of the potential.
This value, being proportional toZ and N (the atomic number and the atomic
density), depends on the crystal material and, for a given crystal, changes as a
function of the interplanar distancedp so that the wider the channel the greater its
confinement strength.
As shown in fig. 1.27b, a particle which is crossing the crystal will feel the effect
of all the crystalline planes but the contribution of the twonearest ones will be
dominant; therefore:

U(x)≃Upl

(

dp

2
−x

)

+Upl

(

dp

2
+x

)

−2Upl

(

dp

2

)

(1.6)

in which the origin of the transversal coordinatex is placed in the middle of the
two planes, where the potential value is fixed to zero (U(0) = 0).
The most used crystals for channeling investigation in highenergy experiments
are made of silicon [2] (more rarely germanium) thanks to thehigh standards
reached by the semiconductor technology in terms of qualityof the crystals. Sili-
con crystals belong to the diamond group and they are characterized by a covalent
bond: each atom is linked to four neighbours forming a regular tetrahedron with a
face centered cubic (fcc) crystalline structure. Fig. 1.28shows the principal planes
of the fcc structure indicated by the Miller indices; the planes useful for channel-
ing are (110) and (111) while (100) generates a too small potential to be of any
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Figure 1.28:Orientation of the most important crystallographic planesin the cubic lattice
system, indicated by the Miller indices.

interest in this frame. In fig. 1.29 the interplanar potential U(x) for the (110) and
(111) planes in silicon is shown: the (110) orientation has aregular structure with
a constant interatomic distance (dp = 1.92Å) that produces a single potential well
of about 22 eV; the (111) one is more complex as it has a variable interatomic
distance, a long one (dL

p = 2.35 Å) and a short one (dS
p = 0.78 Å) that origin a

couple of potential wells, the deepest one being of about 25 eV. The dashed line
in fig. 1.29a is the harmonic approximation that, fitting the interplanar potential
rather well, can be used for the analytical computation as itwill be shown in
sec. 1.3.2.

Figure 1.29:The interplanar Molière potential for: a) the (110) Si channel and b) the
(111) Si channel which is characterized by two potential wells corresponding to its two
interplanar distances. The dashed line is the harmonic potential approximation.
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1.3.2 Channeling

A charged particle trapped in the potential well between twocrystalline planes is
said to be in planar channeling; this happens if the transversal component of the
particle momentum (see fig. 1.26) is not enough to overcome the barrier.
In this condition, the particle experiences a series of correlated collisions; al-
though these are quantum events, the particle motion can be described in the clas-
sical mechanics frame, thanks to the large number of energetic levels accessible
in the interplanar potential.

Taking into account the harmonic potential approximationU(x) = U0

(

x
2
dp

)2

,

the energy spacing between the levels ish̄

(

8U0

d2
pMo

)2

whereMo is the oscillating

mass; so the classical approximation is valid if:

No =
dp

h̄
√

8

√

U0Mo ≫ 1 (1.7)

whereNo is the number of the accessible energetic levels for the trapped particle.
Condition 1.7 is always fulfilled for heavy particles (protons) while for light ones
(electrons and positrons), the classical approach becomesvalid in the 10-100 MeV
range.

In the framework of the continuum approximation (sec. 1.3.1), the transversal
momentum is much smaller than the parallel one (pt ≪ pl ) and thus the total
energy of the system can be approximated as follows:

E =
√

p2
t + p2

l +m2c2+U(x)≃ p2
t c2

2El
+El +U(x) (1.8)

whereEl =
√

p2
l c2+m2c4; pl is not affected by the potential so it is conserved,

meaning thatEl is conserved and thus
p2

t c2

2El
+U(x) is conserved too, due to the

energy conservation principle. This quantity defined as theparticle transversal en-
ergyEt can be expressed in terms of the misalignment angle between the particle
trajectory and the crystal planes (α = pt/pl ):

Et =
p2

l c2

2El
α 2+U(x)≃ p2c2

2E
α 2+U(x) = const. (1.9)

where, in the second equality, according to the conditionpt/pl ≪ 1, pl has been
approximated with the total momentump, andEl with the total energyE.
According to eq. 1.9, each particle entering the crystal hasa transversal energy
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value, which is a function of its alignment with respect to the crystal plane (α )
and of its position in the channel (x), as it is shown in fig. 1.30.

Figure 1.30:Schematic description of the interplanar potential: the two vertical series
of red dots represent the atomic nuclei and the blue line is the potential shapeU(x).
The green dot represents a particle with a transversal energy Et that, being lower than
Umax=U(xc), keeps the particle trapped in the channel.

The particle is trapped in the channel if its transversal energy is smaller than
the maximum value of the potential barrier, that isEt < Umax; the condition that
defines the possible values ofα andx for a channeled particle is then:

p2c2

2E
α 2+U(x)≤Umax (1.10)

Although the maximum of the potential is reached at the planeitself (x= dp/2),
in this position the particle would be quickly removed from the channel by the
scattering with the nuclei; indeed the stable channeling condition (sec. 1.3.2.1)
is achieved only whenx< xc, wherexc is the critical approaching distance, and
thusUmax=U(xc). The distancepw = dp/2−xc can be imagined as the intrinsic
width of the plane where the nuclei density is large. This density decreases from
the plane center according to a gaussian distribution whoseσ is ρ⊥ =

√
2ρ, being

ρ the RMS amplitude of the atomic thermal vibration (theρ value in silicon at
room temperature is 0.075Å). The experimental data [50] show that a good ap-
proximation forpw is 2.5ρ which givesUmax≃ 16 eV for the (110) orientation in
silicon and 19 eV for the (111) one.
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Taking into account the relationpc2 = vE (vE is the product between the par-
ticle velocity and its energy), eq. 1.10 becomes:

Et =
pv
2

α 2+U(x) (1.11)

that forEt = Umax (critical value of the transversal energy) andx= 0 (minimum
value of the interplanar potentialU(0) = 0)8 gives the maximum misalignment
angle that still allows channeling, the so called critical angle:

αc =

√

2Umax

pv
(1.12)

For a silicon crystalUmax≈ 20 eV, thusαc is 280µrad at 500 MeV, 9.42µrad at
450 GeV and 2.39µrad at 7 TeV. It has to be noted that the critical angle decreases
as the square root of the energy, while the multiple scattering as the energy of the
incoming particles; therefore, the effects due to multiplescattering which (as will
be shown) reduce the channeling efficiency become less important at high energy.

The angleα can be expressed as
dx
dz

where dx and dz are the infinitesimal

increases in the transversal and longitudinal spatial directions; with this substitu-
tion, eq. 1.11 gives the following differential equation which describes the particle
motion in the channel:

Et =
pv
2

(

dx
dz

)2

+U(x) (1.13)

Differentiating with respect toz:

pv
d2x
dz2 +U ′(x) = pv

d2x
dz2 +U0

8x
d2

p
= 0 (1.14)

whose solution gives the particle trajectory in space, which in fact corresponds to
a sinusoidal oscillation:

x=
dp

2

√

Et

U0
sin

(

2π·z
λ

+φ
)

(1.15)

The length of the oscillation period is:

λ = πdp

√

pv
2U0

(1.16)

For example for a 400 GeV/c proton in siliconλ ∼ 25.5 µm.

8corresponding to the particles which enter the channel in its center.
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1.3.2.1 Dechanneling

In the particle trajectory derivation (sec. 1.3.2), the transversal energy conserva-
tion is assumed, which in real crystals is not exactly true because of the scattering
processes with electrons and nuclei as well as the difference between the real po-
tential and the continuum approximation and the possible crystal lattice defects.
These events can produce either an instant change or a progressive growth of the
transversal energy that, overcoming the interplanar potential barrier, causes the
release of the particle from the channeling state, the so called dechanneling.

Dechanneling is a complex phenomenon and its full description, which in-
cludes the scattering effects in the real crystal, is achieved through Montecarlo
computer simulations [51]. However a simplified dechanneling model can be de-
veloped taking into account two fundamental aspects: the multiple scattering on
the nuclei (MSN) and the one on the electrons (MSE) [52].
MSN takes place during the first phase of the crystal crossingin channeling and
it concerns only the particles which have a high initial transversal energy value
(Et >U(xc) in fig. 1.30): these particles, moving near the crystal planes where the
nuclear density is high, are quickly dechanneled.
On the contrary, given that the electrons distribution is more uniform than the nu-
clear one, MSE concerns all the channeled particles; it produces a slow transver-
sal energy growth (compared to MSN) and thus has a negligibleeffect in the first
phase of the crystal crossing.
From a practical point of view, MSN is dominant in short crystals (the last gener-
ation ones with a length of the order of 1 mm, sec. 2.1.5) whileit is almost hidden
in long crystals, where the unstable channeling region represents just a small frac-
tion of the crystal itself, and where the observed dechanneling is mainly due to
MSE.

In principle the reduction of the number of channeled particles as a function
of the crystal depth can be approximated by an exponential decay both for the
MSN case and the MSE one but characterizing the two phenomenawith their own
dechanneling lengthLD according to the following equation: [2]:

N(z) = N0 ·e−
z

LD (1.17)

whereN(z) is the number of channeled particles at thezposition along the crystal
(z≤ crystal length) andN0 is the number of channeled particles at the crystal entry
face.

For what concerns MSN, an estimation of the specific dechanneling length
(LDn) can be provided [53] considering the average distance required to increase
the particle transversal energy of aboutEgap= U0−Umax (see fig. 1.30) because
of the Coulomb multiple scattering.
The relation between the transversal energyEt and the misalignment angleα is
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∆Et = pv/2 · ∆α 2 (eq. 1.11); assuming thatα increases following the multiple
scattering formula given in [54] (neglecting the logarithmic part), the increase of
the transversal energy as a function of thezcoordinate is obtained:

∆Et(z) =
pv
2
·∆α (z)2 =

pv
2

· E2
c

p2v2

z
X0

=
E2

c

2pv
z

X0
(1.18)

whereX0 is the radiation length (9.37 cm in silicon),Ec =13.6 MeV. When the
transversal energy overcomes the potential barrier (∆Et(zc) = Egap) the particle is
dechanneled (LDn = zc) so:

LDn = Egap· pv· 2X0

E2
c

(1.19)

Taking into account that in siliconEgap≃ 5 eV, at an energy of 400 GeVLDn ≃
2 mm. This is a rough estimate since it does not take into account the specific
trajectory of the channeled particle; nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the
nuclear dechanneling length is proportional to the energy of the particle; for a
more accurate estimation, a Montecarlo simulation is needed.

MSN affects only the particles with a high initialEt . However also the parti-
cles withEt < Umax can be dechanneled due to the scattering with the electrons;
this phenomenon is slower and therefore it is characterizedby a longer dechan-
neling length [2]:

LD =
256
9π2

pv
ln(2mec2γI−1)−1

aTF

Ziremec2 (1.20)

whereI is the ionization potential (for silicon≃ 172 eV),me is the electron mass
at rest,re the classical electron radius andZi the charge number of the particle.
Eq. 1.20 states that the electron dechanneling length, as well as the nuclear one,
linearly increases with the energy, but its numerical valuefar exceeds the nu-
clear one (for example at 400 GeV in siliconLDe =21.9 cm). For this reason the
MSE effect is negligible in short crystals, like the ones described and analyzed in
this thesis work. Nevertheless these crystals represent the last generation of bent
crystals, therefore eq.1.20 has been experimentally verified in the past with long
crystals as shown in fig. 1.31.

The given dechanneling description is valid for positive charged particles which
are channeled in the central region of the crystalline planefar from the nuclei. On
the contrary, negative particles are channeled around the atomic plane as their po-
tential well minimum corresponds to the nuclei positions. The large electron and
nuclear densities in this region, increasing the scattering probability, make the
dechanneling length much shorter with respect to the positive particles one.
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Figure 1.31: Measurements of the
electron dechanneling length in long
silicon crystals; the symbols refer to
several experiments [55].

1.3.3 Bent crystals

The channeling phenomenon can be exploited to deflect high energy charged parti-
cles; the motion of a channeled particle is, in fact, confinedbetween the crystalline
planes; therefore, if the crystal is bent, the channel is curved and the captured par-
ticle is forced to follow the curvature being deflected.
Fig. 1.32a shows the scheme of a bent crystal: the red line represents the particle
trajectory which is deviated of the angleφc = l/R(wherel is the crystal length and
R its bending radius), while an example of bending through a mechanical holder
is presented in fig. 1.32b.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.32:a) The bent crystal working principle; b) an example of a bending device.

The description of the interplanar potential given in sec. 1.3.1 is still valid in a
bent crystal since a macroscopic curvature of the crystal (that is a curvature radius
of the order of several meters) has a negligible effect on themicroscopical crys-
talline structure (Angstrom scale) itself.
However a particle trapped in a bent channel feels a centrifugal force in addition
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to the planar potential, as described in fig. 1.33, where the condition of an ideal
particle which enters the crystal in the center of a channel,perfectly aligned to
the planes (with zero transversal energy,Et = 0) is shown both in the laboratory
inertial frame (plot a) and in the non inertial frame that rotates following the crys-
tal curvature (plot b). In the reference system rotating along the crystal (plot b) a

Figure 1.33:A particle with zero transversal energy in channeling in a bent crystal: a)
in the laboratory inertial frame, the particle assumes an angle with respect to the planes
direction which is curved, thus its equilibrium position inthe potential is no more in the
channel center; b) in the non inertial frame which rotates with the particle; the centrifugal
force appears and modifies the interplanar potential.

centrifugal force directed towards the external side of thechannel appears and its
contribution should be added to eq. 1.14 which expresses theequilibrium of the
forces applied on the particle:

pv
d2x
dz2 +U

′
(x)+

pv
R(z)

= 0 (1.21)

whereR(z) is the curvature radius as a function of the position in the channel; if
it is constant (R(z) = R), the crystal curvature is an arc of circumference (as in the
bent crystal described in sec. 2.1.5) and the effective interplanar potentialUe f f(x)
has the following analytical form:

Ue f f(x) =U(x)+
pv
R

x (1.22)

The expressions given in sec. 1.3.2 which describe the particles motion for
an arbitrary interplanar potentialU(x) remain valid with the substitution with
Ue f f(x). According to eq. 1.22, as the curvature (R−1) increases, the minimum
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of the potential is shifted towards the outer planes (negativex values) and the po-
tential well depth is reduced, as shown in fig. 1.34 where the interplanar potential
is computed for 3 different curvature radii.

Figure 1.34: The interplanar silicon
((110) planes) potential computed in the
Molière approximation for: the straight
crystal (solid line), apv/R of 1 GeV/cm
(dashed line) and 2 GeV/cm (dotted line).

When the centrifugal force equals the electric field produced by the atomic
plane at the critical distancexc (that delimits the region with high nuclear density,
see fig. 1.30):

pv
Rc

=U ′(xc) (1.23)

channeling is no longer possible; thereforeRc represents the critical curvature ra-
dius (Tsyganov critical radius): forRsmaller than this value, capture is no longer
stable. According to Lindhard potential (eq. 1.4), an approximate expression of
Rc can be computed:

Rc =
pv

U ′(xc)
≃ pv

πNdpZiZe2 (1.24)

In deriving this expression, the contribution of the singleplane is taken into ac-
count; being thexc position close to an atomic plane, the contribution to the poten-
tial from the other planes can be neglected. Given that in siliconU ′(xc) ≃ 5 GeV/cm,
the critical curvature radius for relativistic particles of energyE (pv≃ E) is ap-

proximatelyRb
c =

E[GeV]
5

cm.

Since the maximum transversal energy value for a fixed momentum particle
decreases with the curvature (fig. 1.34) and indicating withUmax the transversal
energy limit for channeling in a straight crystal, this limit will assume a different
valueUb

max(R) < Umax in a crystal bent with a curvature radiusR.
This affects the critical angle given in eq. 1.12 which becomes:

α b
c =

√

2Ub
max(R)
pv

< αc (1.25)
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An approximated value ofUb
max as a function of the curvature radius can be com-

puted taking into account the harmonic approximation, according to which the
effective potential of eq. 1.22 becomes:

Ue f f(x) =U0 ·
(

x
xc

)2

+
pv
R

x (1.26)

As shown in sec. 1.3.1, the interplanar potential has been defined in order to have
the minimum in the middle of two atomic planes and to reach theUmax value in
the critical positions−xc, xc. Eq. 1.26 shows that ifU(x) is harmonic,Ue f f(x) is
harmonic too, but the centrifugal force shifts the minimum position to

xmin =− pvx2c
2RU0

; thus the height of the potential barrier will be:

Ub
0 =Ue f f(xc)−Ue f f(xmin) =U0−

pv
R

xc+
1

2U0

(pv
R

xc

)2
(1.27)

According to eq. 1.24, the critical radius in the harmonic approximation isRh
c =

pvxc
2U0

so the potential barrier can be expressed as:

Ub
0 =U0

(

1−2
Rh

c

R
+

(

Rh
c

R

)2
)

=U0

(

1− Rh
c

R

)2

(1.28)

For a curvature radius tending to infinity, which means in a straight crystal,Ub
0 = U0;

if the curvature radius increases,Ub
0 decreases as expected (note that only the re-

gionR> Rh
c is considered). Thus the critical angleαc in a bent crystal with aR−1

curvature becomes:

α b
c = αc

(

1− Rb
c

R

)

(1.29)

As it was already mentioned, the effective potential in a bent crystal is still
harmonic, so the particle trajectories in the channel have the same shape of the
ones in a straight crystal (eq. 1.3.1):

x=−xc
Rc

R
+xc

√

Et

Ub
0

sin

(

2π·z
λ

+φ
)

(1.30)

In fact, they have the same periodλ but the oscillation takes place around a new
equilibrium point,xmin = −xcRc/R. This shift corresponds to a change of the
particle distribution in the channel: the channeled particles are shifted towards
the atomic plane so they experience a larger electron density with respect to the
straight crystal. This should increase the dechanneling probability (sec. 1.3.2.1)
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but, as the valence electrons in silicon and germanium have aroughly uniform
distribution in the channel, the electron scattering probability of a channeled par-
ticle is almost insensitive to the crystal curvature for curvature radiiR≥ 2Rc.
This effect is indeed hidden by the greater influence on the dechanneling yield of
the reduction of the potential well; as already observed in sec. 1.3.2.1 in fact, the
dechanneling length is proportional to the maximum transversal energy, so ifL is
the dechanneling length in a straight crystal, when the crystal is bent it becomes:

Lb = L

(

1− Rh
c

R

)2

(1.31)

In addition, the dechanneling length in a crystal with a given curvature is no
more a linear function of the particlepv as shown in sec. 1.3.1: in the effective

potential, the curvature radiusR appears always in the denominator
(pv

R

)

; the

critical radius has been defined for a fixed particle energy but, in the same way,
once the curvature radius is fixed, a critical particle energy pvc can be defined.
Eq. 1.31 becomes:

Lb
D = LD

(

1− pv
pvc

)2

∝ pv

(

1− pv
pvc

)2

(1.32)

Using theLD dependence frompv (eq. 1.20), the dechanneling length in a bent
crystal is no more a monotonic function of the energy but has amaximum value
for pv= 1/3· pvc which is the optimal choice to minimize the dechanneling losses
in a bent crystal.

1.3.4 Volume effects

In a bent crystal the direction of the atomic plane changes asa function of the
position inside it: a channeled particle is forced to followthis change, so its mo-
tion does not differ substantially from the one in straight crystals. When a particle
crosses the crystal, not in channeling, its motion is approximately straight (apart
from the multiple scattering) therefore the alignment between the particle trajec-
tory and the crystalline plane varies during the motion. In particular there is a
range of initial alignment positions that will result in theparticle trajectory be-
coming tangent with the crystal plane inside the crystal itself. When this happens,
there are two possible effects: either the particle is captured in the channel contin-
uing its motion in channeling (volume capture, sec. 1.3.4.1) or it is reflected by the
potential barrier in the opposite direction with respect tothe channeling deflection
(volume reflection, sec. 1.3.4.2).
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1.3.4.1 Volume capture

In sec. 1.3.2.1 it has been pointed out that the scattering effects can modify the
particle transversal energy resulting in a finite probability for the confined particle
to leave the channel: this phenomenon is called dechanneling.
For any given particle trajectory in the crystal, the reverse one is possible (Lind-
hard reversibility rules [48]), meaning that a reverse dechanneling mechanism
should exist: a particle with a transversal energy above thecritical value can lose
part of the energy because of multiple scattering and can be captured in the chan-
nel; this phenomenon is calledfeed-inor volume capturein the bent crystal frame.
In a straight crystal, the dynamics of the two beam populations, the channeled
particles and the random ones (in amorphous condition), is determined by the two
opposite mechanisms (dechanneling and feed-in), so that the effective dechan-
neling can be defined as the total fraction of particles whichleave the channel.
Fig. 1.35a-top shows a possible particle trajectory in a straight crystal: the ini-
tially channeled particle is firstdechanneledand, at a certain point, re-captured in
a channel (feed-in). The feed-in mechanism in a straight crystal is possible since
the trajectories of the dechanneled particles remain quasiparallel to the crystal
planes; in other words the transversal energy fluctuates around the confinement
threshold (fig. 1.35a-bottom).
The equivalent process in a bent crystal is shown in fig. 1.35b; in this case, the
dechanneling takes place but in the meanwhile the channel rotates its direction as
the particle moves forward in the crystal itself. Thereforethe particle misalign-
ment with the channel rapidly increases and the transversalenergy of the particle
moves away from the confinement threshold because of the effective potential
shape (fig. 1.35b-bottom). For this reason, the feed-in is very unlikely and gives a
negligible contribution to the effective dechanneling probability in bent crystals.

According to the reversibility principle, the inverse of the dechanneling pro-
cess should exist also in bent crystals. In fact, it can be obtained considering the
reversed trajectory of a dechanneled particle: the particle enters the crystal, mis-
aligned with respect to the channel (α > αc), and it is progressively aligned by
the crystal curvature, as schematically shown in fig. 1.36. From the transversal
energy point of view (right side of the figure), during this phase the distance from
the capture threshold is decreasing; thus near the tangencypoint with the channel
its fluctuation allows the capture in the potential well; from this point on the parti-
cle behaves as a channeled one. Given the capture happens inside the crystal, that
is in its volume, the process is calledvolume capture.
Volume capture is strictly related to dechanneling, as theyboth depend on the

scattering probability; in fact, the probability to be dechanneled (PD) crossing a
crystal length dz is equal to the probability of an almost aligned particle to be
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Figure 1.35:a) A possible particle trajectory in a straight crystal: theparticle is first
dechanneled and subsequently re-channeled (feed-in); b) asimilar trajectory in a bent
crystal: after the dechanneling the feed-in probability rapidly decreases as the particle is
no more aligned with the channel. In the bottom part of the figure the evolution of the
particle transversal energy in the interplanar potential is shown for both cases.

Figure 1.36:The volume capture process in a bent crystal: left) a possible trajectory is
given, with a particle which is progressively aligned with the channel due to the crystal
curvature and near the tangency point with the channel is captured in channeling; right)
the trajectory is represented in the phase space (transversal energy versus radial position);
note that it is the reverse process with respect to the dechanneling one (fig. 1.35b-bottom).

captured in the channel (PVC), crossing the same crystal length dz:

PVC(dz) = PD(dz) =
dz
LD

(1.33)
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where dz is the infinitesimal increment in the longitudinal direction andLD is the
dechanneling length (sec. 1.3.2.1). This happens because the two processes re-
quire a change of the same amount of transversal energy to take place: an increase
for dechanneling and a decrease for volume capture.
To compute the total volume capture probability, an estimation of the length dur-
ing which the particle is almost aligned and thus can be captured is needed; con-
sidering thatαc gives the angular scale allowing channeling, this length can be
approximated byδz= αcR, resulting in the following estimation for the volume
capture probability:

PVC ≃ Rαc

LD
(1.34)

Considering the trajectories reversibility in the crystal, a more rigorous formula
(that introduces a numerical correction factor) forPVC can be derived [2]:

PVC =
π
2

Rαc

LD
(1.35)

The volume capture trend as a function of the beam energy can be computed, con-
sidering thatαc ∝

√
pvandLD ∝ pv (if the logarithmic correction is neglected):

PVC ∝
R

(pv)3/2
(1.36)

1.3.4.2 Volume reflection

The volume reflectionphenomenon represents the particle deviation in a single
point inside the crystal due to the elastic scattering with the atomic potential bar-
rier; it was considered for the first time in computer simulations [56] and then
experimentally observed [57].
As well as the volume capture effect, volume reflection takesplace when a particle
enters the crystal with an angle larger than the critical oneαc so that the transver-
sal energy overcomes the potential barrier and the particleis not channeled. In
this condition it crosses the crystal approaching the tangency point with the chan-
nel (fig. 1.37) with a trajectory similar to the volume capture one; but in this case
the transversal energy fluctuations are not able to cause theparticle confinement
and the radial coordinatert , corresponding to the tangency point, is reached. In
this point the particle has no longer a transversal kinetic energy thus it reverses the
motion under the influence of the interplanar potential. This phenomenon is called
volume reflectionand produces a deflection angleφVR of the particle trajectory.

To estimate the reflection angle the particle trajectory hasto be considered in
detail. Fig. 1.37(left) presents a simplified volume reflection trajectory formed by
two straight lines connected in a single reflection point; this is an approximation
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Figure 1.37:Volume reflection of a charged particle in a bent crystal at the turning radial
coordinatert : on the left side a schematic view of the crystal and on the right one the
particle transversal energy and the effective potential asa function of the radial coordinate.

that neglects the oscillations due to the crystalline potential. These oscillations
(fig. 1.38a) depend on the fact that the transversal energy isthe sum of a kinetic

and a potential component,Et =
pv
2

α 2+U(x): when the particle crosses the crys-

tal and thus the different channels,U(x) oscillates from its maximum to its mini-
mum and since the transversal energy is constant also the angle α should oscillate.
Fig. 1.38b shows the oscillations of the particle momentum direction as a func-
tion of the position inside the crystal. In the first half of the plot the amplitude of
the oscillations increases as long as the channel is gettingparallel to the particle
trajectory; when the tangency position is reached, the particle reverses its motion
and the oscillations start again with a decreasing amplitude corresponding to the
progressive misalignment. Fig. 1.38b shows that the reflection angle basically
depends on the amplitude of the last oscillation (the one with the turning point,
indicated in red); during this oscillation the potential component of the transversal
energy varies of about 2Umax (box at the top right in the figure). Therefore, due to
the transversal energy conservation (eq. 1.11), the angular variation is:

∆α ≃ 2

√

2Umax

pv
= 2αc (1.37)

∆α gives the order of magnitude of the VR deflection angleφVR but it does not
take into account two factors which contribute to slightly decrease its mean value:

• the channel position in which the particle enters and leavesthe crystal.
This effect can be appreciated considering the oscillations in fig. 1.38b: the
points of maximum represent the points in which the particleis in the center
of the channels, while the “valleys” represent the edge of two consecutive
channels. If the starting and the end point of the trajectoryare the center of
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Figure 1.38:a) A detailed scheme of the volume reflection process inside abent crystal:
the particle oscillates while it is crossing the crystal planes. b) The same trajectory in the
phase space of the deflection angle as a function of the position inside the crystal; the red
line underlines the region in which the reflection takes place; this portion of the trajectory
is also shown in the box representing the transversal energy-radius phase space.

the channels, the deflection angle will be larger than if theycorrespond to
the edge of the channels. Since for a macroscopic (with respect to the plane
scale) beam the distribution of the entrance and exit pointsin the channel is
equiprobable, this effect produces a decrease of theφVR mean value and an
increase of its spread.

• the bending of the crystal that deforms the effective potential.
Computing∆α , a variation of the transversal energy of 2Umax has been
assumed; this is true only in the limit ofR≫ Rc (a crystal with a small
curvature). Fig. 1.39 shows the reflection process in terms of the transversal
energy in a crystal bent with a large curvature; the variation of the potential
component of the transversal energy is 2Ure f , a value between 2Umax and
2Umin (whereUmin is given by eq. 1.28). SinceUre f < Umax, it turns out
thatφVR< 2αc; moreover when a large number of particles is considered,
Ure f will assume all the possible values producing a spread in theresulting
reflection angle distribution.

A better estimation that takes into account all the possibletrajectories and the
crystal bending can be found in [53] givingφVR = 1.5 αc. This is an indicative
average value, as the volume reflection angle depends on the bending radius. For
this reason a study has been carried out to characterize the volume reflection be-
haviour as a function of the crystal curvature [58]. The testhas been performed
at 400 GeV/c with a silicon strip crystal (sec. 2.1.5) bent with different curvature
radii.
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Figure 1.39:The interplanar potential in a crys-
tal with a small bending radius. The volume re-
flection angle of the single particle,φVR, depends
on the specific value ofUre f corresponding to the
point in which the particle changes direction.

The results are presented in fig. 1.40:

• (a) the volume reflection angleφVR and its RMS (σVR) spread are plotted
as a function of the bending radius. As expected,φVR increases with the
bending radius because a lower deformation of the interplanar potential (see
fig. 1.39) corresponds to a smaller curvature so thatUre f gets nearer toUmax

increasing the averageφVR angle; for the same reason∆U becomes smaller
thus reducing the RMS of the deflection angle distribution,σVR.

• (b) The volume reflection inefficiency:ε2 represents the percentage of parti-
cles that are captured in the channel reaching its end (volume capture);ε1 is
the total VR inefficiency that adds toε2 the contribution of the particles that
even being captured in the channel are immediately dechanneled. Both the
curves linearly increase with the bending radius in agreement with eq. 1.36.
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Figure 1.40:a) The mean volume reflection angleφVR and its RMSσVR [58]: com-
parison between experimental data (black dots for the mean and pink triangles for the
RMS), simulation data (red squares and blue triangles) and the analytical curves (contin-
uous for the mean and dashed for the RMS). b) The volume reflection inefficiency [58]:
comparison between experimental data (black dots), simulation data (red squares) and the
analytical curveε1; the other curve,ε2, represents the probability to enter in the stable
channeling regime (volume capture).
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Chapter 2

Bent crystal measurements

This chapter will review the state of the art of the experimental and analysis tech-
niques used in the bent crystals studies. Its main goal is providing the reader with
a complete overview on the method developed to characterizea bent crystal: from
its assembly on the goniometer to the detailed analysis of its deflection features.

Sec. 2.1 will describe the different components of the experimental setup (the
bent crystals, the detectors and the particle beam) showinghow they have been
integrated, during the past four years, optimizing the performances in terms of
resolution, speed and versatility.

The data collected by means of the setup described in sec. 2.1need a non
trivial analysis to be exploited. The analysis procedure ispresented in sec. 2.2,
in which the methods developed to extract the interesting crystal parameters are
applied to the bent crystals tested in various situations: energies ranging from 13
to 400 GeV with positive and negative particles.

2.1 Experimental setup

The setup used in bent crystal measurements is the result of amulti-stage process,
that has registered a turning point in 2006 when, for the firsttime, the H8RD22
collaboration has used a real time system based on microstrip silicon detectors
able to reconstruct the single particle track [59]. The previous channeling exper-
iments, in fact, were based on beam profile integrated measurements to estimate
the deflection angles and the efficiencies of the various crystal effects.
The single particle tracking introduced in 2006 has improved the resolution on
the measured parameters and has allowed the angular information to be correlated
with the impact position on the crystal surface.
The 2006 setup can be defined as a “half tracking system” as it measured the parti-
cle track only after the crystal crossing. In this section animproved “full tracking
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system”, that measures the particle trajectory before and after the crystal, will be
described; the performances of this system in terms of resolution are very good
(close to the physical limit of this kind of measurement) andthe system itself al-
lows a greater adaptability to the different beam conditions.
This section, starting from the basic concepts that guided the development of the
setup, will provide a detailed description of all its components, concluding with
the experimental procedure that goes from the crystal assembly to the high statis-
tics data taking in the under-study angular position.

2.1.1 Basic concepts

The investigation of the bent crystal effects needs high precision angular mea-
surements. These effects, in fact, are identified by relatively small deflections and
occur for small angular acceptances, being their order of magnitude defined by the
critical angle (αc given in eq. 1.12) that, for example, is≃10 µrad at 400 GeV/c.
The small angular acceptances require the use of an active alignment system to
rotate the crystal; for this purpose precise goniometric systems are used as the one
exploited in this setup which is described in sec. 2.1.2.
For what concerns the particles detection, two different strategies can be adopted:

• the first one needs an almost parallel and narrow beam, which means a diver-
gence smaller than the critical angle and a dimension smaller than the crys-
tal size. With such a beam the setup can be the one described infig. 2.1a:
the beam impinges on the crystal which rotates till it reaches the correct
alignment; at this point the beam is split in different angular components
which separate in space going farther from the crystal. If a position sensi-
tive detector acquires the beam profile at the distance wherethe effects are
separated, the crystal behaviour can be reconstructed.

• the second strategy can be applied even if the beam conditions are far from
the ideal ones, that is a beam divergence larger than the critical angle and
a beam dimension larger than the crystal one. The method is based on the
capability to measure the single particle track before and after the crystal.
This is described in fig. 2.1b: several position sensitive detectors determine
the single particle position before and after the crystal sothat it is possible
to select the particles which impinge on the crystal with a certain angle and
to compute the deflection produced by the crystal itself.

The second strategy (for a practical example see sec. 2.1.3)has two clear
advantages with respect to the first one: 1) it is more versatile with respect to
the beam conditions; 2) it is able to correlate the angular information with the
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Figure 2.1:Schematic description of the two possible experimental setups for the crystal
channeling measurements: a) it can be used if the beam is narrow and parallel (compared
with the crystal dimension and angular acceptance); b) it ismore complex from the detec-
tor point of view, being based on the track reconstruction but can be used also if the beam
conditions are far from the ideal ones; in addition it is usually more compact.

impact point on the crystal, allowing to study the uniformity of the crystal be-
haviour, which in turn affects the crystal performances in terms of deflection (see
sec. 2.2.1).

However, from the resolution point of view, that is the capability to distinguish
the different crystal effects, both the setups present prosand cons. If the distance
between detectors is large enough, the contribution of the intrinsic detector res-
olution can be neglected and the deflection angle resolutionis determined either
by the beam size and divergence (first case) or by the multiplescattering (second
case). Even if the optimal measurement setup should be chosen on a test by test
basis, it is clear that, since the multiple scattering increases linearly with the in-
verse of the energy, the tracking system strategy is not ideal at low energy.
To give an example, sec. 2.2.5 will show how the performancesof a tracking sys-
tem (designed to work in the hundreds of GeV range) worsen when it is used at
about 10 GeV.
The conclusion is that to perform bent crystal measurementsin the sub GeV range,
the first strategy should be used. In this case the beam geometrical features, if nec-
essary, could be modified, with adequate collimators [60].

2.1.2 The goniometer

The study of channeling phenomena requires a very accurate alignment system to
orient the crystals with respect to the charged particles beam.
Furthermore, this alignment system should be remotely controlled by the DAQ
(Data AcQuisition) and ensure a very good reproducibility,given that the crystal
studies require first the investigation of wide angular ranges and subsequently high
statistics data taking in the interesting angular positions (sec. 2.1.7).

The measurements described in this work use a high precisiongoniometric
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system that, besides the angular alignment, is designed to allow the precise po-
sitioning of the crystal on the beam. It consists of different stages (as shown in
fig. 2.2):

• a linear one to put the goniometer on the beam.

• a rotational one to align the crystal with respect to the beamon the horizon-
tal plane.

• a second linear stage to put the crystal holder on the rotational axis.

• a second rotational stage (the craddle) to orient the crystal with respect to
the axis direction.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2:b) A photo of the goniometric system during the operation on the H8 beam-
line. a) A schematic of the system.

All the stages are equipped with two-phase microstep motorsand mechanical
limit switches are integrated in the two linear stages. The control of the angular
rotation is provided by an optical encoder and closed loop mechanism, which
guarantees the required angular accuracy and repeatability. The goniometer is
remotely controlled by the DAQ system and the motor positions are stored in the
data file and in dedicated control files. The performances of the different stages
are summarized in tab 2.1.

2.1.3 The full tracking system

As already mentioned in sec. 2.1.1, a “full tracking system”is a setup able to
measure both the incoming and outgoing angle of the particlewith respect to the
crystal.
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Accuracy Repeatability Resolution Range
Linear stage 2 1.5µm 2 µm 5 µm 102 mm
Rotational stage 1 µrad 2µrad 5µrad 360◦

Linear stage 1 1.5µm 2 µm 5 µm 52 mm
Craddle stage 1 µrad 1µrad 5µrad ±6 ◦

Table 2.1:Performances of the different stages of the goniometric system.

Fig. 2.3 shows the scheme of the setup on which this thesis work is based:Ds1−4

are double sided silicon microstrip detectors for the trackreconstruction while
S1−2 are the scintillators for the trigger.

The choice of the silicon microstrip detectors and in particular of double sided
ones for the tracking has been determined by the following features:

• a good spatial resolution both in the horizontal and in the vertical direction,
allowing to reach a high angular resolution with a compact system.

• a small amount of material in the beam direction, ensuring a limited multiple
scattering contribution.

• the compactness of the detectors (readout by VLSI electronics) that al-
lows the installation on different beamlines (sec. 2.1.6) without substantial
changes in their layout.

Figure 2.3:Scheme of the tracking system used for the crystal channeling measurements.

One of the four silicon microstrip detectors is shown in fig. 2.4. They have
been originally developed by INFN Trieste [61]; each module(the box is 12×
50 cm2 and 4 cm thick) consists of a double sided silicon strip detector (1.92×
1.92 cm2, 300µm thick) and its frontend electronics. The p-side of the detector
has a p+ implantation strip every 25µm and a readout pitch of 50µm while the
n-side (which is perpendicular to the p-one) has n+ implantation strips with a pitch
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of 50 µm, separated by p+ blocking strips. Each silicon side is readout by three
VA21 128 channel ASICs (Gamma Medica-IDEAS, Norway), built witha 1.2µm
N-well CMOS technology. Each ASIC channel consists of:

• a low-noise/low power charge sensitive preamplifier.

• a CR-RC shaper.

• a sample & hold circuit.

The 128 output signals are multiplexed on a single output line with a maximum
frequency for the readout clock of 10 MHz. The three ASICs areAC coupled to a
CSEM2 double side silicon detector with external quartz capacitors and are inter-
faced with the rest of the frontend electronics with a multi-layer ceramic hybrid.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4:Two photos of the double sided silicon detector: a) detail ofthe detector with
the three VA2 ASICs connected to the ohmic side of the tile. b)The complete module,
during its operation at the H8 beamline (CERN SPS, sec. 2.1.6).

Fig. 2.5 shows the distributions of the residual obtained onthe CERN H8
beamline with a 400 GeV/c proton beam (see sec. 2.1.6) arranging the detectors
one next to each other in order to evaluate their spatial resolution, minimizing the
effect of the multiple scattering. The p-side, thanks to thepresence of a floating
strip, has a resolution of 6.4µm which is better than the n-side one; therefore it
has been used to measure the horizontal direction, the one inwhich the crystal
deflection takes place. The n-side has a resolution of 10.5µm.

The working principle of the setup presented in fig. 2.3 is thefollowing: the
first two silicon modules (Ds1-2) measure the incoming particle trajectory; this

1http://www.ideas.no/products/ASICs/pdf/VA2S2.pdf
2Centre Suisse d’Electronique et de Microtechnique SA, Rue Jaquet-Droz 1,CH-2002,

Neuchâtel
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Figure 2.5:The residual distribution of one of the silicon modules: thedistribution is
fitted with the sum of two gaussians; the averageσ values (weighed on the gaussian
areas) are 6.4µm and 10.5µm.

information allows to compute the position (xc, yc) on the crystal and the align-
ment (α ) of the single particle with respect to the crystal; moreover, if integrated
over a large number of particles, it provides the geometrical characteristics of the
beam that is its dimensions and divergence (sec. 2.1.6).
Being the particle position at the crystal known, theDs3 module allows to com-
pute the outgoing angle (β) from the crystal and therefore the deflection angle
(φ = β − α ) produced by the crystal itself. The last silicon detector (Ds4) is
redundant: it measures the same information ofDs3, thus averaging the two inde-
pendent measurements the resolution can slightly improve.At the end of the line
there are two scintillators whose coincidence generates the trigger for the tracking
system.

The choice of a setup whose core is formed by only 3 detectors has been done
to optimize the angular resolution, which is mainly determined by the multiple
scattering that takes place in the material located betweenthe first module and the
last one. In this setup the material is mainly due to the central module (Ds2), as
the space betweenDs1 andDs2 and the one between the crystal andDs3 is “filled”
by vacuum pipes to reduce the multiple scattering in the air.
To give an example, at 400 GeV/c on the H8 beamline, the detectors are mounted
at a distanced of 10 m (fig. 2.6); ifδx is the intrinsic resolution of one detector
(∼ 6.4 µm) (in the horizontal direction, see fig. 2.5a), the error propagation on the
deflection angle (φ) will give an intrinsic resolution of

√
6 ·δx/d, which means

∼ 1.6 µrad. If four detectors were used (fig. 2.6b), the intrinsic resolution on the
deflection angle would be slightly better: 2· δx/d ≃ 1.3 µrad. But taking into
account the multiple scattering, the contribution of one silicon module (300µm
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of silicon) is about 1.5µrad while it is about 2.2µrad for two modules. There-
fore, summing the two contributions, one concludes that thethree module setup
performs better than the four one; it should be also considered that 400 GeV is the
maximum available energy and, since the multiple scattering increases at lower
energy, the advantage of this setup becomes even more evident.

Figure 2.6:Schematics of two possible variants for a crystal channeling tracking system:
a) with three detectors; b) with four detectors.

2.1.4 The DAQ

Fig. 2.7 shows the data acquisition chain that allows the operation of the ele-
ments described in the previous sections. The region enclosed by the dashed
blue line contains detectors that have been used during the low energy measure-
ment (sec. 2.2.5) and the radiation emission one (chap. 3). They are two large
area silicon microstrip detectors (silicon beam chambers) and two electromag-
netic calorimeters (primary beam calorimeter, sec. 3.2.1.2, andγ-calorimeter,
sec. 3.2.1.3).

The system is based on the VME bus and the communication with the PC is
provided by a SBS3 Bit3 board, (a VME and a PCI one optically interlinked).
The DAQ software is written in C with Tcl/Tk4 for the user graphical interface.
The PC is also linked to the goniometer controller so that theDAQ program is
able to move it and log the relevant information.

The trigger signals are generated by dedicated plastic scintillators in the de-
flection setup and by a combination of the scintillators and the primary beam
calorimeter (sec. 3.2.1.2) in the radiation case. The signals are discriminated by
NIM discriminators and sent to the VME trigger board (INFN Trieste). The trig-
ger board is controlled by the DAQ program, allowing to choose the trigger mode
(that can be the coincidence or the anticoincidence of the incoming signals) dur-
ing the data taking.

3SBS Technologies, Inc., US.
4Tcl (Tool Command Language) is a dynamic programming language and Tk is its graphical

user interface toolkit.
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Figure 2.7:The DAQ chain; the elements inside the dashed blue line are not described
in this section since they are not used during the high energydeflection measurements.

The resulting output trigger is sent to the sequencer (seq, INFN Trieste) that starts
the DAQ sequence generating the ASIC control signals (carried out by a 16 pin
scotchflex cable). Since the sequencer has a single output, amultiplexer (mux,
INFN Trieste) is used to cope with all the modules, that are readout in parallel.
The interface between the frontend (the detector and the hybrid with the ASICs)
and the readout (the VME board) is provided by the repeater boards that have the
following tasks: to transform the RS422 differential signals to single ended ones
as requested by the ASICs; to provide the bias, the power and the digital signals
to the ASICs through 50 pin ERNI cables; to amplify the analogoutput of the
hybrid.

The multiplexed analog output of the repeaters is digitizedby the flash ADC
boards (CAEN V550), which work in “zero suppression” mode: only the channels
over a given threshold (set by the DAQ program) are readout, reducing the readout
time.

The calorimeters are readout with an integrating ADC (CAEN V792) with 32
inputs; since their signals are very fast, a delay line is used to synchronize the
signals themselves with the ADC gate which is generated by the trigger and starts
∼100 ns after the particle arrival.
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The readout time is dominated by the transfer time from the VME to the PC
that needs 5µs (a VME cycle) per channel. If only the silicon detectors areused,
about 300µs per event are needed allowing to reach an acquisition rate of 3 kHz;
when the silicon chambers and the calorimeters are readout,the time per event
increases to 450µs corresponding to 2.2 kHz.

2.1.5 The bent crystals

Two different types of crystals, characterized by a different bending technique,
have been used in the measurements described in this work: the strip and the
quasimosaic one. Fig. 2.8 shows a strip crystal (a) and a quasimosaic one (b)
assembled on their holders.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8:Two examples of the crystals used during the experiment: a) astrip crystal;
b) a quasimosaic one.

2.1.5.1 Strip crystals

The name strip comes from the shape of the crystal which is chosen to exploit the
anticlastic curvature in order to obtain a uniform bending in the beam direction.
Fig. 2.9a shows the curvature scheme of a strip crystal: a mechanical holder bends
the strip (fig. 2.9b) along its major direction producing a primary curvature (in-
dicated withPc); the anticlastic forces generate a secondary curvature (indicated
with Ac) which is used to deflect the charged particles. The silicon strips used
in the experiment have been manufactured by the Sensors and Semiconductors
Laboratory at Ferrara University [62] in collaboration with IHEP [63] (Institute of
High Energy Physic, Protvino). The strip crystals are obtained dicing the silicon
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9:a) The bending principle of the strip crystal (the arrows representing the beam
follow the direction of the crystalline planes). b) A schemeof the strip crystal bending
device (the crystal holder).

wafers with a fine grane-blade in order to induce minimal lattice damages; the
residual lattice damage has been removed through wet isotropic chemical etch-
ing in acid solutions [64]. The surface characterization with the Rutherford Back
Scattering technique in channeling mode demonstrated the quality of the etched
surfaces [65].

2.1.5.2 Quasimosaic crystals

The second type of crystals has been prepared exploiting theelastic quasi-mosaicity
effect. The crystals are built with the shape of small platesso that the (111) crys-
talline planes are normal to the large face of the crystal itself and parallel to its
edges (as shown in fig. 2.10a). The bending device (shown in fig. 2.10b) exploits
again the anticlastic effect: it is designed to bend the crystal in theyzplane con-
ferring it the principal curvature (indicated withρ in fig. 2.10b); the anticlastic
forces produce a secondary curvature (indicated withρ ′ in fig. 2.10b) in thexz
plane which causes the quasimosaic curvature of the (111) atomic plane. The
quasimosaic effect is due to the crystal anisotropy which depends on the selected
crystallographic planes and on the orientation of the othercrystalline direction
with respect to the crystal plate. Fig. 2.11 shows the condition under which the
quasimosaic effect takes place.

2.1.6 The beam

The data presented in this thesis work have been collected atCERN. CERN is the
largest laboratory for high energy studies in the world; it is located in Geneva,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.10:a) The bending principle of the quasimosaic crystal. b) A scheme of a
quasimosaic crystal bending device (the crystal holder).

Figure 2.11:a) The silicon ingot before the cut with the interesting crystalline planes and
axes indicated; b) a portion of the ingot to be cut is indicated; the corresponding crystal
will not present the quasimosaic effect; c) if the cut is performed misaligned with respect
to the (001) axis direction the quasimosaic effect will be present [66].

Switzerland and its main experimental structure is a wide complex of particle ac-
celerators (fig. 2.12) able to provide many kinds of particlebeams both to collider
experiments and to extracted beamlines.

The tests described in this work have been performed on extracted beamlines:
theH8 andH4 ones, located in the North Area experimental zone (fig. 2.12b) and
theT9 line, in the East Hall building.
The SPS accelerates the protons (actually it is also able to deal with ions and
leptons) for the North Area, up to an energy of 400 GeV; this primary beam can
be used directly or exploited to produce secondary beams of different particle kind
and energy, using a combination of targets and magnets.
For what concerns the bent crystal characterization and thestudy of its different
effects, the H8 line and the 400 GeV/c proton beam have been used. Although
the geometric characteristics of the beam can slightly change in the different tests,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.12:a) The CERN accelerator complex: the beam for the measurements pre-
sented in this thesis has been provided by the PS and SPS accelerators. b) A photo of the
North Area, the experimental zone in which most of the tests have been performed.

according to the different beamline settings, the beam dimension is in average
1 mm FWHM (in the horizontal and vertical plane) while the divergence is about
10 µrad RMS in both the directions; fig. 2.13 presents an example of the position
and angular profile of the beam measured on the H8 line by the silicon tracking
system, during a beam test in September 2009.

Even if the full tracking system described in sec. 2.1 allowsthe resolution
of the measurements to be independent from the beam shape anddivergence, a
narrow and parallel beam is still preferable to maximize thestatistics of good
events. In this sense the quality of the H8 beam is good and, asit will be shown
later, better than the H4 and T9 ones.

Concerning the H4 line, different kinds of beams have been used: a negative
hadron one with an energy of 150 GeV and a light lepton one (electrons and
positrons of 120 GeV/c) to measure the radiation emitted by bent crystals, as it is
described in chap. 3.

On the other hand, the T9 line has been chosen to perform a testat lower en-
ergy; its injector, the PS accelerator, in fact, provides secondary beams generated
by 24 GeV/c protons on a target with a resulting maximum energy that depends on
the beamline. For the tests with the bent crystal, a hadron beam (of both positive
and negative particles) with a momentum of 13 GeV/c has been used. Fig. 2.14
presents the geometric characteristics of this beam and in sec. 2.2.5 the procedure
and the obtained results are summarized.

2.1.7 The experimental procedure

The standard experimental procedure to analyze a crystal isthe following:
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Figure 2.13:The 400 GeV/c proton beam measured on the H8 beamline: top) the beam
profiles; bottom) the beam divergence; on the left the horizontal direction and on the right
the vertical one.
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• the crystal is mounted on its holder and then on the goniometer.

• the crystal is pre-aligned with a laser beam (the procedure is described in
fig. 2.15) with a precision of about 300µrad.

• the crystal is placed on the beam trajectory with a lateral scan performed
with the transversal movement of the goniometer acquiring data with the
tracking system; the position of the crystal with respect tothe beam can be
inferred from its multiple scattering, as shown in fig. 2.16.

• since the critical angle is usually smaller than the precision of the laser
prealignment, a fast angular scan with low statistics and large angular steps
(one half of the channeling deflection angle is enough to observe the volume
reflection) is performed, as shown in fig. 2.17.

Figure 2.15:The laser pre-alignment tech-
nique: a laser beam is aligned with respect
to the beam pipe and projected at 90◦ to-
wards the crystal surface with a pentaprism;
the crystal reflects the laser beam so that ro-
tating it with the goniometer, once the incom-
ing and the reflected beam overlap, the crys-
tal is perpendicular to the proton beam; at this
point a 90◦ rotation of the crystal aligns it for
channeling.

Once the position and the orientation of the crystal with respect to the beam are
known, the crystal is centered on the maximum of the beam profile to maximize
the number of particles which cross the crystal itself over the total number of
acquired events. At this point the crystal can be oriented inthe desired position to
acquire statistics.

2.2 Single crystal characterization

The setup and the experimental techniques described in the previous section have
allowed an important step forward in the bent crystal studies field.
On one hand it has allowed to exploit beam conditions far fromthe ideal ones,
making the measurement result independent from them; on theother one it has
shown a lack of homogeneity in the crystal bending (the torsion, sec. 2.2.1) that
explained the measured channeling efficiencies which were lower than the ones
expected by theory.
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Figure 2.16:An example of a lateral scan performed moving a strip crystal(0.5 mm wide
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This section will present an overview of the analysis methods used to charac-
terize bent crystals oriented in planar condition.
Starting from the channeling effect (sec. 2.2.2) and the VR one (sec. 2.2.2), the
interesting parameters, such as the deflection angle and efficiency, will be given
at different beam energies (till the lower value of 13 GeV, sec 2.2.5) for positive
and negative particles (sec. 2.2.4).

2.2.1 The crystal torsion

The crystal torsion is a deformation that characterizes both the quasimosaic crystal
and the strip one. It consists of a rotation of the crystal along its vertical axis,
originated by the non parallelism of the upper and lower partof the holder that
bends the crystal, as schematically shown in fig. 2.18.

Figure 2.18:Schematics of a crystal holder that
twists a strip crystal. The torsion is originated by
the lack of parallelism of the surfaces (a-b in the
scheme) which block the crystal. In front of the
holder there is the strip (detached from it to make
the scheme clearer); the red ellipse represents the
beam; two 250µm high horizontal slices at a dis-
tance of 550µm are indicated.

The lack of parallelism of the holder surface depends on its mechanical im-
perfection which produces an asymmetric deformation when the holder itself is
bent; therefore the torsion of the crystal is more evident ina crystal with a small
curvature.
The torsion implies that the orientation of the crystal changes as a function of
the local vertical impact position (yc in fig. 2.18) of the beam. This is shown in
fig. 2.19 where the result of a planar crystal scan is presented in two plots filled
with the statistics of two 250µm high horizontal slices at a distance of 550µm
from each other (schematically shown in fig. 2.18). The two plots are similar but
shifted with respect to the horizontal axis that representsthe orientation of the
crystal: the position of the channeling peak in fact differsof 100µrad.
Given that the distance between the slices is 550µm, the crystal has an average
torsion of 18.2µrad/mm.

The crystal torsion can have a relevant impact on the performance of the crys-
tal itself, either if the beam has a significant vertical dimension or if it presents a
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positron beam: the two plots are obtained selecting the particles crossing the crystal in two
250 µm high horizontal slices at a distance of 550µm. The two plots are similar, apart
from a horizontal shift due to the torsion of the crystal.

certain instability in the vertical position (in other words it moves during the run),
for the following reasons:

• the channeling efficiency can appear much smaller than the nominal one.
As shown in fig. 2.20, if the beam is extended in the vertical direction, the
selection of a quasi parallel beam portion still corresponds to an integration
over a wide alignment range; if the crystal is twisted, this means that the
real number of particles aligned for channeling is small.

• if the beam changes its vertical position, the crystal operation changes in
the same way as it happens when the crystal is rotated, thus producing an
unpredictable behaviour, which may be a serious problem forseveral ap-
plications, such as beam extraction and collimation; in both of them in fact
the efficiency and the direction of the extracted beam shouldbe kept under
control.

• the crystal characterization and the investigation of somepeculiar axial ef-
fects (chap. 4) could become more difficult, as the torsion produces a mixing
of the different orientations.
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Figure 2.20:a) Same scan of fig. 2.19 but integrated over the whole beam: the transi-
tion between the amorphous and the volume reflection condition as well as the channeling
acceptance are spread with respect to the horizontal axis due to torsion. b) The best chan-
neling condition (marked with a line in the (a) plot); the channeling efficiency (17.5%) is
very small due to torsion.

As mentioned above, the crystal torsion represents a problem in the crystal
characterization mainly because the results obtained in these studies would be re-
lated with a beam condition that can change. A way of overcoming this problem
is to select (off-line) a region of the beam (a horizontal slice) so thin that the influ-
ence of the torsion becomes negligible. This simple strategy is often used during
the data acquisition but at the expense of statistics. Therefore during the analysis
phase an alternative method has been developed computing a variable (α *), that
represents the local alignment between the crystal and the particle: given that the
torsion is constant along the vertical direction of the crystal (as it will be shown in
fig. 2.22), the local alignment is:

α ∗ = α +(yc− ȳ) · t (2.1)

whereα is the standard misalignment (that is the sum of the goniometer angle and
the incoming particle one),yc is the vertical position on the crystal, ¯y is the mean
position of the beam (vertical direction),t is the torsion coefficient (for example
18.2µrad/mm for the crystal of fig. 2.20). Fig. 2.21 shows how the same plots of
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fig. 2.20 appear as a function ofα * instead ofα .
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Figure 2.21:This figure is the equivalent of fig. 2.20 but with the torsion compensated via
software. The separation of the different deflection effects is clearer (a) and the channeling
efficiency corresponding to the best alignment is larger (b).

The compensation of the torsion operated via software is useful to study and
characterize bent crystals, but obviously does not resolvethe problems (of stability
and low efficiency) connected with the applications. For this reason a procedure
to straighten the twisted crystals has been developed.
The first step is a fast evaluation of the torsion: it requiresjust a single data acqui-
sition in channeling and the evaluation of the deflection angle as a function of the
vertical impact position on the crystal (yc), as shown in fig. 2.22a. The histograms
are filled with an almost parallel beam portion (| α |<1.5µrad); if the crystal were
straight, the angle of the channeling peak in this plot wouldbe independent from
yc; if the crystal is twisted, the plot turns out to be equivalent to an angular scan,
in which the misalignment angle isα = yc · t, wheret is the torsion coefficient.
The trend of the channeling peak with respect toyc (fig. 2.22) is linear and can be
fitted with the following function:

φch = par2 ·yc+ par1= par2 · (α/t)+ par1 (2.2)

wherepar1 andpar2 are the fit parameters.
Considering an angular scan (scatter plot ofφ vsα , fig. 1.3), the channeling peak
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trend as a function ofα is φch = α +const. Combining the two equations:φch =
par2·(α/t)+ par1 andφch= α +const, it turns out thatpar2/t = 1, so thatpar2
gives the torsion coefficientt.
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Figure 2.22:a) A fast method to evaluate the torsion of the crystal: the deflection angle
is plotted as a function of the vertical position; the slope of the channeling peak mea-
sured with a linear fit gives the torsion coefficient, in this case 31.5µrad/mm. The fit is
performed on the profile histogram of the channeling peak superimposed on the contour
plot. b) Confirming the large torsion coefficient, the channeling efficiency is very small:
12.2%.

Once the torsion is measured it can be corrected (fig. 2.23) acting on a screw
which deforms one of the holder surfaces making it parallel to the other one; a
laser impinging on the crystal surface and the goniometer give a feedback that
allows to perform a precise deformation (the procedure is similar to the one used
in the crystal prealignment, fig. 2.15).

Fig. 2.24 shows the result of a new torsion measurement on thesame crys-
tal of fig. 2.22 but after the torsion correction; as expected, in the left side plot
no correlation between the deflection angle and the verticalposition is present
(par2 ∼ 0.95µrad/mm) and the channeling efficiency is much larger reaching a
value of 72.6%.
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Figure 2.23:Schematic view of the up-
per part of a crystal holder; rotating a
screw, one of the surfaces that block the
strip is deformed to compensate the tor-
sion. The rotation amplitude is mea-
sured with a laser.
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Figure 2.24:The equivalent of fig. 2.22 but after the torsion correction,whose residual
value is just 0.95µrad/mm; the channeling efficiency (72.6%) is much larger.

2.2.2 Channeling

The study of the planar channeling effect is important for two reasons: 1) even
though many interesting alternative phenomena are being studied (chap. 3), chan-
neling still represents the most concrete possibility for an application (such as
beam extraction and collimation); 2) channeling allows thesingle crystal charac-
terization in terms of crystalline quality (the channelingefficiency) and bending
features (the precise measurement of the torsion and of the bending radius). For
this reason each bent crystal study (including the ones addressed to the axial effect
and the radiation emission) should start from the planar channeling investigation
of which this section is a compendium.
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The crystal used as a prototype in the following analysis hasa strip shape with
a length of 1.94 mm in the beam direction; it is bent along the (110) plane and it
is 0.5 mm wide (fig. 2.25). The data have been taken on the H8 beamline with a
400 GeV/c proton beam (sec. 2.1.6).
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Figure 2.25: The deflection angle as a
function of the horizontal position at the
crystal coordinate. The presence of the
crystal (0.5 mm wide) is underlined by
the beam portion in channeling, shifted at
φ ∼ 180 µrad. In the following analysis
only the events in the region 1.385 cm<
xc < 1.415 cm are considered.

The left side plot of fig. 2.26 shows the deflection angleφ as a function of
the local misalignment one5 α ∗, near the channeling orientation. In the right
side of the figure, two deflection angle profiles (corresponding to α ∗ =-5 µrad,
bad alignment, and toα ∗ =1 µrad, good alignment) are shown to describe the
fit procedure that allows the analysis of the channeling effect: the channeling
peak and the undeflected beam are fitted with gaussian functions, while the region
between them (dechanneling) with an exponential function.
Since the scatter plot in fig. 2.26-left has been normalized,its vertical slices, as a
function ofα ∗, have been rescaled to have an integral equal to one. In this way
the area of the gaussian function, that fits the channeling peak, directly represents
the percentage of channeled particles for a given orientation α ∗; this is shown
in the top plot of fig. 2.27. The central part of this plot has been fitted with a
parabolic function in order to obtain the following information on the channeling
phenomenon:

• the maximum value of the channeling efficiency, corresponding to an al-
most parallel beam, perfectly aligned with the crystal. It is represented by
the vertical position of the parabola vertex: in this case itis 75.2±0.1 %
which is a value compatible with the theoretical one (sec. 1.3.3); this result
represents a great achievement, indicating that the quality of the crystal is
really close to the ideal one.

5computed taking into account the crystal torsion (sec. 2.2.1) that has been measured to be
5 µm/mm (which is the residual value after the hardware correction of the torsion, performed
before the high statistics data taking).
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Figure 2.26:left) The deflection angle as a function of the local misalignment; the two
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fitted with two gaussian and one exponential function.
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• the α ∗ orientation corresponding to the perfect alignment of the crystal,
identified by the horizontal coordinate of the parabola vertex,α ∗=1.28µrad.
This information is necessary to compute the channeling angle φc; in the
bottom plot of fig. 2.27, the mean position of the channeling peak as a func-
tion of α ∗ is presented: the value 180.5±0.1µrad is the one correspond-
ing to the perfect alignment. To be precise, this value should be com-
pared with the position of the undeflected beam (outside the crystal) that
depending on the detector alignment can differ from zero. Inthis case it
is -1.63±0.01µrad, so thatφc = 182.1±0.1 µrad. Given that the crystal
length isl =1.94 mm, the crystal bending radiusR= l/φc = 10.65±0.01 m
can be computed.

• the channeling angular acceptance: the FWHM of the curve hasbeen cho-
sen to evaluate the angular acceptance that is 14.5µrad. According to the
theory, channeling should not be possible in the regionα ∗ <−αc,α ∗ > αc

but this cutoff is not sharp in the plot (because of the finite resolution on
the α ∗ measurement). Therefore the angular acceptance curve is not the
ideal method to evaluate the critical angleαc, whose measurement will be
described later in this section.

The sum of the channeling probability with the one of not being deflected is
not equal to one, because of the particles that being dechanneled are in the re-
gion between the channeling peak and the “undeflected” one. For this reason
the dechanneling probability isPdc = 1− (Pch+Pun), wherePch represents the
channeling probability (given in fig. 2.27-top) andPun the probability to be non
deflected (computed as the integral under the “unchanneled”peak and shown in
fig. 2.28). The bottom plot of fig 2.28 represents the dechanneling probability
as a function ofα ∗. It is interesting to note that this probability is not constant
with respect toα ∗: its value is small for small and largeα ∗ values (in the re-
gions where the channeling probability is very small), it grows for intermediate
α ∗ values (following the increase of the channeling probability) and then it de-
creases again, approaching the best alignment condition where it becomes about
10%. This reduction depends on the average value of the transversal energy of
the channeled particles that, being small for a quasi perfect alignment, keeps the
particles trajectories in the central region of the channelfar away from the nuclei.
This phenomenon can be interpreted as a confirmation of the hypothesis that the
dechanneling in a short crystal depends on the interaction with the nuclei and thus
acts only on the large transversal energy channeled particles.

It is also possible to measure the nuclear dechanneling length exploiting the
information from the fits presented in the right side of fig. 2.26, where the dechan-
neling region is fitted with an exponential function. The “average lifetime”τα of
this function is an angular value but, knowing the crystal length l and its bending
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Figure 2.28: top) The portion
of events under the “undeflected“
peak as a function ofα ∗. bottom)
The dechanneling probability as a
function of α ∗, corresponding to
the events which are neither in the
channeling peak (fig. 2.27 top) nor
in the undeflected one (top plot of
this figure).

angleφc, it can be converted in a length:τl = τα · l/φc. Fig. 2.29 presents the result
of this operation; the obtained average value for the nuclear dechanneling length
is 1.68±0.08 mm that is in good agreement with the one computed in sec. 1.3.2.1
and in [52].
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Figure 2.29:The nuclear dechan-
neling length as a function of the
misalignmentα ∗. No defined trend
can be recognized taking into ac-
count the experimental errors, thus
the points are fitted with a con-
stant function that returns an aver-
age value of 1.68±0.08 mm.

If the shape of the channeling peak is observed in detail (fig.2.30) a double
peaked structure can be recognized forα ∗ values far from the best alignment con-
dition: this is a macroscopic manifestation of the interplanar potential.
A particle in channeling with a misalignmentα ∗ ∼ αc should have a transversal
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energyEt ∼ Umax; once it is captured, it will oscillate from side to side in the
channel, changing its direction from 0µrad (edge of the channel) toαc (center
of the channel) as schematically shown in fig. 2.31. When sucha particle leaves
the channel, it will assume the deflection given by the crystal bending plus a con-
tribution given by the oscillation, ranging between 0µrad andαc. Although the
precise value depends on the position of the particle, when it leaves the crystal the
average value will be 0.5·αc.
Two possibilities must be considered: if the oscillation takes place towards the
external side of the crystal (increasingr, green trajectory in fig. 2.31) its contribu-
tion should be added to the deflection, whereas if it is towards the internal side of
the crystal (red trajectory in fig. 2.31) it should be subtracted. Thus the channeled
particles are divided in two deflected populations at an angular distance ofαc.
These two populations form the two peaks, that are fitted withthe sum of two
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Figure 2.30:a) A detail of the channeling peak as a function of the misalignment angle
α ∗; in the regionα ∗ > 7 µrad, a double peaked structure can be seen. The red line
indicates the profile of the deflection angleφ shown in the right plot; the channeling peak
is fitted with the sum of two gaussian functions obtaining a distance between the means
of 9.1±0.5 µrad which is a measurement of the critical angleαc.

gaussian functions in fig. 2.30; the distance between their mean values is a mea-
surement of the critical angleαc = 9.1±0.5 µrad. Inverting eq. 1.12, the maxi-
mum value of the interplanar potential is obtained,Umax= 16.6±1.8 eV, in agree-
ment with the value given in sec. 1.3.2 for a silicon crystal aligned along the (110)
plane.
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Since the particle deflection through the oscillation in thechannel should be

Δϕc

r

Et

Figure 2.31:Two possible trajectories of large transversal energy channeled particles
(α ∗ ∼ αc) in the laboratory reference frame (left side) and in the transversal energy -
radius phase space (right side). The deflection angle is influenced by the oscillations in the
channel providing a contribution that on average can be±0.5αc, originating a separation
of ∆φc = αc.

present also in straight crystals, this effect can be used toidentify the channeling
orientation (measuring the deflection angle) also in this case, in which the effect
of bending is absent6.

Fig. 2.32a presents the channeling effect (deflection angleφ as a function of
the local misalignmentα ∗) at the energy of 120 GeV; the data were acquired on
the H4 beamline (sec. 2.1.6) using a positron beam. Comparing this plot with
the equivalent one taken at 400 GeV (fig. 2.27) the most visible difference is the
broadening of the peaks, mainly due to the increase of the multiple scattering, that
worsens the system resolution.
Fig. 2.32 shows the result of the analysis performed at 120 GeV obtained with a
series of fits (like the one shown in fig. 2.26); the (b) plot presents the percentage
of the beam in channeling as a function of the local misalignmentα ∗: this per-
centage reaches a maximum value of 66.7±11.4%. This value is smaller than the
one recorded at 400 GeV and the one predicted by theory because of the increase
of the multiple scattering contribution, that limits the efficiency with which the
selection of the local misalignment angleα ∗ can be performed.
The horizontal blue line represents the FWHM of the parabolic function, whose
value (28.8µrad), following the trend of the critical angleαc, is larger than the
one recorded at 400 GeV (14.5µrad); eq. 1.12, that definesαc, provides a ratio
αc(120)/αc(400) =1.83 while the experimental value results to be slightly larger
(1.99). This again depends on the multiple scattering and onthe incoming angle
selection.

Fig. 2.32c presents the mean position of the channeling peakas a function
of α ∗. The deflection angleφ = 170.8 µrad, identified by the best alignment in

6The two peaked structures will appear superimposed to the un-channeled beam; therefore if
the crystal is thin (low multiple scattering) channeling could be identified.
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the top plot, allows to compute the channeling angleφc = 186.49±3.9 µrad (a
value obtained taking into account the detectors offset,−15.69±0.01µrad). The
corresponding bending radius is 10.72±0.22 m.
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Figure 2.32:a) The deflection angle as a function of the local misalignment α ∗ in the
channeling orientation at the energy of 120 GeV. b) Channeling efficiency as a func-
tion of the alignment; the fit with a parabolic function identifies the maximum, that is
66.7±11.4% and the best alignment. c) Mean channeling position asa function ofα ∗; the
channeling peak angle, corresponding to the maximum efficiency, is 170.8±3.9 µrad.

2.2.3 Volume reflection

This section will describe the experimental characterization of the volume reflec-
tion effect at the energies of 400 and 120 GeV. The crystals are the same ones
analyzed during the channeling characterization, in the previous section7.
Fig. 2.33 shows the deflection angle as a function of the horizontal position with
the crystal aligned in volume reflection: both the beam shifttowards negativeφ
values (volume reflection) and the region filled with particles atφ∼ 60µrad (vol-
ume capture) are visible. The two plots on the right side of the picture compare
the angular profiles in volume reflection (a) and without the crystal (b); the dis-
tributions are fitted with gaussian functions whose mean values distance gives the

7They are silicon strip crystals 0.5 mm wide and respectively1.94 and 2 mm long for the one
tested at 400 GeV and the one tested at 120 GeV. They are oriented along the (110) plane. The
bending radii measured in sec. 2.2.2 are: 10.65±0.01 m (400 GeV) and 10.72±0.22 m (120 GeV).
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volume reflection angleφVR= 13.13±0.02 µrad; this value is in good agreement
with the one provided by theory (fig. 1.40a).
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Figure 2.33: Left) The deflection angle as a function of the horizontal position; the
crystal, aligned in volume reflection, is identified by the beam shift towards negativeφ
values. Right) The angular profile of the deflection angle: a)in volume reflection (region
marked with (a) in the left plot); b) undeflected beam, outside the crystal (region marked
with (b) in the left plot). The volume reflection angleφV R= 13.13±0.02 µrad is given
by the distance between the mean values of the two gaussian functions which fit the (a)
and (b) angular distributions.

The same events, represented in fig. 2.33(region-(a)) are shown in the right
side of fig. 2.34 as a function of the local misalignmentα ∗; this zoom provides a
better identification of the volume capture region, whose average deflection angle
depends onα ∗. It is interesting to note that, as it happens for the channeling effect
at largeα ∗ angles (fig. 2.30), a double peaked structure can be recognized in the
volume capture pattern.
The red lines in fig. 2.34a indicate the volume capture effect; the percentage of
events contained in this slice gives the volume capture efficiency: 1.16±0.03%,
a value in agreement with the theoretical one given in fig. 1.40b (ε2 trend). This
percentage does not represent the whole volume reflection inefficiency, since it is
composed just by the particles that are captured and reach the end of the crystal
in channeling without being dechanneled. Since the dechanneling probability for
a captured particle is very large (these particles have a large transversal energy
and thus they cross regions with a large nuclear density8), the contribution of this

8This has been experimentally verified for the channeling effect; as it is shown in fig. 2.28 the
dechanneling probability grows for large misalignment anglesα ∗.
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effect on the reflection efficiency is not negligible. For this reason the volume
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Figure 2.34:a) The deflection angle as a function of the local misalignment; the two red
lines indicate the volume capture region (1.16±0.03% of the events). b) The deflection
angle profile (all the events of the left plot) shown in logarithmic scale to make the volume
capture peak visible; the region marked in yellow goes fromφ = −∞ to the mean value
of the main peak.

reflection efficiency has been estimated in a different way counting the number of
events in the regionφ < φVR (given that the dechanneled particles fall on the op-
posite side of the distribution); these events represent half of the volume reflected
particles. Doubling the number of events in the yellow histogram of fig. 2.34b
the VR efficiency can be obtained, resulting to be 97.60±0.24 %. The VR ineffi-
ciency (2.4±0.24 %) should be compared with theε1 trend in fig. 1.40b; also in
this case there is a good agreement.

The same kind of analysis has been performed at the energy of 120 GeV:
fig. 2.35 shows the deflection angle as a function ofα ∗ (a) and the correspond-
ing profile (b). The mean deflection angle of the undeflected beam in this case is
−15.69±0.01µrad, therefore the volume reflection angle isφVR=26.9±0.22µrad.
Due to the lower statistics and the worse resolution with respect to the 400 GeV
case, it is not possible to effectively separate the volume capture events from the
other ones; for this reason the volume capture probability has not been computed,
while, selecting the events on the left side of the VR peak, the volume reflection
efficiency has been measured to be 94.43±0.24 %.
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Figure 2.35:a) The deflection angle as a function of the local misalignment at 120 GeV.
b) The deflection angle profile (all the events of the left plot) shown in logarithmic scale
to make the volume capture peak visible; the region marked inyellow goes fromφ =−∞
to the mean value of the main peak.

2.2.4 Negative particles

The coherent interaction of a negatively charged particle with bent crystals is dif-
ferent with respect to the positive particles one: a negative particle, in fact, being
attracted by the crystalline planes where the nuclei are located, deals with an ef-
fective potential that is reversed with respect to the one felt by positive particles
(fig. 2.36).
According to this, the potential wells that trap particles in channeling are located
in the middle of the crystalline planes for a positive particle (fig. 2.36a) and across
them for the negative ones (fig. 2.36b). In this way a negativechanneled parti-
cle will travel in a crystal region with a large nuclear density, in which the large
nuclear scattering probability does not allow a stable channeling condition.

In other words, although the bounded channeling state for negative particles
is allowed, the dechanneling length is much shorter than forthe positive ones9.
For this reason it is practically not possible to obtain the full deflection of a neg-
ative particle in long crystals using channeling and thus, up to now, the coherent
interaction between negative particles and bent crystals has not been investigated

9The reference is to theLDe electron dechanneling length (sec.1.3.2.1) that characterizes the
motion of positive particles in stable channeling.
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Figure 2.36:The effective potential in a bent crystal (transversal energy as a function of
the radial coordinate) for positive (a) and negative (b) particles. The channeling trajectory
(CH) and the volume reflection one (VR) are described by the red lines and the green
ones.

in detail.
In the last years, the introduction of new bending techniques (sec. 1.3.3) that

made short bent crystals available, together with the discovery of new deflection
effects such as volume reflection (sec. 1.3.4.2) that have a lower dependence on
dechanneling, have renewed the attention on negative particles.

This section presents the analysis performed on a silicon strip crystal 2 mm
long in the beam direction, oriented along the (110) plane10 mounted on the
H4 beamline to be studied with a 150 GeV/c negative hadron beam (mainlyπ−

mesons).
Fig. 2.37 shows the result of a goniometer scan of the strip crystal, presented both
in normal (a) and logarithmic scale (b) to underline the different deflection effects
(channeling, dechanneling, volume reflection and volume capture) that are clearly
identifiable.
Comparing this result with its equivalent positive particle one (fig. 1.3, acquired at
a similar energy, 120 GeV/c, with an almost identical crystal) several differences
can be listed: the channeling efficiency results to be very low while both dechan-
neling and volume capture are more pronounced; moreover, the volume reflection
deflection angle is smaller.

To evaluate the deflection parameters of the crystal, two deflection angle pro-
files have been extracted from fig. 2.37. They correspond to the best channeling
alignment (fig. 2.38a) and the middle of the VR angular region(yellow histogram
in fig. 2.38b).

10It is similar to the crystals investigated in sec. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 with positive particles of 400
and 120 GeV.
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Figure 2.37:Goniometer scan of the 2 mm strip crystal with 150 GeV/c negative particles
in normal (a) and logarithmic scale (b). The scatter plots present the deflection angle
φ as a function of the local misalignmentα ∗, computed after the torsion measurement
(sec. 2.2.1), that has given a result of∼ 36 µrad/cm.

The angular profile in channeling (fig. 2.38a) shows how the channeling peak is
reduced by the dechanneling increase, with respect to the positive particles case
(fig. 1.5a). The plot has been fitted with the sum of two gaussian functions and an
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Figure 2.38:a) The deflection angle profile corresponding to the channeling maximum
efficiency; the plot has been fitted with the sum of two gaussian functions and an exponen-
tial one. b) The deflection angle distribution: in the middleof the VR acceptance (yellow
histogram) and in the amorphous orientation (grey one).
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exponential one, taking into account the different components of the distribution;
the fit parameters allow to compute the following quantities:

• channeling angle and bending radius.
The channeling angleφc is given by the difference between the channeling
peak mean value (P2, fig. 2.38a) and the amorphous one (mA, fig. 2.38b); it
is φc = 157.7±1.5 µrad. According to this value, ifl = 2 mm is the crystal
length, the bending radius isR= φc/l = 12.7±0.1 m.

• channeling efficiency.
It is given by the integral of the gaussian that fits the channeling peak (num-
ber of channeled particles,Nch= 51.4±13.5) divided by the whole statistics
contained in the plot (Ntot = 886), resulting to be 5.8±1.52%.

• dechanneling length.
It is given by the exponential slope (P5−1, fig. 2.38a11) rescaled by the
channeling angle and multiplied by the crystal length, as already done for

positive particles (fig. 2.29). The resulting value isDlneg=
l

φc ·P5
= 0.92±

0.15 mm. Given the dechanneling length is approximately proportional to
the energy,Dlneg results to be close to the positive particles value (Dl pos=
1.68±0.08 mm at 400 GeV, fig. 2.29). However, it should be noted that
Dl pos refers to thenucleardechanneling length that concerns only the chan-
neled particles with a large transversal energy (sec. 1.3.2.1) whileDlneg (de-
termined by the nuclear interactions as well) characterizes the motion of
all the channeled particles. For this reason, the dechanneling lengths are
similar but the negative particles dechanneling probability is larger.

• dechanneling probability.
The number of dechanneled particles can be computed integrating the expo-
nential function which fits the dechanneling region betweenzero and theφc

channeling angle. The integration gives 378.7±94.2 events, that correspond
to a dechanneling probability of 42.7±7.4%. This value proves that using
a shorter crystal it would be possible to increase the channeling efficiency.
In fact, during the same H4 beam test a channeling efficiency of about 30%
[67] has been reached using 1 mm long quasimosaic and strip crystals.

Fig. 2.38b shows the deflection angle profile in VR (yellow histogram) com-
pared with the corresponding one in the amorphous orientation (grey histogram).
The VR deflection angle isφVR = |mVR−mA| = 11.7± 0.4 µrad, a value, in

11The exponential function used in the fit ise(P4+P5x).
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agreement with simulations and the measurements presentedin [67], that corre-
sponds to∼ 0.7αc, whereαc is the critical angle (eq. 1.12,αc = 18.3 µrad at
150 GeV). Compared with the positive particle one (φVR ≃ 1.4αc), the VR de-
flection angle is smaller because of the shape of the effective interplanar potential
(fig. 2.36b) [67].

The angular profile in volume reflection (fig. 2.38b) shows a tail on the right
due to the volume captured particles: the ones that reach theend of the crystal in
channeling, filling the peak atφ≃ 80µrad, and the ones that are dechanneled and
thus appear in the region between the two peaks.
The tail, that represents the VR inefficiency, is more populated than in the positive
particles case (the equivalent plot is presented in fig. 2.35b).
The discrepancy is caused by the different impact of the multiple scattering on the
transversal energy, that in turn depends on the shape of the effective potential.
The negative particles cross the crystalline planes (wherethe scattering with the
nuclei takes place) at the minimum value of the interplanar potential, that is
when the kinetic part of the transversal energyEt is maximum (Et = Ek+U(x),

whereEk =
pvα 2

2
is the transversal kinetic energy andU(x) the periodic potential,

eq. 1.11). According to this, anαms angular kick, caused by multiple scattering,

makes the transversal energyEt =
pv(α +αms)

2

2
+U(x), producing an increase

of ∆Et =
pv(2ααms+α 2

ms)

2
, that represents a larger change for negative particles

which have a largerα value.
Using the method described in sec. 2.2.3, the volume reflection efficiency has

been measured to be 87.4±1.4%, a value definitely smaller than the one recorded
with positive particles (94.4±0.2% measured with 120 GeV positrons) that con-
firms the increased volume capture probability with negative particles.

2.2.5 Going to lower energy

This section describes a test performed on the CERN T9 line (sec. 2.1.6), with a
13 GeV/c hadron beam, coming from the PS accelerator. A silicon strip crystal
with a size of 70×0.77×0.55 mm3 and oriented along the (110) planes has been
used.
The setup on the T9 line is shown in fig. 2.39, and it consists ofthe same elements
of the high energy one, positioned in a much more compact way.At this energy,
in fact, given the multiple scattering increase, the contribution of the intrinsic an-
gular resolution (that worsens putting the detectors closer to each other) becomes
negligible. Thus, it is convenient to simplify the setup, eliminating the vacuum
pipes between the modules and reducing the air gap between them.
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Figure 2.39:A photo of the setup installed at the T9 (CERN PS) beamline; the beam
enters from the bottom. On the right side a schematic view of the setup is presented: Sc
is a scintillator counter, Bc the beam chamber, DsX the silicon microstrip modules, C the
crystal.

A second change in the setup has been determined by the beam size, which
(fig. 2.14) in the horizontal direction exceeded 2 cm (FWHM),thus being about
40 times larger than the crystal width. For this reason, in order to increase the
number of interesting events over the total acquired ones, an additional silicon
microstrip detector has been added to the setup described insec. 2.1.
It is a large area silicon beam chamber [68] (marked with Bc infig. 2.39), con-
sisting of two single sided 9.5×9.5 cm2 410µm thick silicon microstrip tiles12,
arranged in a x-y way; the strip physical pitch is 121µm while the readout one
is 242µm; each tile is readout by three self-triggering TA1 ASICs13. The self-
triggering capability of the silicon beam chamber has been used to select a narrow
beam region, maximizing the number of the events that cross the crystal itself:
fig. 2.40a shows the beam profile corresponding to the triggerregion formed by
the intersection of 4 horizontal strips and 50 vertical ones(∼0.12 cm2).
The relative alignment between the trigger region and the crystal is checked by
the silicon modules (Ds1/2/3) that measure the deflection angleφ as a function of
the particle horizontal position at the crystal (fig. 2.40b).
Fig. 2.40a shows that the trigger region is 1.5 cm in the vertical direction, which
is much less than the crystal height (7 cm) but anyway covers awide range. This
wide vertical range makes the exact horizontal position of the crystal a function of

12Produced byHAMAMATSU, Japan.
13Produced byGamma Medica - IDEAS, Norway.
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Figure 2.40:a) Bidimensional plot of the beam profile acquired triggering on a portion of
the silicon chamber formed by 4 horizontal strips and 50 vertical ones. b) The deflection
angle measured by the silicon modules as a function of the horizontal coordinate: in the
central region the crystal presence is made visible by the multiple scattering it causes.

the particles vertical impact point, because of the principal curvature of the crys-
tal.
For this reason either a hard cut on the particle horizontal position or the recon-
struction of the crystal shape should be performed to ensurethat the analysis takes
into account only the particles impinging on the crystal.
To avoid the loss of good events, the second strategy has beenapplied in the fol-
lowing way: the beam has been divided in 6 vertical slices (two of them are shown
in fig. 2.41a) measuring the crystal horizontal position in each slice, so that the av-
erage horizontal position of the crystal as a function of thevertical coordinate can
be obtained (fig. 2.41b). As expected, the crystal describesa circular curve, from
which it is possible to extract the crystal position at any given vertical coordinate,
increasing the accuracy of the particles selection.

After the optical pre-alignment (sec. 2.1.7), the channeling orientation has
been searched for exploiting the large divergence of the beam (∼ 500µrad RMS)
and looking for an asymmetry in the scatter plot of theφ deflection angle as a
function of theα misalignment angle, acquired at different goniometer angles.
Fig. 2.42a shows the first channeling signature atα ∼ 250 µrad; it is interesting
to note that the plot is much less clear than the equivalent one (fig. 2.17) acquired
at 400 GeV.

Once the crystal is aligned, a long data taking is performed to accumulate
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Figure 2.41:The crystal is hit by an extended beam so that its position is afunction of
the vertical coordinateyc. a) Two vertical beam slices 1 mm wide at a distance of 1 cm
are taken into account; the plots show the deflection angle asa function of the horizontal
position underlining the displacement of the crystal. b) The average position of the crystal
entry face (on they axis) as a function of the vertical position (x axis). The points are fitted
with an arc of circumference whose radius is given by the parameterP1 = 40.1 cm.

statistics. As the beam has a wide divergence, it is not necessary to rotate the
goniometer, changing the alignment, to investigate the different deflection effects.
Fig. 2.42b shows the result of≃10 hours of data taking during which 400k triggers
have been recorded. Both the channeling and the VR effects can be identified.

The technique applied to measure the crystal torsion in thiscase slightly dif-
fers from the one presented in sec 2.2.1, given it is more difficult to determine the
channeling orientation. A series of plots representing thedeflection angle versus
the misalignment at different vertical coordinates and their corresponding pro-
files14 have been produced. Fig. 2.43a shows on the left two of these scatter plots,
pointing out the channeling displacement due to torsion. Inthe corresponding
profile (on the right) channeling corresponds to a valley andvolume reflection to
a “shoulder”, so that the relative orientation can be determined with a parabolic fit
of the valley.
Fig. 2.43b shows the result of a series of these parabolic fitsperformed at different
vertical heights: the crystal has a torsion of 210.6±26.0µrad/cm.

Once the torsion coefficient is known, the torsion can be compensated via

14A profile plot shows the average value of a variable as a function of another one.
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Figure 2.42:(a) The result of a pre-alignment data taking, plottingφ as a function of
α : the asymmetric structure that appears forα ≃ 250µrad reveals the channeling effect.
b) The high statistics run with positive particles: both thechanneling (C) and volume
reflection (VR) effects are visible in comparison with the external regions (A) of the plot
where the crystal behaves as an amorphous material.

software following eq. 2.1; the result of this operation is shown in fig. 2.44 where,
in addition to the torsion correction, the number of events in each vertical bin of
the histogram has been rescaled to one, to simplify the plot evaluation, given the
collected statistics was not homogeneous with respect toα ∗.

Fig. 2.45a shows the deflection angle distribution obtainedfor the best crystal
alignment; the channeling peak and the undeflected one are fitted with the sum
of two gaussian functions: the left side one has a mean value of 318.9±3.6 µrad
which roughly corresponds to the crystal bending angle.
In fig. 2.45b the deflection angle profile of the beam portion involume reflec-
tion is shown; two angular components are present: the reflected particles and
the captured ones; they are fitted with the sum of two gaussianfunctions. The
peak position of the right gaussian identifies the VR deflection angle which is
φVR=69.4±4.7µrad.

The fit procedure shown in fig. 2.45 can be repeated for severalα ∗ angular
slices; the integral of the gaussian function fitting each effect allows to compute
the number of particles involved, as shown in the top plot of fig. 2.46a where
the area of the gaussian distributions is plotted as a function of the misalignment
angleα ∗ and the continuous black line represents the total number ofevents. For
small and largeα ∗ values, the whole beam is in an amorphous condition and the
fit is performed using a single gaussian function which has anarea corresponding
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Figure 2.43:a) Crystal deflection behaviour for two different vertical positions corre-
sponding to two slices 1 mm high at a distance of 0.7 cm: the scatter plots (on the left)
and corresponding profile ones (on the right) are presented.The channeling peak dis-
placement caused by the crystal torsion is 151.2µrad. b) The channeling peakα position
as a function of the vertical position on the crystal. The torsion is linear and its value is
210.6±26.0µrad/cm.
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Figure 2.44:The φ deflection an-
gle as a function of theα ∗ local
misalignment between the crystal
surface and the particles; each verti-
cal bin has been normalized to one.

to the black line; in the central part of the plot the events are divided between
channeling, volume reflection and volume capture.
A rough estimation of the angular acceptances of the channeling and the volume
reflection regions has been performed: concerning channeling, the width of an
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Figure 2.45: a) The deflection angleφ distribution for aα ∗ value close to the ideal
crystal alignment: the channeling and the undeflected beam are fitted with the sum of
two gaussian functions. b) Deflection angle distribution inthe volume reflection region:
the two components (VR on the right and VC on the left) are fitted with the sum of two
gaussian functions.

almost flat region has been considered, giving about 145µrad; this value exceeds
2 critical angles (2αc ≃ 110 µrad) due to the multiple scattering that limits the
α ∗ selection efficiency. For what concerns the VR region, it canbe determined
with higher precision considering the channeling central region as a start and the
angle in which the “amorphous” efficiency overcomes the VR one as the end: the
resulting value (300µrad) is consistent with the crystal bending angle that is about
270µrad, as will be shown.
To compute the efficiency of the different effects, a normalization is needed, and
thus all the points have been rescaled with respect to the total number of events
(bottom of fig. 2.46a). In the amorphous region the efficiencyresults to be 95%
because of the events in the tail of the gaussian due to the large angular scattering
inside the crystal or in the detectors. The efficiency of the crystal effects has thus
been defined as the ratio between the number of the events which have undergone
the effect and the one in the amorphous region. According to this definition the
channeling efficiency is 28.4± 1.3% while the volume reflection one is 92.7±
3.3%.

To determine the bending radius of the crystal the proceduredescribed in
sec. 2.2.2 can be applied: fig. 2.46b shows in the top plot the channeling angleφ as
a function ofα ∗ and in the bottom one the trend of the channeling efficiency asa
function ofα ∗. This trend is fitted with a parabolic curve whose vertex horizontal
position projected on the top plot, gives the value of the bending angle:φc=267.1
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± 12.2µrad, which corresponds to a bending radius R = 280.8± 12.8 cm.
This value can be compared with the principal crystal curvature measurement
(presented in fig. 2.41b) that givesR// = 40 cm. Being the ratio between the
principal curvature and the anticlastic one about 6.1 [69],the expected bending
radiusR⊥ is about 244 cm.
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Figure 2.46:a) In the top plot, the numbers of events in the different deflection effects are
plotted as a function ofα ∗; the volume reflection and channeling regions are underlined.
The black line represents the total number of events. The bottom plot is the equivalent of
the top one but normalized to the acquired statistics: the constant fits give the percentage
of events under the gaussian functions fitting the differenteffects. b) The mean angle of
the channeling peak (top plot) and the channeling efficiency(bottom one), as a function of
the local alignmentα ∗. The parabolic fit identifies the best crystal alignment and therefore
the bending angle.

Once the positive particles measurement was concluded, an attempt to inves-
tigate the crystal at the same energy but with negative particles was performed.
Since the identification of the channeling phenomenon with negative particles is
more difficult, the goal was to exploit the previous (positive particles) investiga-
tion, changing the beam sign and nothing else: the spatial and angular alignment
of the crystal, in fact, remains still valid being related with the detector position
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and not with the beam features; moreover the crystal features such as the bending
radius and the torsion coefficient do not need to be measured again.
Fig. 2.47a presents theφ deflection angle as a function of theα ∗ local misalign-
ment for the whole statistics collected with 13 GeV/c negative hadrons (80.5k
events). Differently from the positive case (fig. 2.42), neither channeling nor VR
can be identified. The possibility of an unwanted crystal movement has been
checked for, as shown in fig. 2.47b, that compares the averagedeflection angle as
a function ofα ∗ for positive and negative particles. The blue dots (positive parti-
cles) show the channeling and the VR effects in terms of two large asymmetries
towards negative angles (channeling) and positive ones (VR). The same asymme-
tries are present also with the red dots (negative particles) but with a much lower
intensity, thus confirming the correct alignment of the crystal.
The conclusion is that for this crystal the coherent deflection effect is negligible
if compared to the incoherent amorphous one. To exploit a bent crystal in this
condition, a much shorter crystal is needed to limit the dechanneling probability
(the length of the tested crystal is of the order of the dechanneling one for nega-
tive particles) and to reduce the multiple scattering contribution to the deflection
angle.

It is interesting to note that the unambiguity reached in thenegative particle
data taking was made possible by the previous measurement performed with pos-
itive particles that allowed to align the crystal and to study and compensate its
torsion. This technique could be exploited in the future notonly for the negative
particle studies but also to perform further investigations at lower energy.

2.2.6 Summarizing

Tab. 2.2 collects the most relevant results (deflection angles (φ) and efficiencies
(E f) of channeling and volume reflection) for silicon strip crystals.
As described in the previous sections, the measurements summarized in tab. 2.2
have been performed at different energies, on different beamlines, with both pos-
itive and negative particles, using the same experimental setup and analysis tech-
niques.
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Figure 2.47:a) Crystal behaviour with 13 GeV/c negative particles: theφ deflection
angle is shown as a function of theα ∗ local misalignment; each vertical bin has been
normalized to one. There is no clear evidence of channeling and volume reflection. b)
Comparison between the positive and negative particle datataking: the dots represent the
averageφ deflection angle as a function of theα ∗ local misalignment. Although with
different amplitudes, the red dots (negative particles) have the same trend of the blue
ones (positive particles) demonstrating that the crystal has the same alignment in the two
conditions.
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Chapter 3

Radiation emission in channeling
and VR

This chapter is dedicated to the investigation of the radiation emission phenomena
related to channeling and VR effects in bent crystals.
From the deflection point of view these effects are deeply different: channeling
performs a slight deviation of the particle trajectory all along the crystal length,
while reflection is a point-like event located in a small region of the crystal. When
radiation emission is taken into account, their description becomes similar: in both
cases the microscopic interaction with the interplanar potential plays the main
role and the macroscopic deflection (the quantity whose measurement has been
described in chap. 2) gives an almost negligible contribution.
Fig. 3.1 compares the trajectory of a channeled particle (red line) with one in
VR (green line) with respect to the quasi harmonic interplanar potential; in both
cases the interaction with the potential produces an oscillation in the transversal
direction with respect to the motion. In channeling, the particle transversal energy
is smaller than the potential barrier and the particle performs a quasi harmonic
oscillation (box on the right in fig. 3.1) whose amplitude depends on the initial
transversal energy value. In volume reflection, the transversal energy exceeds the
potential barrier so that the particle crosses the crystalline planes in an almost
regular sequence. These quasi harmonic oscillations and periodical interactions
are responsible of the enhancement in the radiation emittedby channeled and
reflected particles.

In the following sections the results of an experimental test performed with
a 120 GeV/c positron beam on the CERN H4 beamline will be presented. The
setup (sec. 3.2.1), based on the “deflection” one (sec. 2.1),has been developed to
measure the energy lost by the charged particle during the crystal crossing using
a spectrometer and an electromagnetic calorimeter. The analysis and the results
(sec. 3.2.2) are in good agreement with the Montecarlo simulations and the ana-

101
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Figure 3.1:The central plot represents the region between two atomic planes inside the
crystal: the channeled particle (red line) is confined in thepotential well, its motion is
an oscillation between the crystal planes (box on the left);the volume reflected particle
(green line) has a transversal energy larger than the potential barrier, so that it crosses the
crystal planes in sequence, while its transversal kinetic energy (and thus its trajectory)
oscillates in the crystal (box on the right).

lytical calculations, whose basic principles are presented in sec. 3.1.

3.1 A physical model

This section has a twofold goal: to present a deeper look intothe radiation emis-
sion phenomena in channeling and volume reflection and to describe the spe-
cific analytical techniques used to interpret the experimental results collected in
sec. 3.2.

3.1.1 Channeling

A considerable number of theoretical [70] and experimental[71] studies have
been dedicated to the channeling radiation investigation in straight crystals. The
majority of these studies has been performed in the energy range from several
hundreds of MeV to some tens of GeV.
At these energies the emitted radiation has an almost monochromatic character; in
fact, its most relevant contribution is given by the first harmonic of the oscillation
in the channel. An example is shown in fig. 3.2a in which the enhancement of
the channeling radiation with respect to the bremsstrahlung one, measured with
a 10 GeV positron beam, is presented. The peaks corresponding to the first and
second harmonic contribution are clearly visible.
Fig. 3.2b shows the same enhancement obtained with an electron beam; in this
case no structures are present given that the electrons are confined in a strongly
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non-harmonic potential (sec. 2.2.4).

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2:Emitted photon energy spectra for a 10 GeV/c particle beam impinging on a
silicon crystal ((110) plane, 0.1 mm thick) normalized to the incoherent bremsstrahlung
spectra: a) positron beam, the first and second harmonics areclearly visible; b) electron
beam, the spectrum shows an increase with respect to the incoherent bremsstrahlung but
without any relevant structures [71].

At higher energy the monochromaticity of the radiation gradually decreases
also for positive particles since the contribution of the higher harmonics increases
and the spectrum becomes almost continuous.
The different radiation regimes can be distinguished with the help of the multipole
parameter:

ρ = 2γ2〈(v(t)−vm)
2〉

c2 (3.1)

where〈(v(t)−vm)
2〉 is the squared mean deviation of the transverse velocity from

its mean valuevm.
Depending onρ, two different situations can be recognized:

• ρ ≪ 1: the radiation intensity is the result of the interferenceon a large part
of the particle trajectory and thus depends on the peculiarities of the particle
motion.

• ρ ≫ 1: the particle radiates during a small part of the trajectory and the
interference between distant parts can be neglected.

Concerning channeling radiation, the value of theρ parameter at a given energy
depends on the single particle trajectory (that is on its transversal energy). At low
energy (up to a few tens of GeV)ρ is smaller than one, meaning that the emitted
radiation is the result of the interference along the particle trajectory (undulator
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radiation [72]) and thus the dipole approximation can be used to compute the ra-
diation emission.
It should be noted that when the crystal is bent, a circular motion is superimposed
on the oscillations, with two consequences: 1) the interference (undulator radi-
ation) is reduced since the particle trajectory drifts awayfrom the straight line;
2) a low energy continuous component (synchrotron radiation) generated by the
circular motion adds to the spectrum.
The influence of bending on emitted radiation is shown in the simulation presented
in fig. 3.3 for a 5 GeV positron beam: as the curvature increases, the middle and
high energy part of the spectrum decreases (undulator radiation, curves 3-4) while
a low energy component (synchrotron, curve 2) appears.

Figure 3.3: The intensity of the ra-
diation emitted by relativistic positrons
(the Lorenz factor isγ = 104, with γ ≡

c√
c2−v2

, wherec is the speed of light

andv the particle velocity) in bent crys-
tals as a function of the crystal curva-
ture expressed both in absolute terms
(R) and as a function of the critical ra-
dius (R/Rc): curve 1 refers to the radia-
tion emitted in a straight crystal, curve 2
describes the synchrotron contribution,
curve 3 is the intensity spectrum for a
bent crystal and curve 4 takes into ac-
count the quasi-channeled particle con-
tribution [72].

To identify which aspect dominates between the undulator and the synchrotron
one, the oscillation period in channelingλ (given in eq. 1.16) should be compared
with the radiation formation lengthlcoh= Rγ−1 (R is the bending radius andγ the
Lorentz factor). Iflcoh≫ λ , the interference takes place along many oscillation
periods and the radiation has the features of a quasi-undulator type; whenlcoh≪
λ , it is a quasi-synchrotron one.

The previous argument can be used at a relatively low energy (ρ < 1), while
in the hundreds of GeV rangeρ exceeds the unity value, so that the dipole ap-
proximation is no more valid and other methods should be considered to compute
the radiation emission. Fig. 3.4 presents the computedρ trend as a function of the
normalized oscillation amplitudeξm

1 in the channel (that in turn depends on the

1ξm represents the oscillation amplitude in the channel normalized to the interplanar distance
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initial transversal energy of the particle) for a 100 GeV positron beam:ρ exceeds
20 for a considerable portion of the channeled particles.

ξm

  
 ρ

Figure 3.4:The multipole parameterρ as
a function of the normalized oscillation am-
plitude ξm in channeling [73]. The contin-
uous line is the exact calculation while the
dotted one is computed in the harmonic ap-
proximation; the potential used for the cal-
culations (fig. 3.5) will be described later on
in this section.

As underlined in [73], two approaches can be used to describethe radiation
emission phenomenon in channeling at this energy:

• method 1 is based on quasi-classical considerations [74] and is ableto
describe the quasi-periodic particle motion for all the possible ρ values
but, taking into account the interference phenomenon, should be applied
in straight crystals or at least whenlcoh≫ λ .

• method 2uses a synchrotron like approach (based on the equation of clas-
sical electrodynamics [75]); it neglects the interferencebetween the distant
parts of the trajectory and therefore should be used when theparticle di-
rection changes faster than the characteristic radiation angle (that approxi-
mately goes as the inverse of the Lorentz factor,∼ γ−1), thus whenρ ≫ 1
or lcoh≪ λ .

The second method should be preferred being valid in a large curvature range, but
since an interference contribution at this energy could notbe excluded a priori, its
validation, comparing the two methods in straight crystals, is necessary.

Before being applied, both the methods need a common physical modeling
of the channeling phenomenon that goes from the analytical description of the
interatomic potential to the main features of the particlesmotion:

• an accurate description of theinterplanar potential[70], based on the X-
ray measurements of the atomic form factor, can be obtained,reaching an
accuracy of 1%. Fig. 3.5a shows the obtained potential as a function of the
normalized amplitudeξ .

dp so that2ξm
dp

= 1.
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• given the interplanar potential, theoscillation frequencyas a function of the
normalized amplitudeω(ξm) can be computed. Fig. 3.5b shows the trend
of the normalized frequencyΩ(ξm) = ω(ξm)/ω0, whereω0 is the oscilla-
tion frequency forξm −→ 0. Ω(ξm) is constant for small oscillations and
increases for larger amplitudes as the non-harmonic regionof the potential
is taken into account.

• figg. 3.5b and 3.4 show that the motion features depend on the oscillation
amplitudeξm in the channel; thus its probability distributionp(ξm) should
be computed. Given that in short crystals the scattering on the electrons
has a negligible effect (sec. 1.3.2.1), the transversal energy is almost con-
served and the oscillation amplitude depends just on the initial conditions
of the motion described by theα andx parameters that are the particle mis-
alignment and position with respect to the planes. Since thepositionx has
an equiprobable distribution (the beam has a macroscopic dimension com-
pared with the channel width),p(ξm) depends only on the angular diver-
gence of the particle impinging on the crystal. Fig. 3.6 shows the amplitude
probability distributionp(ξm) for different (±α ) values.

• the last consideration is addressed to the character of the particle trajecto-
ries; in fig. 3.7 the amplitudeξ is shown as a function of time, for two
amplitude values close to one (ξm = 0.98 andξm = 0.995). The real trajec-
tories are compared with a sinusoidal function, showing that the harmonic
approximation is quite good up to large amplitudes (ξm= 0.98); beyond this
level the approximation gets worse but, since these amplitudes are populated
by a small number of particles (due to nuclear dechanneling,sec. 1.3.2.1),
the harmonic approximation can be used to compute the spectrum emitted
by the channeled particles.

Summarizing, the used technique is based on an accurate representation of
the interplanar potential, that allows to compute exactly the multipole parame-
ter ρ and the oscillation frequencyω as a function of the oscillation amplitude
ξm whose distribution depends only on the particle incoming angle α and can be
computed.
Assuming the previous results, the radiation emission spectrum2 per positron per
unit length can be determined for both the methods in the harmonic approxima-
tion (the details of the calculations can be found in [73]).

2Expressed by
d2E

dEγds
(E0

γ ), wheredE is the energy irradiated (in the energy rangeEγ < E0
γ <

Eγ +dEγ) by a charged particle crossing the crystal lengthds.
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Figure 3.5:a) The interplanar potential computed for a straight silicon crystal oriented
along the (110) plane. b) The normalized oscillation frequency of a channeled particle,
Ω, as a function of its normalized oscillation amplitudeξm [73].
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Figure 3.6:The probability distribu-
tion of the normalized amplitudeξm

for different values of the misalign-
ment angleα expressed inµrad near
the corresponding curve [73].

Fig. 3.8 shows the spectra obtained with method 1 (a) and method 2 (b) for
two values ofα (4 and 19µrad) for a charged particle crossing 1 cm of crystal.
The interference effect in the first method, whose presence should be indicated by
the recognizable contribution of the different harmonics,is small for two reasons:
the presence of a larger number of high and close harmonics and the integration
over a distribution of amplitude valuesξm (fig. 3.6) that smears the contribution
of the harmonics themselves. For these reasons the agreement with the second
method (that shows a smooth distribution) is substantiallygood (better than 10%
comparing the positions of the spectra maximum).
This comparison demonstrates that the second more general method can be ap-
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Figure 3.7:Particles trajectories in channeling for two large oscillation amplitudes: a)
ξm = 0.98; b)ξm = 0.995. The continuous red lines represent the exact solutionsand the
dotted ones the harmonic approximation [73].

plied to compute channeling radiation but its final validation needs the comparison
with the experimental results (sec. 3.2.2).
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Figure 3.8:The channeling radiation spectra obtained with method 1 (a)and 2 (b) for
two values of the misalignment angleα = 4,19 µrad, for a 120 GeV positron, crossing
1 cm of crystal.

To allow this last step, two further contributions should betaken into account:

• the curvature of the crystal.
The agreement between method 1 and method 2 demonstrates that the chan-
neling radiation (at 120 GeV) has a synchrotron like character which means
that the interference is weak and the different radiation processes can be
considered independently. The contribution given by the crystal curvature
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can be estimated starting from the equation describing a particle moving
along a circular trajectory [70]:

I =
2e2γ4

3R2 (3.2)

whereI is the energy loss per unit length,e is the particle charge,R the cur-
vature radius andγ the Lorentz factor. The smallest tested bending radius
(sec. 3.2) is 4.74 m givingI = 1.315 GeV/cm (its spectrum has a maximum
at 235 MeV and a cut-off at 1 GeV). Since the energy loss due to the oscilla-
tion in the channel (corresponding to the integral of the spectrum in fig. 3.8)
is about 80 GeV/cm, the contribution given by the crystal curvature can be
neglected.

• the multi-photon emission probability for a single positron.
The spectra shown in fig. 3.8 allow to estimate the single photon emission
probability for a positron crossing a crystal lengthds; but when a positron
crosses a macroscopic crystal (the crystal length along thebeam is 2 mm)
the probability of multi-photon emission has to be taken into account. To
introduce this effect, a Montecarlo simulation has been performed: particles
are generated with a random position in the channel (±dp) and a random
alignment (−αre f < α < αre f with an equiprobable distribution). Using
these variables the transversal energy and thus the oscillation amplitudeξm

are computed, so that the particle is tracked along the crystal associating
an emission probability to every step of the trajectory (only photons in the
energy interval 50 MeV< Eγ <50 GeV have been considered): the result is
the total spectrum of the emitted radiation.

In sec. 3.2.4 the spectra obtained with the described simulation for two 2 mm
long strip crystals will be shown and compared with the experimental results.

3.1.2 Volume reflection

The description of the channeling radiation phenomenon in bent crystals (sec. 3.1.1)
started from the simpler case of straight crystals; in the same way volume re-
flection radiation emission presents a straight crystal counterpart: the coherent
bremsstrahlung.

Coherent bremsstrahlung takes place when a particle crosses a crystal at an an-
gleα with respect to its planes larger than the critical oneαc (so that channeling is
not allowed) and small enough for the continuum approximation (sec. 1.3.1) to be
valid. In this condition the particle crosses the crystal planes periodically (every
dp/α , wheredp is the interatomic distance, fig. 3.9); thus, for selected frequen-
cies, the electromagnetic radiation emitted at the passagethrough a plane adds
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coherently, increasing the total emitted radiation with respect to the incoherent
bremsstrahlung [2].

α>αc
Figure 3.9: A particle crossing a
straight crystal at an angleα > αc.

Fig. 3.10 shows the enhancement of the radiation emitted by astraight crystal
(0.1 mm thick) crossed by a 10 GeV/c positron beam as a function of its misalign-
mentα with respect to the beam direction [71]. Forα ∼ 0 (perfect alignment)
positrons are channeled and the channeling radiation (sec.3.1.1), characterized
by a relatively low photon energy (Eγ) and high intensity, is emitted. As the mis-
alignmentα increases, the coherent bremsstrahlung appears as two tails of higher
photon energy and lower intensity. Increasing even more themisalignment with
the planes, the spectrum becomes harder because the periodicity of the planes
crossing (dp/α ) is shortened and the coherent interference selects higherfrequen-
cies corresponding to higher photon energies.
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Figure 3.10: The enhancement of the
radiation emitted by a straight crystal
(0.1 mm thick) crossed by a 10 GeV/c po-
sitron beam as a function of its misalign-
ment with the beam direction (α , vertical
axis) and of the emitted photons energy
(Eγ, horizontal axis) [71]. Both the chan-
neling radiation and the coherent brems-
strahlung are present.

The condition of a volume reflected particle is similar to thecoherent brems-
strahlung one: the transversal energy exceeds the potential barrier value so that
the particle crosses in sequence the different crystallineplanes. In both the cases
the particle trajectory oscillates due to the interaction with the interplanar poten-
tial; the peculiar feature of volume reflection is given by the crystal curvature, that
varies the average misalignment between the particle trajectory and the planes,
α (t), during the crystal crossing.
For this reason the analytical expression to determine the radiation emission prop-
erties developed in the coherent bremsstrahlung frameworkcannot be directly ap-
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plied to bent crystals. Therefore two strategies have been proposed to describe the
volume reflection phenomenon from the radiation point of view:

• the first one uses the quasi classical approach in which the probabilities of
QED processes are determined computing the classical trajectories of the
particles in the interplanar potential [76]; this method takes into account the
details of the motion in volume reflection and thus is complicated and very
time consuming from the CPU point of view.

• the second one considers the radiation emission in volume reflection as the
sum of sub-processes in whichα (t) varies of a negligible amount so that
the coherent bremsstrahlung formalism can be applied locally [77]. This
method is faster and somehow more complete than the first one since it al-
lows to include the multiple scattering contribution; it issuitable for a wide
energy range till about 150 GeV. A more detailed descriptionof the method
will be given in this section and its good agreement with the experimental
results will be shown in sec. 3.2.2.

Defining I(α ,E)ds as the coherent bremsstrahlung radiation [74] emitted by a
charged particle (of energyE) which is crossing a crystal lengthds (ds≃ cdt),
misaligned with respect to the crystal planes of an angleα , the “local” application
of the bremsstrahlung theory to bent crystals can be expressed in the following
way:

d2El

dEγ
(t) =

dI
dEγ

(α (t))cdt (3.3)

where
d2El

dEγ
(the variation of the differential energy loss along a distanceds≃

cdt) matches the radiation intensity due to coherent bremsstrahlung which in turn
depends on the angleα (t) between the particle trajectory and the crystal planes.
The evolution of this angle before the reflection (t < tc wheretc is the time of the
reflection) is described in fig. 3.11, providing the following expression:

α (t) = α0−
ct
R

(3.4)

whereR is the bending radius andc the light speed.
Fig. 3.12 shows that eq. 3.4 well approximates theα (t) angle fort < tc, com-

paring its average value with the instantaneous oscillatory one, computed accord-
ing to the interplanar potential [78].
Fort = tc (reflection time), a discontinuity corresponding to the reflection is present;
note that it is centered inα = 0 because the particle is parallel with the crystal
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α0=φch2

Figure 3.11: The evolution of the misalign-
ment between the crystal planes and the par-
ticle trajectory α (t) in VR (before the reflec-
tion). To simplify the scheme, the starting angle

α0 =
φch

2
=

l
2R

has been chosen. After a timet

the particle crosses a distancect (β ≃ 1) so that

α (t) = α0−φ(t) = α0−
l(t)
R

. Since φch ≪ 1,

l(t)≃ ct giving α (t)≃ α0−
ct
R

.

plane. The minimumα value before the reflection isαc = α0−
ctc
R

; thus for sym-

metry, just after the reflection,α = −αc =
ctc
R

− α0 and, for continuity, in the

regiont > tc the following expression forα (t) holds:

α (t) = α0−
2ctc
R

− ct
R

(3.5)

αc 

-αc 

α (μrad) 

t (fs)

Figure 3.12: The behaviour of the
α (t) angle near the reflection timetc:
the red curve represents the instan-
taneous value, the black points the
one averaged every oscillation and
the blue line the linear approximation
presented in this section.

Once theα (t) behaviour is known, eq. 3.3 can be integrated with respect toα

eliminating the explicit dependence on time, given that
dα
dt

=− c
R

:

dEl

dEγ
(Eγ) = R

∫ αc

α0

dI
dEγ

(α )dα +R
∫ αout

−αc

dI
dEγ

(α )dα (3.6)
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where the integral has been split in two parts correspondingto the intervalst < tc
andt > tc respectively;αc andαout can be determined, according to [78], being
characteristic angles of the volume reflection trajectory.
The functionI(α ) is the standard expression for coherent bremsstrahlung [74] in
a straight crystal; in this situation the average energy loss of a particle crossing
a crystal of lengthl is just I(α )l while in bent crystals a non trivial dependence
from the crystal length and curvature is present.

Eq. 3.6 gives the energy lost by a volume reflected particle emitting a sin-
gle photon but, as for channeling radiation (sec. 3.1.1), the multiphoton emission
probability is not negligible. Computations show in fact that in a 2 mm long crys-
tal (like the used one, sec. 3.2.2), the average photon multiplicity above 1 GeV is
1.5. The multiphoton emission could be treated in two ways: with a Montecarlo
simulation (as for channeling, sec. 3.1.1) or including itseffect in the analytical
calculation. As will be shown in sec. 3.2.2, the second method has been chosen
for the volume reflection case; the details of the calculation can be found in [79].

3.2 The experimental test

This section describes a test performed in August 2009 on theH4 beamline at the
CERN SPS with a 120 GeV/c positron beam. The main goal of the test was the
bent crystal characterization from the radiation point of view in channeling and
volume reflection. To do this, the experimental setup described in sec. 2.1 has
been modified in order to measure the energy lost by the positron which is equiv-
alent to the irradiated one.

3.2.1 A setup add-on for the radiation tests

Fig. 3.13 shows the scheme of the experimental setup used on the H4 beamline; it
can be divided in two functional parts: the one called “deflection” (sec 2.1) dedi-
cated to the beam monitoring and the study of the bent crystaldeflection properties
and the one called “radiation” to measure the energy radiated by the crystal.
A spectrometer (sec. 3.2.1.1) and two electromagnetic calorimeters (secc. 3.2.1.2,

3.2.1.3) compose the “radiation” part of the setup, whose working principles can
be described as follows:

• a charged particle3 crosses the crystal, with a certain probability of emitting
a photon travelling in parallel with it; the silicon modules(DsX) provide the
information on its outgoing trajectory from the crystal.

3The beam is not a pure positron one; it contains positive muons and hadrons.
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Figure 3.13:The H4 setup. “Deflection part”: 3 silicon modules (DsX) separated by vac-
uum pipes and the high precision goniometer (gc). “Radiation part”: a bending magnet
(bm), a helium bag (hb), the 9.5×9.5 cm2 silicon beam chambers (bc1-2), two electro-
magnetic calorimeters measuring the primary beam energy and the photon one.

• the 3.6 Tm bending magnet separates the charged beam from theneutral
photon one.

• after having crossed a helium bag (whose goal is the multiplescattering re-
duction), the positron reaches two large area silicon microstrip chambers
which allow to measure the deflection angle produced by the bending mag-
net and thus the particle momentum.

• beyond the silicon chambers, the charged particle impingeson an electro-
magnetic calorimeter that is used to separate positrons from hadrons and
muons (given these last ones do not generate a shower in the calorimeter
itself).

• the emitted photons travel on a straight line eventually impinging on a sec-
ond electromagnetic calorimeter that measures their energy.

3.2.1.1 Spectrometer

The spectrometer is designed to measure the momentum and theenergy (γ ≫ 1,
E ≃ pc) Ep of the charged particle after the crystal. The energy lost during the
crystal crossing thus will beEl = Eb−Ep, whereEb is the beam energy (120 GeV
in this case).
As shown in fig. 3.14, the core of the spectrometer is a bendingmagnet (green
triangle) that deflects the particle depending on its momentum according to:

pφb = 0.3BL (3.7)
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where p is the particle momentum,φb the bending magnet deflection angle,B
the magnetic field andL the magnet length. The magnet used in the test has a
maximumBL value of 3.6 Tm; thusφb = 9 mrad at 120 GeV/c. Considering
eq. 3.7, the measurement ofφb gives the momentum (and thus the energy) of the
charged particle.

Figure 3.14:Schematic view of the spectrometer: the bending magnet (green triangle),
the helium bag (yellow square) and the silicon beam chambers(bc1-bc2) are its main
elements. The red line represents the charged particle trajectory; the measured quantities
are: the incoming angle towards the magnet,φin; the position inside the magnet,xb; the
position measured by the silicon chambers,xbc and the deflection angle produced by the
bending magnet,φb.

To measure this angle the charged particle trajectory is reconstructed using the
silicon miscrostrip detectors:

• the DsX silicon modules (sec. 2.1) track the particle beforethe magnet al-
lowing to measure the incoming angle to the magnet,φin, and the horizontal
position in its center,xb.

• after the magnet, the particle travels for a distance of about 15 m; this dis-
tance acts both as a lever arm to increase the angular resolution and allows to
separate in space the photon and the charged beam ofφb ·15 m=13.5 cm, to
measure the photons and the charged beam with two independent calorime-
ters (avoiding contamination). Most of this space is covered by a 9.6 m long
helium bag, to reduce the multiple scattering in air.

• at the end of the line two large area (9.5×9.5 cm2) silicon chambers4 mea-
sure the particle position,xbc, so that the outgoing angle from the magnet
φout can be computed; thus the resulting deflection angle produced by the
magnet isφb = φout−φin.

4The same detectors have been previously used to perform the low energy measurement,
sec. 2.2.5.
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The silicon chambers are displaced one with respect to the other in the hori-
zontal direction to increase the angular acceptance of the spectrometer that, in this
way, results to be limited by the dimension of the trigger detector; the primary
beam calorimeter (which is included in the trigger, sec. 3.2.1.2) in fact has a hori-
zontal acceptance of 15 cm.
Fig. 3.15a presents the comparison of the beam profile measured by the two cham-
bers (taking into account their relative shift): the yellowhistogram is the one
corresponding to the first chamber (bc1) while the red one to the second cham-
ber (bc2). The peak on the right (xbc ∼ 8 cm) represents the unperturbed beam
(φb ∼ 9 mrad andEl = 0 GeV); the tail extending to the left is due to the lower
energy particles deflected of a larger angle by the magnet.
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Figure 3.15:The charged particle horizontal position,xbc, measured by the silicon cham-
bers. The yellow histograms are measured with the first chamber and the red ones with
the second one: a) all the events are taken into account; b) only the events which satisfy
the “vertical residual condition” (fig. 3.17) are considered.

In the region where the chambers overlap (0< xbc< 3 cm), the beam intensity
measured by the two detectors is different. This effect has been ascribed to the
presence of the primary beam calorimeter that, being too near to the chambers,
causes random hits on the chambers themselves because of backscattering. The
second chamber being closer to the calorimeter is more subject to this contamina-
tion and thus measures a beam profile more intense than the real one. It should be
noted that the effect of the “random” hits seems more important since it acts on a
region where the intensity of the “good” events is low.
Fig. 3.16 proves the existence of the “random” hits showing the vertical residual
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on the second chamber, that is the difference between the vertical position com-
puted using the DsX silicon modules information and the one measured by bc2.
Two components populate the distribution: a peaked one thatcollects the “good”
events and a flat one that is not correlated with the incoming beam and thus is
random.
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Figure 3.16: The vertical residual on
the second chamber that is the differ-
ence between the particle position ex-
trapolated from the DsX silicon mod-
ules and the one measured by the silicon
chambers.

The vertical residual can be used for these studies because the vertical direc-
tion is not perturbed by the magnet that acts only in the horizontal plane. This
means that the vertical residual can be used to separate the “good” events from
the “random” ones. In fact, according to fig. 3.16, if the region within±3σ from
the peak mean is considered, the percentage of random eventsbecomes very small
(< 2.5%).
Fig. 3.17 shows how the vertical residual cut has been implemented for bc-1 (a)
and bc-2 (b). The plots show a slight correlation between thevertical residual and
the horizontal position, probably generated by a non perfect rotational alignment
between the detectors. To take into account this effect the edges of the residual cut
are placed at±3σ from a mean value that in turn is a function of the horizontal
position. The overlapped contour histograms of fig. 3.17 arefilled only with the
events in the region defined by the residual cut.

Fig. 3.15b shows the result of the “vertical residual cut”: the beam profiles
measured by the two chambers are overlapping.
Once the two chambers “see” the same beam shape, a singlexbc value for each
incoming particle is selected in the following way: if the first chamber measures
a positionx2 > x∗bc (wherex∗bc is a given position, belonging to the chambers
overlapping region)xbc = x1, otherwise, the second chamber is checked and if it
presents an eventx2 < x∗bc, xbc = x2.

The beam profile produced with this algorithm is presented infig. 3.18a; the
valley corresponding toxbc = x∗bc (which in fact should be a delta in thex∗bc
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Figure 3.17:The plots show the vertical residual of bc1 (a) and bc2 (b) as afunction of
the horizontal position measured by the chamber itself. Thecolored histogram collects all
the statistics while the red contour plots are filled only in aregion of±3σ from the mean
residual value.

position) depends on the fact that the beam crosses the chamber with an angle
(φout > 9 mrad) and thus a “shadow” region appears: when the beam profile is
converted in the deflection angleφb distribution (fig. 3.18b), the hole disappears;
note that the chamber alignment has been performed so that the peak on the left
corresponds toφb = 9 mrad (equivalent to 120 GeV).
Considering eq. 3.7, the angleφb gives the particle momentum after the crystal
crossing,p, and assumingEp ≃ pc (whereEp is the particle energy), the energy
lossEl = Eb−Ep (Ep =120 GeV) can be computed: its distribution is presented
in fig. 3.19a.

To estimate the spectrometer intrinsic resolution (atEp =120 GeV), only the
heavy particles (muons and hadrons) should be selected to eliminate the broaden-
ing of the distribution by the low energy radiation emission.
This can be done exploiting the particle identification performed by the primary
beam calorimeter (sec. 3.2.1.2). The result is presented infig. 3.19b: the high
El tail disappears and a fit of the peak with a gaussian function gives a resolu-
tion value of 350 MeV (RMS) at 120 GeV that corresponds to about 0.3% of the
primary particle energy.
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Figure 3.18:a) Thexbc position reconstructed using the information of the two cham-
bers. b) The deflection angleφb produced by the magnet, computed combining the DsX
information given by the silicon modules (xb andφin) with thexbc position measured by
the bc1-2 beam chambers (fig. 3.14).
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Figure 3.19: The energy loss distributions measured with the spectrometer: a) the
whole beam; b) only muons and hadrons (selected with the primary beam calorimeter,
sec. 3.2.1.2); the fit with a gaussian function gives a resolution value (RMS) of∼350 MeV
at 120 GeV.
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3.2.1.2 Primary beam calorimeter

The H4 beam is produced by the interaction of a primary protonbeam with a tar-
get; for this reason it is not pure containing a mixture of particle kinds. Acting on
the beamline settings (targets and magnet parameters) it ispossible to maximize
the desired particle kind (positrons in this case); nonetheless a contamination of
other particles (muons and hadrons) will be present.
The test on the crystal radiation emission needs the primaryparticle identification,
since the measured radiation spectrum should be evaluated considering the total
number of positrons. For this purpose an electromagnetic calorimeter is used ex-
ploiting the fact that muons and hadrons do not generate a shower (rarely in case
of hadrons) in the calorimeter itself. The calorimeter is shown in fig. 3.20 and is
called DEVA. It is a sampling calorimeter composed of 12 plastic scintillator tiles

(a) (b)

Figure 3.20:The DEVA calorimeter in its aluminum vessel: the sensitive area is shown
by a yellow stick with the radioactive material symbol. b) The DEVA calorimeter from
the top (without cover); it is composed of 12 plastic scintillator tiles and 11 lead tiles for
a total of 13X0. The light produced in the scintillators is carried by WLS fibers to a 16
channel PMT.

interleaved with 11 lead tiles (eight tiles 0.5 cm thick and three 1 cm thick) for a
total of about 13X0. Each plastic scintillator tile measures 15×15×2 cm3. The
light is carried by wave-length shifter (WLS) fibers to a multi-anode photomul-
tiplier tube5 (PMT). During the 2009 beam test, the signal from two consecutive
scintillator tiles was read by a single ADC channel to limit the number of channels
(the DAQ scheme allowing the DEVA readout is described in sec. 2.1.4).

A typical energy spectrum measured by DEVA is presented in fig. 3.21 show-
ing how the different beam populations can be identified. Thepositron percentage
is around 88%.

5HAMAMATSU 16 anode PMT (R5600-M16).
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Figure 3.21: The spectrum mea-
sured by DEVA (sum of the single
tiles signal): the first peak corre-
sponds to the MIPs (Minimum Ion-
izing Particles) which are mainly
muons; the central region is popu-
lated by hadrons while the last peak
consists of positrons.

Fig. 3.22a shows the longitudinal trend of the energy released in DEVA: while
the MIP “region” is constant at about 1100 ADC (the pedestal,that is the base-
line measured when no events are present, has not been subtracted in the plot),
the energy released by positrons is larger and changes in thedifferent tile pairs
according to the shower depth.
To increase the data acquisition efficiency, DEVA may be usedin the trigger. In
fact, discriminating with a high threshold the signal produced by the tiles in which
the energy deposit is maximum (tile pair number 5,∼3500 ADC), a trigger that
excludes the muons and part of the hadrons is obtained. Fig. 3.22b shows the
primary beam spectrum measured by DEVA when the high threshold trigger is
active. The positron percentage increases to 92%.
A further selection on the particle type is then performed during the off-line
analysis: an event which has an energy deposit in the 4th tile pair smaller than
∼2500 ADC and at the same time does not radiate energy (as measured by the
spectrometer or theγ-calorimeter) is not identified as a positron and thus is ex-
cluded.

3.2.1.3 Theγ-calorimeters

The bending magnet of the spectrometer on one hand allows to measure the parti-
cle momentum (sec. 3.2.1.1) and on the other it separates thecharged beam from
the photon one, so that two independent calorimeters are able to detect the two
components.
The primary beam calorimeter is used for the positron identification, while an
independent measurement of the photon beam energy with respect to the spec-
trometer one is useful for three reasons:

• to cross-check immediately that the spectrometer works properly.
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Figure 3.22:a) The longitudinal trend of the energy release in DEVA: on the horizontal
axis, the tile number (every number corresponds to a tile pair); on the vertical one, the
signal in ADC (without the pedestal subtraction). b) The total spectrum measured by
DEVA with a DAQ trigger including the high threshold one on the 5th pair (marked in red
in (a)).

• to integrate the spectrometer measurement in the medium-high energy loss
range, where its resolution worsens (the multiple scattering contribution to
the φb angle increases as the primary particle energy decreases) and the
calorimeter resolution becomes better (sec. 3.2.1.5).

• to measure the photon spectrum in the high energy loss range (till the nom-
inal energy of the beam,El = Eb). In this range the primary particle energy
Ep is small and thus the deflectionφb induced by the magnet becomes too
large to be measured in a spectrometer geometry like the one presented in
sec. 3.2.1.1 (unless the surface covered by the silicon detectors is greatly
increased).

A calorimetric system able to satisfy the previous requirements has been de-
veloped in three steps corresponding to three different apparatuses that will be
described in the following sections. As it will be shown, thesystem has been
completed only in the 2010 beam test (using the “Jack”6 calorimeter, sec. 3.2.1.6);
thus in 2009 theγ-calorimeter has been used just to cross-check the spectrometer
behaviour without limiting anyway the experimental study,since in channeling
and VR, the interesting energy loss range is the low-medium one (sec. 3.2.2).

6Jack is a conventional name chosen to identify the detector.
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3.2.1.4 The Rino calorimeter

The first calorimeter used in the crystal radiation test performed on the H4 beam-
line, shown in fig. 3.23, is called “Rino”.
It is a homogeneous calorimeter consisting of 4 NaI blocks with a sensitive area

Figure 3.23:A photo of the Rino calorimeter.
The bottom vessel contains 4 20× 20× 5 cm3

NaI blocks; the aluminum tubes contain two pho-
tomultipliers.

of 20×20 cm2 and a thickness of 5 cm for a total length of 20 cm, corresponding
to 7.7X0. The light readout is performed by two photomultiplier tubes, one each
couple of blocks.
Figg. 3.24a-b show the photon beam energy spectrum in the calorimeter, after the
pedestal subtraction. In both cases the spectrum extends upto about 3000 ADC
corresponding to the saturation of the ADC board.
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Figure 3.24:a-b) The energy spectrum in the two parts of Rino-cal; c) the total energy
deposited in Rino determined as the normalized sum of the twochannels (a+b).

The saturation affects of course also the total spectrum that is obtained as the
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sum of the two channels (once normalized considering the MIPsignal) and is pre-
sented in fig. 3.24c.
The ADC saturation does not represent a crucial problem, given that the Rino
calorimeter would anyway not be able to measure the total energy released by the
high energy photons being too short; for example the shower of a 25 GeV photon
would deposit the maximum energy at about 7.7X0, a value corresponding to the
whole length of the Rino calorimeter.
For this reason the Rino calorimeter has been used just to cross-check the spec-
trometer behaviour as confirmed by the scatter plot of fig. 3.25a in which the
proper photon energy measured by Rino-cal is presented as a function of the en-
ergy loss value provided by the spectrometer, showing the expected linear corre-
lation between the two observables.
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Figure 3.25:The energy measured by Rino-cal as a function of the one measured by the
spectrometer; the two measurements are linearly correlated as expected. a) The whole
beam; b) only the particles impinging on the crystal.

Fig. 3.25 underlines also that besides the events properly correlated (filling
the central region of the plot), there is a second, less populated, event class, filling
the bottom of the plot and consisting of the events detected by the spectrometer
and not by the calorimeter. These events are probably correlated with particles
belonging to the beam tails that for some reasons are not correctly tracked. In
fact, once the same plot is produced only for the particles impinging on the crystal
(fig. 3.25b), these events disappear.
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3.2.1.5 The Willie calorimeter

During the 2009 beam test, Rino-cal has been substituted with another calorimeter
with the twofold aim of testing an innovative calorimetric system (with a Silicon
PhotoMultiplier readout [80]) and extending the energy range covered by theγ-
calorimeter itself.
This second calorimeter is a “shashlik” one called Willie [81]. Willie is com-
posed of 41 tiles of plastic scintillator and 40 tiles of lead; each tile has an area of
8×8 cm2 and is 3.27 mm thick for a total of 24X0.
The word “shashlik” refers to the scintillation light collection and transport method,
consisting in 64 0.8 mm WLS fibers7, that cross the whole calorimeter longitudi-
nally, so that each fiber collects the light of all the scintillator tiles.
Fig. 3.26a presents a photo of the calorimeter contained in a1 cm thick aluminum
vessel and of its back side; the WLS fibers are bundled together in groups of 4
fibers each bundle, with a SiPM for each group. Each SiPM consists of a matrix

front

back

(a) (b)

Figure 3.26:a) Two photos of the Willie calorimeter: its front part contains the active
region while fibers and SiPMs are interfaced together in the back (top photo). b) The
Willie calorimeter in the H4 line near the silicon chamber (bc1); the top box shows a
schematic of this layout section.

of pixels, acting as passive-quenched silicon avalanche photodiodes operated in
limited Geiger-mode. Each pixel (with a typical size of 20×20 - 100×100µm2)
gives the same current response when hit by a photon (a Geiger-like discharge):
the SiPM output signal, which is given by the analog sum of allthe pixels since
they are connected together, is proportional to the number of incoming photons.

7Produced by Kuraray (model Y11).
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The SiPMs used in Willie are manufactured by FBK-irst (Trento, Italy) and have
a sensitive area of∼1 mm2 corresponding to 688, 40×40 µm2 pixels; their out-
put signal was not amplified in order to simplify as much as possible the readout
electronics.

Fig. 3.26b shows the calorimeter installed on the H4 beamline next to the bc-1
silicon beam chamber. Unfortunately this proximity has generated an interference
problem with the spectrometer (noted only during the off-line analysis): the lat-
eral leakage has generated ghost hits on bc-1 which do not allow to determine the
position of the primary particle unambiguously.
This effect can be observed in fig. 3.27 where the beam profilesmeasured by the
two chambers are compared before (a) and after (b) the cut on the vertical residual
(sec. 3.2.1.1). Even after the cut, the plots are not equalized; the first chamber
apparently measures a lower intensity.
This happens because the plots are filled with the events presenting a single par-
ticle, that is only one cluster8 on each detector, to make theφb angle measure-
ment possible. But when a high energy photon is emitted and the first chamber
sees a multi-cluster event (originated by the calorimeter leakage) this is excluded
from the analysis causing the under-estimation of the number of the events as in
fig. 3.27b.
This phenomenon is also proved by the increase of the number of the multi-cluster
(rejected) events measured by the first chamber after the Willie-cal installation.

The installation of the Willie calorimeter has compromisedthe spectrometer
use; nevertheless the analysis on the crystal can be performed using the calorime-
ter itself that, as will be shown, has proven to work properly.
The energy deposit in Willie-cal is obtained as the sum of thedifferent channels,
after the equalization of their response to the MIP signal. Fig. 3.28a presents the
resulting value as a function of the energy loss computed using the spectrometer
(the multi-cluster events have been excluded).
The linearity is good up to 10 GeV, but at higher energies a clear saturation effect
appears due to the relatively small number of pixels in the 1 mm2 SiPMs compared
to the large flux of optical photons produced at this energy. The SiPM saturation,
that can be reduced with larger area SiPMs (sec. 3.2.1.6), worsens the calorimeter
performances in terms of resolution but does not prevent from using it to measure
the energy lossEl in place of the spectrometer. To do this a calibration is needed,
which can be performed using the information of the spectrometer.

Fig. 3.28b shows two vertical slices of fig. 3.28a, corresponding toEl =13 GeV
andEl = 55 GeV: the distributions are fitted with a gaussian function. Once this
procedure has been repeated on all slices, the gaussian meanADC values give the
curve presented in fig. 3.29 whose parameters (it is fitted with a 4 degree polyno-

8A cluster is a set of contiguous strips detecting the energy deposited by a particle.
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Figure 3.27:The primary particle horizontal positionxbc measured by the silicon cham-
bers after the Willie-cal installation. The yellow histograms are measured by the first
chamber (bc1) and the red ones by the second chamber (bc2): a)all the events are taken
into account; b) only the events which satisfy the cut on the vertical residual (sec. 3.2.1.1)
are considered. The data presented in these plots and in the following analysis refer to a
run in which the “background” (photons generated by the detectors and along the beam-
line) is the prevalent component.

mial function) give a one to one relation between theEl value measured by the
spectrometer and the ADC one recorded by Willie.

Fig. 3.29b presents the trend of the calorimeter resolution∆E/E (where∆E
andE are respectively theσ and mean of the gaussian fit) as a function of the
energy lossEl . Even in the low energy range (where the calorimeter has a lower
resolution with respect to the spectrometer) the resolution value is acceptable for
the study to be performed on crystal radiation production (no fine structure in the
spectrum is expected).
To give an example, at 10 GeV the plot gives a resolution of 6% corresponding
to a RMS uncertainty of 600 MeV (∆Etot). Given that the spectrometer has a
RMS error of about 350 MeV (∆Esp), the calorimeter intrinsic resolution can be

computed as∆Ew =
√

E2
tot −E2

sp≃ 490 MeV comparable with the spectrometer
one.

Once the calorimeter has proven to be a valid alternative to the spectrometer,
its output should be “linearized” and rescaled using the inverse of the function
that fits fig. 3.29a. The validity of this operation is shown infig. 3.30a where
there is a perfect linearity between the “reconstructed” calorimetric energy and
the measured spectrometer one.
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Figure 3.28:a) The energy deposit in Willie-cal as a function of the one measured by the
spectrometer. b) Two slices of plot (a) corresponding toEl = 13 GeV andEl = 55 GeV; the
mean andσ parameters provided by the gaussian fits are used to calibrate the calorimeter
and measure its resolution.

Fig. 3.30b presents the resulting energy spectrum; note that in this case also the
events with more than one cluster on the chambers can be considered, so that the
spectrum has a continuous and smooth shape.

3.2.1.6 The 2010 beam test (the Jack calorimeter)

In June 2010 a new beam test on the H4 beam has been performed togo on with
the radiation emission study extending it to the axial effects characterization and
to negative particles; some of the results will be describedin chap. 4.
This section presents the novelties introduced in the experimental setup with re-
spect to 2009:

• a new trigger system.
The old trigger logic was based on the high threshold discrimination of the
DEVA calorimeter signal (sec. 3.2.1.2) to increase the percentage of ac-
quired positrons. Since the intrinsic beam purity proved tobe high (∼ 88%
of positrons), this strategy has been abandoned using a couple of scintilla-
tors (s1-2, scheme in fig. 3.31a) placed in front of the Ds1 silicon detector
(fig. 3.31b). In this way, the incoming particles trigger theDAQ also when
they do not reach DEVA, being deflected too much by the bendingmagnet
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Figure 3.29:a) The energy deposit in Willie as a function of the one measured by the
spectrometer with the polynomial function, which fits the trend, superimposed; b) the
calorimeter resolution as a function of the energy lossEl measured by the spectrometer
(the values include the spectrometer contribution).

(El > 60 GeV). The s2 scintillator has a hole and it can act as an anti-
coincidence, so that two trigger logics are available: the single trigger on s1
to detect the whole beam acquiring statistics fast during the setup commis-
sioning and the anti-coincidence (s1∧ s̄2) one to acquire a beam portion that
matches the crystal shape thus increasing the number of events impinging
on the crystal itself. The anti-coincidence has been preferred to a coin-
cidence because in this way only one scintillator (7 mm thick) is crossed
during the “crystal physics” runs limiting the background contribution due
to bremsstrahlung.

• a different arrangement of the beam chambers and the calorimeters.
The 2009 beam test was affected by the interference problemsbetween the
calorimeters and the spectrometer due to the calorimeter leakage that creates
ghost hits on the silicon beam chambers. This problem has been solved
increasing the distance between the different elements so that the chambers
are placed before theγ-calorimeter that in turn is located before DEVA as it
is shown in fig. 3.32a.

• a newγ-calorimeter (Jack-cal) readout with 3 mm2 SiPMs.
The most remarkable novelty of the 2010 beam test has been theintroduc-
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Figure 3.30:a) The energy released in Willie-cal, after the calibrationas a function of
the one measured by the spectrometer; b) the overall spectrum measured by the calibrated
Willie-cal.

tion of a newγ-calorimeter; it is called Jack (fig. 3.32b). As well as Willie
(sec. 3.2.1.5), Jack is a “shashlik” calorimeter, composedof 70 tiles, 4 mm
thick, of plastic scintillator and 69 tiles, 1.5 mm thick, oflead, for a total of
19X0. Each tile has an area of 12×12 cm2; the scintillation light is brought
by 1.2 mm WLS fibers9 to 16 silicon photomultipliers10 with an active area
of 9 mm2.

Fig. 3.33a shows the Jack output in ADC counts as a function ofthe energy
loss given by the spectrometer; the blue lines represent thescatter plot, while
the overlapped red line is the fit of the mean Jack energy, obtained with a series
of gaussian fits (the procedure has been described in sec. 3.2.1.5). Comparing
the plot with the equivalent one produced with the Willie calorimeter (fig. 3.29)
the Jack linearity improvement obtained using larger area SiPMs can be noted.
Fig. 3.33b shows the Jack-cal resolution trend as a functionof El .

The trigger strategy used during the 2010 beam test allows toacquire particles
with an energy loss value larger than what the spectrometer can measure (due
to the finite dimensions of the bc1-2 silicon chambers). The energy lost by these
positrons should be measured by theγ-calorimeter. For this reason the calorimeter
calibration has been extended to the regionEl > 63 GeV, beyond the spectrometer

9BCF-9224, produced by Saint-Gobain.
10Produced by FBK-irst, Trento, Italy.
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Figure 3.31:a) A schematic drawing of the s1-2 scintillators mounted on the Ds1 detec-
tor; each of them is 2×4 cm2 with a thickness of 7 mm and it is readout by a single anode
931-B photomultiplier, produced by HAMAMATSU. b) A photo ofthe s1-2 scintillator
in the H4 beamline.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.32:a) The Jack calorimeter in the H4 beamline during the 2010 beam test; it
is located after the silicon chambers as shown in the top box scheme. b) A photo of the
calorimeter: its front part contains the active region while fibers and SiPMs are interfaced
in the back.

limit.
Fig. 3.34 presents the energy deposited in Jack by the primary beam (the bending
magnet was switched off) with an energy of 80 GeV (a), 100 GeV (b) and 60 GeV
(c). The peak representing the positron population has beenfitted with a gaussian
to obtain the corresponding mean value in ADC.

Fig. 3.35 shows the Jack calibration curve obtained using the spectrometer
information at low energy (fig. 3.33a) and the direct primarybeam detection
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Figure 3.33:a) The energy deposit in Jack-cal as a function of theEl energy loss mea-
sured by the spectrometer (scatter plot in blue) with the polynomial function which fits the
trend (red line); b) the calorimeter resolution as a function of the energy lossEl measured
by the spectrometer (the values include the spectrometer contribution).
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Figure 3.34: The energy spectrum of the primary beam measured by Jack-calfor a
80 GeV (a), 100 GeV (b) and 60 GeV (c) beam.

(fig. 3.34a) at high energy. The point at 60 GeV demonstrates the agreement
between the two measurements. The information provided by the fit parameters
allows to obtain theEl energy loss in GeV.
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3.2.2 Analysis and results

The 2009 beam test on the H4 beamline has been dedicated to thedevelopment of
the experimental setup and to the investigation of channeling and volume reflec-
tion from the radiation emission point of view.
This section will start (sec. 3.2.3) presenting the characteristics of the crystals,
measured following the methods described in chap. 2 and the evaluation of the
background radiation contribution and of the amorphous one. Then the emitted
radiation in channeling (sec. 3.2.4) and volume reflection (sec. 3.2.5) will be mea-
sured and compared with the theoretical models presented insec. 3.1.

3.2.3 Crystals and background

The channeling and VR radiation emission investigation hasbeen performed using
two silicon strip crystals bended with curvatures radii of about 5 m and 10 m.
These crystals have been fully characterized following theprocedure presented in
chap. 2 and their features are summarized in tab. 3.1.

Crystal orientation length (mm) torsion
(

µrad
cm

)

φc (µrad) R(m)

StR5 (110) 2 181.8 403.5±1.3 4.96±0.02
StR11 (110) 2 52.7 186.5±3.9 10.72±0.22

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the strip crystals investigated during the 2009 H4
beam test.
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The experimental setup presented in sec. 3.2 has been designed to measure the
radiation emitted by the crystal; anyway a background contribution, produced by
the detectors placed before the bending magnet (the DsX silicon telescopes) and
along the beamline, is present.
In sec. 3.2, the spectra of the background contribution havebeen used to show
the behaviour of the spectrometer (fig. 3.28) and of theγ-calorimeter (fig. 3.19).
Fig. 3.36 presents the passage from raw data to a normalized distribution:

• the first plot is the raw histogram, that is the number of events ∆N(El0)
acquired in the rangeEl0 < El < El0+∆El0.

• rescaling∆N for the total number of incoming positronsNtot (well approx-
imated by the number of the entries of the histogram) and dividing it by

the bin size of the histogram∆E, the photon spectrum
dn
dEl

is obtained

(fig. 3.36b).

• to extract the energy loss distribution
dn
dEl

·El (fig. 3.36c), each point of the

(b) plot should be multiplied by the correspondingEl value.

Integrating the energy loss distribution presented in fig 3.36c, the average energy
loss per positron without crystal (background) is obtained. The integration interval
is 3< El < 60 GeV; the low threshold (El = 3 GeV) has been chosen to exclude
the low energy peak caused by the finite resolution onEl . The integral gives an
average background energy loss ofĒBg

l =1.72±0.02 GeV.
Fig. 3.37 shows the photon (a) and the energy loss (b) spectra, measured se-

lecting the particles impinging on the crystal, that is misaligned of 4 mrad with
respect to the channeling orientation and thus behaves as anamorphous material.
The obtained spectra represent the sum of the crystal contribution and the back-
ground one; this last one has been superimposed (green points) for comparison.
Since the probability for a positron to lose more than 3 GeV (computed as the in-
tegral of fig. 3.37a) is much lower than one (∼19%), the crystal contribution and
the background one can be considered independent, so that the amorphous con-
tribution can be obtained subtracting the background, as shown in fig. 3.37c. The
plot fit with a constant function gives the percentage of energy lost by a positron
crossing the crystal in an amorphous condition: 2.10±0.17% that is compatible
with the expected value of 2.05% (computed as 1−e(−l/X0) wherel andX0 are
the crystal length and the silicon radiation one). According to the measurement,
the average energy loss in the amorphous condition isĒAm

l = 1.20±0.1 GeV (for
3< El < 60 GeV).
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Figure 3.36:Spectra of the background (without crystal) radiation contribution: a) the

number of acquired events (∆N); b) the photon spectrum
dn
dEl

; c) the energy loss spectrum

dn
dEl

·El .

3.2.4 Channeling

The combination of the “deflection” and the “radiation” partof the setup presented
in sec. 3.2 allows to measure the radiation spectra emitted by the crystal in a given
incoming deflection angle range.
For what concerns channeling, it is possible to take into account only the chan-
neled particles selecting also the desired incoming divergence.
Fig. 3.38 shows the plots involved in the channeling radiation study, collecting the
statistics of a single DAQ performed with the StR5 crystal oriented in channeling:

• a) the distribution of the local divergence (sec. 2.2.1) impinging on the crys-
tal, p(α ∗).

• b) the scatter plot of the deflection angleφ as a function ofα ∗; in the central
part of the plot the channeling peak is present.

• c) the energy loss distribution (dnEl /dEl ) of the channeled particles as a
function of α ∗, obtained selecting the particle withφ < −300 µrad (note
that the statistics is present only in correspondence of channeling).
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(a) and the energy loss one
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lines represent the particles impinging on the crystal oriented in amorphous condition and
the green points the beam portion outside the crystal (background). c) Subtracting the
background contribution, the energy loss produced only by the crystal is obtained.

Fig. 3.38c shows that in principle it is possible to obtain the energy loss spec-
trum for any arbitrary value ofα ∗ but in practice a finite angular range should be
considered due to the limited statistics. Doing so, the shape of theα ∗ distribu-
tion could influence the obtained spectrum, thus a procedureto obtain the spectra
independently from the incoming angle distribution shape has been implemented:

• the histogram presented in fig. 3.38c is divided in vertical slices representing
the spectral distribution before the normalization (∆N(El ) ·El or ∆N(El )) as
a function ofα ∗. For each slice (calledsj) the number of incoming positrons
p(α ∗) j (fig. 3.38a) is computed.

• a new spectrum (stot) is obtained summing thesj slices weighting their con-
tribution for the number of the incoming positrons related to slicep(α ∗) j ,

stot = ∑ sj

p(α ∗) j
(3.8)

In this way, after the normalization,stot will correspond to the spectrum
produced by an equiprobableα ∗ distribution. Depending on thej values
taken into account in the sum, the analyzedα ∗ interval is chosen.
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Figure 3.38:The whole statistics
collected during a single DAQ with
the StR5 crystal in channeling. The
following quantities are plotted as
a function of the local misalign-
mentα ∗: a) theα ∗ distribution it-
self p(α ∗); b) the deflection angle
φ; c) the energy lossEl weighted

on El itself to obtain
dn
dEl

·El (only

for the channeled particles, that is
φ <−300µrad).

• to define theα ∗ ranges, the angle corresponding to the best crystal align-
ment should be identified (using the procedure shown in fig. 2.27); for the
StR5 crystal (fig. 3.38b) this angle isα ∗

0 ∼ 6.6 µrad.

• onceα ∗
0 is known, the angular ranges, symmetric with respect to thisvalue,

can be defined taking into account: the central region of the channeling peak
(|α ∗−α ∗

0 |< α ∗
r1) or the external one (|α ∗−α ∗

0 |> α ∗
r1 and|α ∗−α ∗

0 |< α ∗
r2

with α ∗
r1 < α ∗

r2, whereα ∗
r1,α

∗
r2 are the parameters determining the range

size).

Fig. 3.39 shows the energy loss spectrum of the particles channeled by the
StR11 (a) and the StR5 (b) bent crystals: the red points correspond to the central
region of the channeling peak (|α ∗−α ∗

0 | < 3 µrad) while the black ones to the
external portion of the peak (|α ∗−α ∗

0 |> 5 µrad and|α ∗−α ∗
0 |< 20 µrad).

Fig. 3.39 shows a similar behaviour of the two crystals with different curva-
ture radii, confirming the negligible effect of the crystal bending on the radiation
emission (sec. 3.1.1).
Comparing the different angular ranges, no clear differences are recognizable;
probably the high uncertainty (due to the low statistics) does not allow to identify
the slight discrepancies that should be caused by the difference in the transversal
energy distribution.
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Figure 3.39: The energy loss spectra in channeling for: a) the StR11 crystal (using
the spectrometer) and b) the StR5 one (using the Willie calorimeter). The red points
correspond to the range|α ∗−α ∗

0 |< 3 µrad while the black ones to|α ∗−α ∗
0 |> 5 µrad

and|α ∗−α ∗
0 |< 20 µrad.

Fig. 3.40a for the StR11 crystal (and b for the StR5 one) presents the com-
parison between the measured energy loss spectrum in channeling (black points
with the red error bars) and the one obtained with the simulation described in
sec. 3.1.1 (blue lines). The angular range taken into account is |α ∗ − α ∗

0 | <
20 µrad; the green line represents the radiation emission in theamorphous con-
dition (background subtracted, sec. 3.2.3). The agreementwith the simulation
(within the experimental errors) is rather good; the measured average energy loss
is Ēch

l =11.69±0.08 GeV for the StR11 crystal and̄Ech
l =11.67±0.07 GeV for

the StR5 one, while the value provided by the simulation isĒch
l =11.98 GeV.

3.2.5 Volume Reflection

Sec. 3.1.2 describes the radiation emission in volume reflection extending the co-
herent bremsstrahlung model to bent crystals. Fig 3.10 has been used to present
the straight crystal radiation emission as a function of itsmisalignment with the
beam: in addition to the channeling radiation, forα ∼ 0 two external tails repre-
sent the coherent bremsstrahlung.
The equivalent of that plot for a bent crystal (the StR11 one)has been recorded
during the 2009 H4 beam test and is shown in fig. 3.41.

The top plot of fig. 3.41 presents the deflection angleφ as a function of the
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Figure 3.40:Comparison between the measured (black points) and simulated (blue line)
energy loss spectra for the StR5 crystal (a) and the StR11 one(b); the green lines represent
the radiation emission in the amorphous condition.

misalignment oneα ∗ as a reference to identify the channeling alignment (α ∗ ∼
12025µrad) and the volume reflection region (11825µrad< α ∗ < 12025µrad).
The second plot shows the photon spectrum (dn/dEl ) and the third one the energy

loss spectrum

(

dn
dEl

·El

)

.

The enhancement in the radiation emission can be clearly defined and some qual-
itative differences with respect to the straight crystal (fig 3.10) can be recognized:
the angular region, interested by the radiation enhancement, is no more centered
around the best alignment (channeling) and its acceptance is larger being approx-
imately determined by the VR one, that depends on the crystalcurvature (an ad-
justable parameter). Moreover the spectral shape is almostuniform with respect to
the misalignment angle; this is due to the crystal curvaturethat changes the angle
between the particle trajectory and the crystal planes during the crystal crossing,
producing a “mixed”, more uniform effect.

Fig. 3.42 shows the comparison between the measured energy loss spectrum
in volume reflection (black points with the red error bars) and the one provided by
the analytical calculation as described in sec. 3.1.2 (bluelines).
Fig. 3.42a refers to the StR11 crystal while the StR5 crystalspectrum is shown in
(b). Both plots have been produced using the procedure described in sec. 3.2.4 to
emulate an equiprobable incoming angle distribution.

Defining α ∗
1 as the middle point of the VR angular acceptance, the ranges
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Figure 3.41:The scatter plots present as a function of the local misalignment α ∗ the
φ deflection angle and the energy lossEl . In the bottom plot each histogram entry is
weighted for the energy loss value itself so that the intensity color scale represents the

energy loss spectrum
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dEl

·El .

considered in fig. 3.42 are:α ∗
1 − 60 µrad< α ∗ < α ∗

1 + 20 µrad for the StR11
crystal (a) andα ∗

1 −200µrad< α ∗ < α ∗
1 +200µrad for the StR5 one (b).

Differently from channeling, in VR both the shape and the intensity of the
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Figure 3.42:Comparison between the measured (black points) and calculated energy
loss spectra for the StR11 crystal (a) and the StR5 one (b); the green lines represent the
radiation emission in the amorphous condition.

spectrum depend on the bending radius; in fact the StR5 crystal (b) being more
bent, presents a lower radiation intensity and a more broaden distribution.
This depends on the increase of the angular range experienced by the positron
during the crystal crossing, that causing the interaction with planes that are mis-
aligned more, adds a harder but less intense component to theenergy loss spec-
trum.

The agreement with the analytical calculation (within the experimental errors)
is rather good; the measured average energy loss isĒvr

l =12.29±0.12 GeV for the
StR11 crystal and̄Evr

l =8.53±0.05 for the StR5 one while the values provided by
the simulation arēEvr

l =11.64 GeV (StR11) and̄Evr
l =8.27 GeV (StR5).

3.2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has described channeling and volume reflectionfrom the radiation
emission point of view from the theoretical characterization to the measurements,
performed on two 2 mm long strip crystals, with different curvature radii (tab. 3.1).
The obtained results are summarized in tab. 3.2; the third column gives the average
energy loss (background subtracted,Ēl − Ēbg

l ), for the amorphous, channeling and
volume reflection orientation, in the investigated energy range (3<El < 60 GeV).
If compared with the amorphous condition, both channeling and VR produce
a more intense radiation emission, with an enhancement ranging from 5.7±0.6
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(StR5 VR) to 8.8±0.9 (StR11 VR), with an intermediate 8.3±0.8 value for chan-
neling (both crystals).

Ēl GeV Ēl − Ēbg
l GeV n̄γ Accept.µrad Efficiency

Amorphous 2.92±0.1 1.20±0.1
StR11
channeling 11.69±0.08 9.97±0.08 4.14 34 67.7±11.4
V. R. 8.53±0.08 6.81±0.08 1.5 186.5±3.9 94.4±0.24
StR5
channeling 11.67±0.07 9.95±0.07 4.14 34 97.3±1.1%
V. R. 12.29±0.12 10.57±0.12 1.5 403.5±1.3 53.4±2.4%

Table 3.2: Results for the strip crystals investigated during the 2009 H4 beam test.

Considering the average energy loss per positron, channeling and VR have a
similar behaviour but there are differences between these effects that should be
underlined:

• average photon multiplicity or single photon spectrum.
The obtained results have proven that a positron, crossing abent crystal,
loses a similar amount of energy, both in channeling and in volume reflec-
tion but this does not imply the emitted photon beam to be similar as well.
In other words, the single photon spectrum11 can be different as expected
by theory (sec. 3.1). The theoretical (it has not been measured) parameter
that allows to estimate this difference is the ¯nγ average number of emitted
photons per positron (fourth column of tab. 3.2); this number in channeling
is about 3 times larger than in VR so that the single photon spectrum in
channeling is much softer than in VR.

• dependence from curvature.
As theoretically described in sec. 3.1.1 and experimentally verified in sec. 3.2.4,
the radiation emission in channeling (at the investigated energy) is deter-
mined by the oscillation inside the channel with a negligible contribution
given by the crystal curvature. On the other hand, considering VR, there are
big differences between its straight crystal counterpart,the coherent brems-
strahlung, and the bent crystal behaviour. These differences originate in the
variation of the angle between the particle and the crystalline planes during
the crystal crossing. Moreover, since this angle average value increases with

11The single photon spectrum refers to
dnγ

dEγ
as a function ofEγ, whereEγ is the photon energy

andnγ is the number of emitted photons per positron, in thedEγ energy range.
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the curvature and so does its distribution spread, the VR energy loss distri-
bution can be modified acting on the crystal curvature. Finally it should be
noted that, although the curvature has no effect on the emitted radiation in
channeling, the use of bent crystals has been fundamental tofind the cor-
rect alignment and to tag the channeled particles separating them from the
undeflected beam.

• efficiency and angular acceptance.
To measure the energy loss values (reported in tab. 3.2) onlythe particles
subject to the effect under study have been considered but, when the overall
crystal behaviour is evaluated, the efficiency of the given effect should be
taken into account, since it provides the number of the “effective” positrons
(the channeled or reflected ones) over the total one. When theefficiency
is taken into account, VR “naturally” overcomes channeling(the measured
values in this case are 96% for VR and 60% for channeling) evenif the most
significant difference is the angular acceptance, that for VR is much larger
than for channeling and can also be adjusted, depending on the bending
radius. The angular acceptance, in fact, becomes crucial when the “practical
parameters” such as the beam divergence, the alignment precision and the
crystal torsion, are taken into account.
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Chapter 4

Advanced bent crystals

This chapter will go beyond the standard channeling and volume reflection ef-
fects, describing some innovative bent crystal deflection schemes. Experimental
results obtained with both positive and negative particleswill be presented for
every effect, after a brief theoretical introduction.

Sec. 4.1 will focus on the multi volume reflection in a series of crystals that is
not a new effect but rather a technological development, based on VR, to obtain
large deflection angles with high efficiency and large angular acceptance.

Sec. 4.2 will uncover the “second bent crystal dimension” given by the crystal
rotation along the vertical direction. Moving in this dimension, new elements
such as the skew planes (sec. 4.2.1) and axes will come on the scene, revealing the
possibility to drive particles that are spinning around theaxes (axial channeling,
sec. 4.2.2) or to reflect particles in several planes inside asingle crystal (MVROC,
sec. 4.2.3).

4.1 Multi VR in a sequence of crystals

As described in sec. 2.2.3, volume reflection has a large angular acceptance and
a high efficiency, properties that make it a channeling competitor in applications
such as collimation and beam extraction.
Compared with channeling, VR is limited by the deflection angle, that, being
determined by the intrinsic crystal properties, is small and fixed, differently from
the channeling one, that depends on the crystal length and curvature.
To increase the deflection produced by VR, a system of many crystals, aligned
between each other, has been developed so that the particle,crossing the crystals,
is subject to a series of reflections, resulting in a larger deflection angle, as shown
schematically in fig. 4.1.

The first experimental test of multi volume reflection in a series of crystals [82]

145
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φ
VR2

Figure 4.1:Scheme of the multi vol-
ume reflection in two subsequent crys-
tals.

has been carried out in 2007 using two quasimosaic crystals (fig. 4.2a) that were
originally designed to work separately. Fig 4.2b shows the result of a goniometer
scan performed with the double crystal system: in the region0 µrad<α <70µrad,
two overlapping channeling peaks can be noted, while a double reflection of the
beam is present for 40µrad< α <110 µrad, which provides a deflection angle
φVR= 23.4±0.3µrad, reaching a maximum efficiency of 95.7±0.4%.
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Figure 4.2:a) The quasimosaic bent crystals aligned between each otherand mounted
on the goniometer. b) The result of the goniometer scan performed with the two crystal
assembly: on the horizontal axis the misalignment angle with respect to the beam and on
the vertical one the deflection angle produced by the crystals.

Fig. 4.2 demonstrates the feasibility of multi volume reflection, revealing at
the same time its main difficulty: the need of an accurate alignment between the
crystals in order to preserve the large VR acceptance. The misalignment between
the crystals causes in fact the increase of the angular region interested by channel-
ing, in which volume reflection and thus multi volume reflection (MVR) present
a low efficiency.

There are two possible strategies to improve the relative alignment between
crystals: one is based on the active control of the alignmentof each crystal, that
can be obtained using piezoelectric motors (fig. 4.3a) and the other requires the
development of holders able to keep the crystals parallel between each other, as in
the case presented in fig. 4.3b.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3:Two examples of multi-crystal systems: a) two photos of an ensemble of
5 quasimosaic crystals mounted on a holder that allows to adjust their relative align-
ment through piezoelectric motors (developed by the Petersburg Nuclear Physics Insti-
tute, PNPI [83]); b) a photo and the schematics of an array of 9silicon strips, bent by a
holder designed to ensure the parallelism between the strips, balancing the forces applied
to them by the screws that fix their positions (produced by thePhysics Department of the
University of Ferrara [62]).

Both techniques have been tested producing positive results (see [84] for what
concerns the active alignment and [85] for the “passive” one) but, at the mo-
ment, most of the efforts are directed towards the improvement of the passive
alignment system since the active one, though offering excellent performances
in terms of angular acceptance and efficiency, introduces practical complications.
Multi-crystals, in fact, are developed in the framework of beam collimation whose
main request is the reliability; the presence of electronics and motors close to the
beam could be a problem. In addition to this, all the elementsplaced next to the
beam (crystals, holders and goniometer) should fit the ultrahigh vacuum require-
ments so that the development of an active multi-crystal system becomes more
expensive in terms of cost and time.

The next section will present as an example the results obtained with a multi-
strip crystal (without active alignment) tested in 2008, with positive and negative
charged particles.

4.1.1 The measurements

This section presents the experimental results obtained with a multi-strip crystal
(fig. 4.4) composed by 8, 2.2 mm long silicon strips, orientedalong the (111)
plane; it has been developed at IHEP.

Fig. 4.5a presents the result of a goniometer scan performedwith the IHEP
multi-crystal in 2008, on the H8 beamline, with a 400 GeV/c proton beam (sec. 2.1.6).
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Figure 4.4: A photo of the multi-strip
crystal (8 (111) silicon crystals) pro-
duced at the IHEP laboratory. The strips
are held in position by two layers of glass
that, thanks to their high planarity, keep
them parallel.
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Figure 4.5:a) Goniometer scan of the IHEP multi-strip crystal: the deflection angle as a
function of the misalignment one (sum of the goniometer angle and the incoming particle
angle measured by the DsX silicon detectors). b) Same as (a) but selecting the events that
fall in two horizontal beam slices (0.25 cm high), at a distance of 0.5 cm one from the
other.

The torsion phenomenon, described for the single crystal (sec. 2.2.1), is also
present in a multi-crystal, as proven by fig. 4.5b, whose two plots are produced
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with particles falling in two horizontal beam slices at a distance of 0.5 cm one from
the other: they show that the torsion generated by the holderpropagates to all the
strips as a rigid shift with respect to the horizontal axis (α ). This displacement can
be measured comparing the position of the channeling peaks and of the reflection
regions in the two plots: they differ of around 100µrad, corresponding to a torsion
of 200µrad/cm.

Once the torsion coefficient has been measured, the deflection angle as a func-
tion of the local misalignmentα ∗ (sec. 2.2.1) can be obtained (fig. 4.6a). This
compensation of the torsion allows to observe a more detailed plot, with the chan-
neling peaks fine structure, demonstrating a good alignmentbetween all the strips
except for the first one whose channeling peak is separated from the other ones.
The position of the channeling peaks with respect to the vertical axis allows to
estimate an average channeling angleφch ∼250µrad, corresponding to a bending
radius of about 9 m.
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Figure 4.6:a) Goniometer scan of the IHEP 8 strip crystal with the torsion compensated
via software. b) The yellow histogram represents a slice of the (a) scatter plot (whose po-
sition is indicated by the black line) showing the multiple reflection of the beam compared
with the gray histogram (amorphous orientation).

Fig. 4.6b compares the deflection angle profile acquired in the middle of the
multi volume reflection region (black line in fig. 4.6a) with the amorphous one.
Once the detectors offset is taken into account, a deflectionangleφMVR= 67.5±
0.5 µrad is obtained. Such a deflection corresponds to 5 consecutive reflections
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(consider that a single VR should giveφVR= 13.6 µrad, fig. 1.40a). This means
that not all the crystals are simultaneously in VR which is not surprising [85] and
depends on the non perfect alignment between the crystals.

The top plot of fig. 4.7 presents the percentage of events contained in the main
peak (range−∞ < φ < φ̄+ 3σ , with φ̄ the mean deflection angle value) of the
deflected beam, as a function of the effective misalignmentα ∗; the bottom plot
(deflection angle as a function ofα ∗) is used just to provide an angular refer-
ence. Three regions can be identified: on the left, a valley, corresponding to the
channeling peaks; in the middle, the multi volume reflectionand on the right the
amorphous orientation. The multi volume reflection and amorphous ranges are
fit with a constant function providing the corresponding average percentage of
events.

As already done in sec. 2.2.5 for a single crystal, the MVR efficiency can be
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Figure 4.7: The top plot shows the
percentage of events that are in the
main peak of the deflection angle dis-
tribution, within the range−∞ < φ <
φ̄+3σ , whereφ̄ is the mean deflection
angle value, obtained with a series of
gaussian fits, like the one presented in
fig. 4.6. The scatter plot at the bottom
(deflection angle as a function ofα ∗) is
used to give a reference.

obtained rescaling the percentage of events under the MVR peak for the corre-
sponding amorphous one (that is smaller than 100% because ofthe deflection
angle distribution tails that are not perfectly gaussian).The efficiency results to
be 92.1±0.1%.
It is interesting to note that the single VR efficiency is about 97.4% (fig. 1.40b);
assuming 5 independent reflections, this would cause a MVR efficiency of 87.7%,
a value definitely smaller than the measured one. As pointed out in [85], this
happens because the particles that are not reflected by one ofthe crystals, being
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volume captured, are then reflected by the other ones thus increasing the total
MVR efficiency.

The same multi-strip crystal tested with the 400 GeV/c beam was brought on
the H4 beamline to be investigated with a negative hadron beam of 150 GeV/c.
Fig. 4.8a shows the result of the goniometer angular scan performed in this con-
dition and fig. 4.8b the comparison between the deflection angle profile acquired
in the middle of the multi volume reflection region (black line in fig. 4.8a) with
the amorphous alignment. Taking into account the angular offset (given by the
imperfect detector alignment), the average deflection angle can be computed:
φMVR = 79.5± 1.0 µrad. Comparing fig. 4.8 with its equivalent positive parti-
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Figure 4.8:a) Goniometer scan of the IHEP 8 strip crystal performed witha 150 GeV/c
negative hadron beam showing the deflection angle produced by the crystals as a function
of the effective misalignment. b) The yellow histogram represents a slice of the (a) scatter
plot (whose position is indicated by the black line) while the gray histogram allows the
comparison with the amorphous orientation.

cle one (fig. 4.6), several differences due to the charge signand the energy of
the particles appear: the lower energy is mainly responsible of theφ distribution
broadening due to the increase of the multiple scattering, while the disappearing of
the channeling peaks and the increase of the volume capture probability is caused
by the negative sign of the particles, in agreement with whathas been measured
for the single crystal (sec. 2.2.4).

Fig. 4.9 presents the number of events under the main peak as afunction of the
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effective misalignmentα ∗. The value corresponding to the amorphous alignment
(not shown in figure) is 98.56±0.02%.
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Figure 4.9: The top plot shows the
percentage of events that are in the
main peak of the deflection angle dis-
tribution, within the range−∞ < φ <
φ̄+ 3σ , whereφ̄ is the mean deflec-
tion angle value, obtained with a series
of gaussian fits, like the one presented
in fig. 4.8b. The scatter plot at the bot-
tom (deflection angle as a function of
α ∗) is used to give a reference. The ar-
row indicates the position of the slice
plotted in fig. 4.8b.

Fig. 4.9 indicates that it is not possible to identify an angular region (in MVR)
characterized by a stable efficiency as was the case for positive particles. This is
caused by the broadening of theφ distribution and the increase of the channeling
acceptance due to the lower energy. Thus, to estimate the MVRefficiency, a thin
alignment region, corresponding to the angular profile shown in fig. 4.8b (middle
point of the MVR acceptance) will be taken into account; oncerescaled for the
corresponding amorphous percentage, this gives an efficiency of 87.0±0.8%.

It should be noted that, for what concerns negative particles, VR and MVR
represent very interesting methods to deflect particles using bent crystals. The
lower channeling efficiency in fact on one hand does not allowto obtain large
deflection angles with high efficiency using channeling while on the other one,
favours MVR limiting the maximum value of its inefficiency. This last state-
ment is confirmed by the comparison between the positive (fig.4.7) and negative
(fig. 4.9) efficiency trends: in both cases the minimum is reached in correspon-
dence of the channeling peaks but its value is much larger forthe negative particles
(∼ 76%) with respect to the positive ones (∼ 60%).
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4.2 Axis related effects

This section will show the possibilities offered by the crystal rotation in the ver-
tical plane. First of all, new elements such as the skew planes, will be introduced
(sec. 4.2.1) and then the axial channeling (sec. 4.2.2) and MVROC (sec. 4.2.3)
phenomena will be described both from the theoretical and experimental point of
view.

4.2.1 Skew planes

In the continuum approximation (sec. 1.3.1), a crystal has been described as a
series of parallel planes that interact with the charged particles as a continuum
periodic potential.
According to the continuum approximation, the crystallineplanes are seen as such
by a charged particle when its trajectory forms a small anglewith respect to the
planes themselves.
Up to now, the presented measurements have considered only the crystal planes
aligned along one direction that, for design choice, is the one perpendicular to the
bending. This is schematically shown in fig. 4.10a, in which the curvature lies in
the(x−z) plane while the particle is aligned with respect to the crystalline planes
parallel to the(y−z) orientation.

In this framework, the misalignment angle between the particle momentum

Figure 4.10:Two schemes of a crystal: the red dots represent the nuclei, the blue lines
the crystalline planes and the green arrow the direction of acharged particle that forms a
αp ≪ 1 angle with respect to a vertical plane (a) and to a secondaryskew one (b).

(green arrow) and thez axis (black arrow) can be decomposed in aαx horizontal
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component and aαy vertical one, so that the misalignment between the particle
and the crystalline planes,αp, is given byαx (that in turn corresponds to theα an-
gle used in this thesis to indicate the misalignment betweenthe particle trajectory
and the crystal). The crystalline planes perpendicular to the bending direction are
the main ones but secondary skew planes are also present, as shown in fig. 4.10b.
Considering a skew plane, theαp misalignment angle with respect to the parti-
cle trajectory becomes a composition of the horizontal and vertical misalignment
with respect to the axis:αp = αxsin(θ)+αycos(θ), whereθ represents the skew
plane slope with respect to the vertical direction (fig. 4.10b).

a) b)

x

φ  =φ c
φ  =φ cos(θ)ccx

φ  =φ sin(θ)ccy

x

Figure 4.11:The trajectory of a particle channeled by the vertical planes (a) and by the
skew ones (b).

As well as the main ones, the skew planes are able to trap particles in channel-
ing and reflect them in the crystal volume, but the deflection angle produced by
them rotates in space according to the orientation of the plane.
Fig. 4.11a shows the trajectory of a particle channeled by the main planes of a
bent crystal; if theφ deflection angle is decomposed in aφx horizontal compo-
nent and aφy vertical one, theφc channeling deflection acts only in the horizontal
plane meaning that its horizontal projection corresponds to the full bending an-
gle, φcx = φc, while the vertical one is absent,φcy = 0. When the skew planes
are taken into account (fig. 4.11b), both the horizontal component and the vertical
one of the deflection have a non zero value resulting to beφcx = φccos(θ) and
φcy = φcsin(θ).

Fig. 4.12a presents a goniometer scan of a silicon strip crystal, in which both
the main planes and the skew ones give a contribution: the topplot (theφx hor-
izontal component of the deflection angle as a function of theα ∗ misalignment)
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presents two channeling peaks while, in the bottom one (theφy vertical compo-
nent of the deflection angle as a function of theα ∗ misalignment), only the skew
peak is visible given that it has a non zero vertical deflection angle.
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Figure 4.12:The experimental evidence of a skew plane compared with the main one.
a) The goniometer scan of a (110) silicon strip crystal: theφx horizontal deflection angle
(top) and theφy vertical one (bottom) as a function of the local misalignment α ∗; two
channeling peaks can be recognized but only the skew one is present in both plots. b)
Scatter plot of theφy vertical deflection angle as a function of theφx horizontal one, filled
with the events in the angular region corresponding to the skew plane that is 1700µrad<
α ∗ < 2200µrad; the projections of the channeling peak on the two axesφcx andφcy are
indicated.

Fig. 4.12b shows theφy vertical deflection angle as a function of theφx hori-
zontal one, considering the events in the angular region corresponding to the skew
peak (1700µrad< α ∗ < 2200µrad, fig. 4.12a). Measuring the position of the
channeling peak with respect to the two axes it is possible torecognize the incli-

nation of the plane that isθ = atan

(

φcy

φcx

)

= 30o in this case.

It should be noted that the decomposition of the deflection angle described for the
channeling effect is valid also for the VR one but in this casetheφVR deflection
angle changes depending on the “strength” of the skew plane1. Therefore it can
have a very small value compared to the main one. For this reason it is not possible

1φVR depends on the depth of the potential well, that in turn depends on the geometric charac-
teristics of the plane itself (eq. 1.5).
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to recognize a VR deflection associated to the skew channeling peak in fig. 4.12.

4.2.2 Axial channeling

In the previous sections, the continuum approximation has always been applied to
the crystalline plane that behaves as a continuous planar charge distribution with
respect to the aligned particles (αp ≪ 1, fig. 4.10).
This section will describe the case in which a charged particle, moving at a small
angle with respect to the crystal atomic strings (z axis in fig. 4.10), feels the elec-
tric field generated by the atoms of the string as if it were produced by a charge
distribution with a cylindrical symmetry, as schematically shown in fig. 4.13.

Figure 4.13:a) A particle moving at a small angle with respect to a crystalaxis. b) The
continuum potential with radial symmetry as it is felt by thealigned particle.

The potential of an isolated atomic stringUA(r) in the Lindhard approximation
(eq. 1.4) is:

UA(r) =
ZiZe2

ai
ln

(

1+
3a2

TF

r2

)

(4.1)

whereai is the interatomic spacing in the string,r is the distance between the
particle and the axis,aTF is the Thomas Fermi screening radius (aTF = 0.8853·
aB ·Z−1/3, aB = 0.529Å).
The transverse electric field generated as the sum of the fields produced by the
single atomic strings shows a rather complicated structure(fig. 4.14), in which
the negative charged particles can be trapped by the strong field of the atomic
string and, being attracted by the positive nuclei, be confined near them while the
positive ones may be captured in the well of a minor potentialplaced between the
atomic strings.

The particle motion in theU(r) field with cylindrical symmetry [87] is char-
acterized by two conserved quantities, the angular momentum J and the energy in
the transverse planeEt , which can be decomposed into a radial component and a
circular one. In fact, the angle between the particle trajectory and the crystal axis
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Figure 4.14:Axial potential computed [86] with the use of the Molière approximation,
in the following orientations: a) (111) Si; b) (110) Si; c) (100) Si. The numbers give the
potential in eV.

z, which isαa =
√

dx2+dy2/dz2, can be expressed in the cylindrical coordinate
system:

αa =

√

(

dr
dz

)2

+

(

rdφ
dz

)2

=
√

α 2
r +α 2

φ (4.2)

According to this and taking into account that the angular momentum isJ = p×
r = prαφ, eq. 1.11, which gives the transversal energy value and was computed
for the planar channeling case, becomes:

Et =
pv
2

α 2+U(r) =
pv
2

α 2
r +

J2

2Mγr2 +U(r) (4.3)

where the last two terms are the effective potential in which
J2

2Mγr2 represents a

centrifugal term whose effect is to move the effective potential minimum aside
from the channel center (r = 0), where the realU(r) has the minimum; so, asJ
increases, the effective potential minimum moves farther from the atomic string
for the negative particles and nearer to them for the positive ones.

As in the planar channeling case, the condition for axial channeling is that the
transversal energyEt does not overcome the maximum value of the potential well
U0. This condition can be transformed in the request for the particle angle with
respect to the axis (αa) to be smaller than a critical valueαac =

√

2U0/pv, as
already shown in sec. 1.3.2 for the planar case.
The U0 values for the most important axes in Si, Ge, W crystals are given in
tab. 4.1. Comparing theseU0 values with the planar ones, the axial channeling
critical angle results to be 2−3 times larger. According to this, the axial channel-
ing condition could seem favoured with respect to the planarone but two distinct
states characterizing the axial channeling should be takeninto account [88]:
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crystal Si Ge W
axis 100 110 111 100 110 111 100 110 111

U0 (eV) 89 114 105 157 203 185 842 979 979

Table 4.1: The potential well depth of some axial channels ofsilicon, germanium
and tungsten crystals, calculated in the Molière approximation at room tempera-
ture.

• the hyperchanneling, fig. 4.15a.
It is the confinement of a particle in a single axial channel; given that the
potential barrier separating the different axial channelsis rather low (6 eV
and 1 eV respectively for a silicon crystal aligned along the〈110〉 axis and
the〈111〉 one) only a small fraction of the aligned particles is trapped in this
state, during the whole crystal crossing.

• the doughnut scattering, fig. 4.15b.
It is the motion of a particle aligned with respect to the crystal axis but not
confined in a single channel. In this condition the transversal momentum
of the particle changes its direction due to the multiple scattering with the
atomic string so that particles with an initial misalignment αa are distributed
along an arc (circle) with a radiusαa, from which the name doughnut scat-
tering derives. The scattering process is completed after the particle has
crossed the so called equalization length:

λ (αac) =
4

π2NdaTFαac
(4.4)

whereaTF is the Thomas Fermi constant andd the interatomic distance.

In previous experiments on axial channeling [89, 90], only the hyperchan-
neling [91] phenomenon has been observed resulting in a verysmall deflection
efficiency. But if some limitations on the crystal bending and length are taken
into account, the doughnut scattering does not significantly smear out the trajec-
tories transversely, so that the channeled particles, proceeding along the bent axis,
can be deflected of the crystal bending angleφc. The condition for the particles
deflection through the axial channeling doughnut scattering [91] is the following:

k= k1k2 < 1 with k1 =
λ

Rαac
and k2 =

l
RαaTFc

(4.5)

wherel is the crystal length,R the bending radius,αac the axial channeling crit-
ical angle,λ the equalization length,aTF the Thomas Fermi constant andd the
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Figure 4.15:The trajectory (red arrow) of a particle trapped in the axialpotential: a) the
particle is confined in a single potential well, hyperchanneling; b) the particle overcomes
the axial channeling potential well moving around the axes,doughnut scattering.

interatomic distance.
The experimental results presented in the next section willshow that when eq. 4.5
is satisfied, axial channeling becomes an effective way of deflecting both positive
and negative charged particles.

4.2.2.1 Results with positive and negative particles

This section will present the experimental results on the axial channeling deflec-
tion investigation performed on the H4 beamline at CERN. Theanalyzed data are
taken from two beam tests, one carried out in 2009 with 120 GeV/c positrons and
one with 150 GeV/c negative hadrons (mainlyπ−) during 2008.

The crystal tested with positive particles is a silicon strip one oriented along
the (110) planes and〈111〉 axis; its features are summarized in tab. 3.1 (StR11)
while a horizontal goniometer scan is presented in fig. 1.3.
To align the crystal axis with respect to the beam, a two step procedure has been
used: the crystal was rotated around the vertical axis (horizontal scan, fig. 1.3)
aligning it in planar channeling (α ∗

x = 0, fig. 1.3) and then the craddle stage of the
goniometer (sec. 2.1.2) was used to find the alignment with the axis (vertical scan,
fig. 4.16).

Fig. 4.16 shows theφx horizontal deflection angle (a) and theφy vertical one
(b) as a function of theαy vertical misalignment. Two structures (one atφx ∼
−10 µrad, undeflected beam, and one atφx ∼+180µrad, channeled one) can be
seen in the external regions of the (a) plot while in the range3890< αy < 3960
a third component atφx ∼ 30 µrad appears, identifying the alignment with the
axis. The (b) plot reveals that this position is characterized by two channeling
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Figure 4.16:Vertical goniometer scan performed with the silicon strip aligned in planar
channeling with respect to the horizontal misalignment (α ∗

x = 0 µrad, fig. 1.3). The plots
present as a function ofαy: theφx horizontal deflection (a) and theφy vertical one (b).

peaks that, having a vertical deflection component, can be identified as produced
by skew planes.
Once the axial alignment has been found, a single DAQ was acquired in this po-
sition. The scatter plot of fig. 4.17a (the vertical deflection angle as a function
of the horizontal one) is obtained selecting a narrow beam portion (a∼ 30 µrad
width on theαx horizontal direction and a∼ 40 µrad width on the vertical one)
and allows the identification of three channeling peaks: theone on the right, that
does not present any vertical component, is due to axial channeling, while the two
symmetric ones on the left are originated by the particles that, dechanneled from
the axial potential, are captured in the (011) skew planes.
Fig. 4.17b presents the deflection angle distribution on thetwo axes (yellow his-

tograms) compared with the same distribution obtained in the amorphous position.
The red boxes in fig. 4.17a enclose a region at±3σ from the mean position of the
channeling peaks so that, counting the number of particles falling into them, the
efficiency of the different effects can be estimated. It turns out that 26.2±0.3 %
of the particles fill the axial channeling peak while 56.2±0.4 % the skew ones.
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Figure 4.17:Single DAQ with the crystal aligned in axial channeling (αy = 3910µrad in
fig. 4.16). a) The vertical deflection angle as a function of the horizontal one; the red boxes
around them represent a region at±3σ with respect to the mean channeling position. b)
The horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) deflection angleprofiles in axial channeling
(yellow histograms) compared with the amorphous alignment(blue histograms).

The interesting feature of axial channeling is the almost complete absence of un-
deflected beam, that could be exploited in applications suchas beam collimation
(sec. 1.2.1) to increase the efficiency.
The study of the axial channeling performed with 400 GeV protons on the H8
beamline is described in [88] where the results, in agreement with the ones pre-
sented in this work, are compared with a Montecarlo simulation that well repro-
duces the experimental data.

Concerning negative particles [92], the used crystal was a silicon strip one,
oriented along the (110) plane, 0.98mm long in the beam direction and 500µm
wide in the horizontal one. Fig. 4.18 shows a scan of this crystal in the horizontal
plane (which means as a function of theα ∗

x misalignment angle). The crystal has
been characterized according to the procedure described insec. 2.2.2, providing
the following parameters: a channeling angleφc = 42.1± 0.9 µrad, a bending
radiusR= 23.3±0.5 m and a torsion of 10µrad/cm.

As for the positive particle case, once the planar alignmenthas been found
(αx = −12600µrad, fig. 4.18), a vertical scan was performed to orient the crys-
tal with respect to the axis, so that theφx horizontal deflection angle and theφy

vertical one as a function of theαy vertical misalignment have been obtained,
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Figure 4.18:The goniometer scan of
the (110) silicon strip used in the neg-
ative particles axial channeling inves-
tigation. The plot presents theφx hori-
zontal component of the deflection an-
gle as a function of the local misalign-
mentα ∗

x .

(fig. 4.19). The axis position can be identified as the center of symmetry of both
plots, corresponding toαy = 6322µrad.

A high statistics single DAQ was acquired with the crystal axis aligned with
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Figure 4.19:Vertical goniometer scan performed with the silicon strip aligned in planar
channeling with respect to the horizontal misalignment (α ∗

x = −12600µrad, fig. 4.18).
The plot presents as a function ofαy: a) theφx horizontal deflection; b) theφy vertical
one.
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the beam. Given the beam divergence (σαx = 30 µrad,σαy = 35 µrad), the data
contain a set of different alignments as presented in fig. 4.20, in which theφx hor-
izontal deflection angle (a-c) and theφy vertical one (b-d) are plotted as a function
of theαy misalignment (left side) and theα ∗

x one (right side).
These plots can be used to select the angular region of the incoming beam pro-
viding the best axial channeling alignment, as it is indicated by the vertical red
lines. The angular profiles in fig. 4.21 (yellow histograms) have been obtained
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Figure 4.20:Single DAQ in axial channeling with negative particles. Theφx horizontal
deflection angle (a-c) and theφy vertical one (b-d) are plotted as a function of theα ∗

x
misalignment (left side) and theαy one (right side); each vertical bin of the plots has
been normalized to one to eliminate the dependence from the shape of the beam angular
distribution. The vertical red lines indicate the optimal axial channeling alignment.

selecting the events falling into two∼ 10 µrad wide bands around these posi-
tions. They represent the projections of the deflection angle distribution on the
horizontal plane (a) and the vertical one (b) and are plottedwith the correspond-
ing planar channeling distributions (red histograms). This comparison reveals that
the maximum of theφx distribution in axial channeling (fig. 4.21a) corresponds
to the planar channeling mean position and thus to the full crystal bending an-
gle. Moreover it is interesting to note that the undeflected beam component, that
dominates the planar channeling distribution, almost disappears in axial channel-
ing, increasing the deflection efficiency. To give a parameter, the percentage of
particles withφx < φ0x (vertical blue line in fig. 4.21a) is about 82%. Fig. 4.21
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shows also a considerable broadening of the deflection angledistribution; this is
due to the multiple scattering of the particles with the atomic strings and the inco-
herent multiple scattering on the nuclei enhanced by the proximity of the particle
trajectories and the crystal axis.
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Figure 4.21:The yellow histograms represent: a) the horizontal deflection angle profile
and b) the vertical one corresponding to the alignment regions indicated by the red lines in
fig. 4.20. The superimposed red histograms show the comparison with the corresponding
planar channeling position. The vertical lines indicate the (φ0x, φ0y) zero deflection angles.

4.2.3 Multi VR in One Crystal (MVROC)

This section will show that it is possible to increase the VR deflection angle
through a multiple reflection inside one crystal, exploiting the so called MVROC
(Multiple VR in One Crystal) effect. The name is used to distinguish the phe-
nomenon from the MVR obtained using an array of crystals (sec. 4.1).

MVROC has been theoretically described in 2007 [93] and experimentally
verified on the H8 beamline with 400 GeV protons in 2009 [94]. It is based on the
possibility that, under proper alignment conditions, using a crystal with specific
geometric characteristics, the volume reflections due to the vertical plane and the
skew ones take place subsequently during a single crystal crossing thus increasing
the final value of the deflection.
Fig. 4.22 shows the trajectory of a charged particle in a bentcrystal in the phase
space of the verticalαy and the horizontalαx misalignment with respect to the
〈111〉 axis, whose position is identified by the intersection of theblue lines (rep-
resenting the crystalline planes), whose direction is perpendicular to the sheet.
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Given the crystal is bent, this coordinate system rotates following the curvature,
so that a charged particle (green line), entering the crystal in the (αx0,αy0) angular
position, will move towards smallerαx0 values while approaching the crystalline
planes (as it happens in the single VR).
If the αy0 angle is small enough, the particle trajectory becomes tangent with a
skew plane sooner than with the vertical one. These planes ((110)sk and(112)sk

in fig. 4.22) give both a horizontal and verticalφVRxandφVRyVR deflection angles
to the particle trajectory.
After these interactions, the reflection by the(110)v main plane (acting only in the
horizontal direction) takes place followed by the deflection induced by the skew
planes, giving a positiveφVRx horizontal deflection and a negativeφVRy vertical
deflection.
In this way theφVRx horizontal deflection angles of the different reflections add
coherently producing aφMVROCx deflection angle larger than the single VR one
while theφVRy vertical deflection angles, compensating each other, make azero
deflection in the vertical plane, as well as the single VR does.

Figure 4.22:The angular space around the〈111〉 axis of a silicon crystal oriented along
the (110) plane. The blue lines represent the crystalline planes (only the main ones are
represented to simplify the scheme) and the green arrow is the trajectory of a particle that
having an initial misalignment (αx0,αy0) with respect to the axis, is subject to MVROC.

A way to better understand the MVROC is to consider the goniometer scan of
fig. 4.12a, where both a skew plane and the main one are presentat an angular dis-
tance ofδαx ∼ 2500µrad. Considering the alignment condition with a skew plane
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(αp = αxcos(θ)+αysin(θ) = 0, fig. 4.10), this angular distance is determined by
the misalignment with respect to the vertical direction:δαx = αytan(θ). Reduc-
ing the vertical misalignment of the crystal, the skew planes are “compressed” in
a small angular region, so that theφc amplitude of the crystal curvature is enough
for some of the particles to interact during the crystal crossing.
For this reason, theαy0 value should be small to involve the largest number of
skew planes increasing the deflection.
If the αx0 initial horizontal misalignment is set to be equal to half ofthe crystal

bending angle (
1
2

φc, in order to preserve the symmetry with respect to the(110)v

plane), a skew plane, characterized by aθ inclination, will be involved in MVROC
if:

αy0 <
1
2

φccotg(θ) (4.6)

To give an example, ifαy0 =
1
2

αx0 =
1
4

φc, the planes characterized byθ < 26.6o

will be involved in the MVROC process.
Howeverαy0 has also a low limit because if it is too small particles are cap-
tured by the axial potential. The most suitable value ofαy0 can be determined
by simulations depending on the specific crystal and the energy of the beam but
a good approximation is∼ 5αcA, whereαcA is the axial channeling critical angle
(sec. 4.2.2).

4.2.3.1 Experimental meausurements on MVROC

This section presents the experimental results obtained during the MVROC inves-
tigation performed in 2010 on the H4 beamline with a 120 GeV/cpositron and
electron beam.
The used crystal was a silicon strip one, oriented along the (110) plane, 2 mm
long in the beam direction and 300µm wide in the horizontal one. Fig. 4.23
shows a scan of this crystal in the horizontal plane (as a function of theα ∗

x mis-
alignment angle). The crystal has been characterized according to the procedure
described in sec. 2.2.2, providing the following parameters: a channeling angle
φc = 734.6± 22.3 µrad, a bending radiusR= 2.72± 0.08 m and a torsion of
150µrad/cm.
Once the crystal has been characterized from the planar point of view, the MVROC
orientation is searched for with a scan of the vertical misalignment angleαy that
is changed using the cradle stage of the goniometer (sec. 2.1.2). Fig. 4.24 shows
the resulting scan, obtained keeping the horizontal alignment of the crystal in the
middle of the VR angular acceptance (α ∗

x = 3600µrad). The (a) plot presents the
φx horizontal projection of the deflection angle and the (b) onetheφy vertical one.
The center of symmetry of both plots,αy ∼ 8900µrad, corresponds to the perfect
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Figure 4.23: The goniometer scan
of the (110) silicon strip used in the
MVROC investigation. Theφx hori-
zontal component of the deflection an-
gle is plotted as a function of the local
misalignmentα ∗

x . Note that in this plot
and in the following ones the VR and
MVROC deflections are towards pos-
itive angles and the channeling one is
towards negative angles.

alignment with the(112)h crystalline horizontal plane (αy0 = 0 in fig. 4.22) and,
as expected, this position is characterized by the particles capture by the axial po-
tential, represented by the events in the angular regionφx < 0 µrad (fig. 4.24a).
The main peak in fig. 4.24a is aligned in VR with respect to the horizontal mis-
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Figure 4.24:Vertical goniometer scan performed with the silicon strip aligned in VR
with respect to the horizontal misalignment (α ∗

x = 3600µrad, fig. 4.23). The plots present
as a function ofαy: a) theφx horizontal deflection; b) theφy vertical one.
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alignment in the whole plot (the blue horizontal line gives the reference of the
“zero deflection angle”). The MVROC produces the further beam shift towards
positive angles, observed in the central region of the plot.
Once the fast angular scans have determined the optimal MVROC horizontal
orientation (α ∗

x = 3600 µrad, fig. 4.23) and a vertical one (αy0 = 9070 µrad,
fig. 4.24), a high statistics run in these goniometer positions was acquired. Given
the vertical beam divergence (σαy = 79 µrad), a single DAQ contains a set of dif-
ferent alignments as shown in fig. 4.25, where theφx horizontal deflection angle
(a) and theφy vertical one (b) are plotted as a function of theαy misalignment,
corresponding to the incoming vertical angle measured by the silicon detectors.
The two vertical lines indicate the angular region in which the MVROC deflection
is maximum and the capture by the skew planes and the axes is minimum, that is
about 80µrad wide.
Considering the events falling in this region, the scatter plot of theφx horizontal
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Figure 4.25:Single DAQ in MVROC: a) theφx horizontal deflection angle and b) the
φy vertical one as a function of theαy vertical misalignment, corresponding to the single
particle incoming angle. The black lines indicate the optimal angular region for MVROC,
which is 80µrad wide. Each vertical bin of the plots has been normalized to one to
eliminate the dependence from the shape of the beam angular distribution.

deflection angle and theφy vertical one has been produced (fig. 4.26); the blue
lines in the figure, that represent the zero deflection with respect to the two axes,
point out the beam shift towards positive angles in the horizontal direction due to
MVROC. The left tail is formed by the particles captured by the skew planes and
for this reason it has a non-zeroφy vertical deflection component.
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tion angle as a function of theφx hor-
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Fig. 4.27 presents the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) projections of fig. 4.26
(yellow histograms), corresponding to the deflection angleprofiles in the two di-
rections. They are compared with their VR (blue histograms)and amorphous
(black histograms) counterparts to underline the MVROC effect.
The deflection angle, computed as the difference between themean of the gaus-
sian function (fig. 4.27a) and the zero-deflection position (φx = −16 µrad) turns
out to beφMVROCx= 116.2± 1.6 µrad, that corresponds to about 5 single VR
deflections2 in agreement with the previous 400 GeV/c measurement and thesim-
ulation [94].
The MVROC efficiency has been estimated considering the percentage of events
under the MVROC peak (within the range−∞ < φ < φ̄+ 3σ , whereφ̄ andσ
are the mean deflection angle and the sigma values given by thegaussian fit,
fig. 4.27a) providing the following result: 79.4±0.2%.

The H4 beamline (sec. 2.1.6) allows to switch the particle sign fast, there-
fore the same strip crystal used to investigate the MVROC with positive particles
(120 GeV/c positrons) has been tested also with negative ones (120 GeV/c elec-
trons).
Fig. 4.28 presents the result of the vertical scan with the crystal aligned in the
middle of the VR angular acceptance: the (a) plot shows theφx horizontal pro-
jection of the deflection angle and the (b) one theφy vertical one. The perfect
alignment with the(112)h crystalline plane does not correspond to the center of
symmetry of the plots as it was for the positive particle onesbut can be identified

2The single VR deflection angle for this crystal has been measured to beφVR= 25.1±0.5 µrad.
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Figure 4.27:The horizontal (a) and vertical (b) deflection angle profilesin MVROC
represented by the yellow histograms. The black histogramsand the blue ones are the
ones obtained in the amorphous and single volume reflection alignment measured with
the same crystal.

atαy∼ 8900µrad. Around this position the MVROC can be observed, underlined
by the displacement of the main peak from the horizontal blueline giving the zero
deflection reference.

Once the effect was identified, a high statistics run has beenacquired and the
result is shown in fig. 4.29 where theφy vertical deflection angle is plotted as a
function of theφx horizontal one. The blue lines, that represent the zero deflec-
tion with respect to the two axes, point out the beam shift towards positive angles
in the horizontal direction due to MVROC. Fig. 4.30 presentsthe projections of
fig. 4.29: the yellow histograms are the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) deflection
angle profiles. They are compared with their VR (blue histograms) and amor-
phous (black histograms) counterparts.
The deflection angle, computed as the difference between themean of the gaus-
sian function (fig. 4.30a) and the zero-deflection position (φx = −23.1 µrad) is
φMVROCx= 40.4±2.65 µrad, that corresponds to about 4 single VR deflections3.
The MVROC efficiency has been estimated considering the percentage of events
under the MVROC peak (within the range−∞ < φ < φ̄+ 3σ , whereφ̄ andσ
are the mean deflection angle and the sigma values given by thegaussian fit,
fig. 4.27a) providing the following result: 88.65±0.05%.

3The single VR deflection angle for this crystal has been measured to beφVR= 10.9±0.6µrad.
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Figure 4.28:Vertical goniometer scan performed with the silicon strip aligned in VR
with respect to the horizontal misalignment (α ∗

x = 3600µrad, fig. 4.23). The plots present
as a function ofαy: a) theφx horizontal deflection; b) theφy vertical one. The plots are the
negative particles counterparts of fig. 4.24; in this case the color intensity scale is linear
to allow a better identification of the different structures.

4.2.4 Summarizing

This chapter and chap. 2 have shown several effects that exploit bent crystals to
deflect positive and negative particles. Some techniques, as planar channeling and
VR (chap. 2), have been studied in detail and are already used; other ones, like
MVR and axial channeling, are relatively new thus needing further developments
and optimizations.
Presently, a hierarchical scale that classifies these phenomena according to their
performances cannot be established, because several aspects should be taken into
account with their own pros and cons. These aspects can be divided in three
main categories:deflection, that is the possibility to obtain large and adjustable
deflection angles;efficiency, that is the percentage of deflected particles;angular
acceptance, which refers to the complexity of the alignment procedure and to the
possibility of using the crystals with low collimated beams. According to these
parameters, tab. 4.2 summarizes pros and cons of the different deflection effects.
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Figure 4.29:The φy vertical deflec-
tion angle as a function of theφx hor-
izontal one in MVROC. The orthogo-
nal blue lines give the reference of the
zero deflection angles along the two
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EFFECT PROS CONS

PLANAR CH.
deflection large and adjustable deflection an-

gle, independent from the energy
efficiency it can reach 80% (positive parti-

cles)
it depends on the alignment and
the torsion; for negative particles
it is much lower

alignment needs to control one rotation axis it is limited by the critical angle
that depends on the energy

VR
deflection small and fixed deflection angle

with a rather complicated depen-
dence on the energy

efficiency efficiency close to 100% (for neg-
ative and positive particles); it is
independent from torsion and fine
alignment tuning

alignment large angular acceptance; needs to
control one rotation axis

MVR
deflection large and adjustable deflection an-

gle
deflection angle dependence on
the energy

efficiency efficiency close to 100% (for neg-
ative and positive particles)

lower than the single VR one

alignment large angular acceptance, needs to
control one rotation axis

needs to control the relative align-
ment between the crystals

AXIAL CH .
deflection large deflection angle presence of limits on the crystal

length and bending
efficiency efficiency close to 100% (for neg-

ative and positive particles)
presence of skew channeling
peaks (positive particles), broad-
ening of the deflection angle
distribution (negative ones)

alignment small angular acceptance; needs to
control two rotation axes

MVROC
deflection large deflection angle fixed deflection angle dependent

on the energy
efficiency high efficiency with negative and

positive particles
alignment large angular acceptance needs to control two rotation axes

Table 4.2: Comparative table between the different deflection effects studied in
this thesis.
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Conclusions and outlooks

This thesis work has been written with the aim to provide a complete and up-
dated overview on the bent crystal research field. Starting from the basic physical
principles, it guides the reader through a detailed description of the experimental
techniques developed to study bent crystals, concluding with the analysis of the
phenomena discovered in recent years.
For this reason, the different chapters form a unitary path that progressively re-
veals the details and the novelty of the bent crystals physics. Nevertheless they
have been written to focus on a well-defined topic both from the theoretical and
experimental point of view, so that, apart from chap. 1 whichis introductory, the
other ones deserve their own conclusions.

Chap. 2 presents the state of the art of the bent crystal deflection properties in
planar alignment. Its first part is dedicated to the description of the experimental
setup, that being based on a high resolution silicon microstrip tracking system,
is able to measure the single particle incoming angle towards the crystal, the im-
pact position on its surface and the deflection angle. The second part presents the
single crystal characterization, providing a descriptionof the analysis procedure,
that has become a standard one, to measure crystal properties such as the bending
radius, the torsion coefficient and the deflection efficiency. This description pro-
vides also a complete study of the channeling and volume reflection phenomena
for different beam energies, with positive and negative particles.
These planar phenomena result to be clearly understood fromthe theoretical and
experimental point of view, so that in the future only technical improvements,
such as the reduction of the torsion deformation, are foreseen as long as silicon
crystals are concerned. Possible novelties, in fact, can come from the test of dif-
ferent materials as germanium or tungsten, that, having a larger atomic number,
present a deeper interplanar potential that in turn should provide a larger channel-
ing acceptance and VR deflection angle.
From the measurement point of view, the future goal can be represented by the
investigation of the sub GeV range, whose results could havea deep impact on
the application field.

The focus of the third chapter is still on channeling and VR but they are treated

175
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under a different angle, that is investigating the radiation emission properties.
As pointed out in the theoretical introduction of the chapter, both in the chan-
neling and VR condition, particles are subject to a quasi periodic motion that is
represented by the oscillation between the crystalline planes for channeling and by
the almost periodic crossing of them for VR. Compared to bremsstrahlung, these
peculiar trajectories generate a substantial enhancementin the emitted radiation,
whose theoretical description can be obtained extending the theory on straight
crystals.
After the theoretical introduction, chap. 3 describes the additions to the standard
deflection angle setup necessary to measure the irradiated energy. They consist in
a spectrometer, based on large area silicon microstrip detectors and in two elec-
tromagnetic calorimeters allowing to measure the energy lost by the crossing par-
ticles due to radiation and to select the positrons of the incoming beam. In the
extended setup, the deflection angle information can be usedto tag the different
crystal effects obtaining the relative energy loss spectra.
These spectra have been measured both for the channeling andVR conditions for
two bending radius values and the obtained results are in good agreement with the
simulations and theoretical calculations. The measurements have been performed
with 120 GeV/c positrons, recording an emitted energy enhancement of about an
order of magnitude with respect to bremsstrahlung both in channeling and VR (in
the covered energy loss range 3-60 GeV).

Concerning radiation emission, several further investigations can be carried
out; among them the most interesting ones aim at the characterization of the emit-
ted photon beam, measuring the single photon spectra (whichgives the photon
multiplicity per single incoming positron) as well as the degree of polarization.
Moreover the radiation studies can be extended to negative particles.

The last chapter goes beyond planar channeling and VR showing the most
innovative techniques developed to extend the bent crystaldeflection capabilities.
Its first section presents the results of the technological effort spent to produce
arrays of bent crystals aligned with each other in order to multiply the deflection
angle provided by the volume reflection effect. The results point out that this is a
method able to partially mix the large angular acceptance, that characterizes VR,
with large channeling deflection angles for both positive and negative particles,
with a high deflection efficiency.
The second section reveals what happens when the crystal is aligned along two
directions, meaning with respect to the crystalline axes. The first surprise is the
appearance of the skew planes that, as well as the main vertical ones, are able
to channel and reflect particles. The second interesting phenomenon is the axial
channeling, a well known effect in straight crystals, that,under some limitations
on the bending angle, can be used to deflect particles. Its peculiarity is represented
by the almost total disappearance of the undeflected beam both for positive and
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negative particles.
The last section is dedicated to one of the newest and most intriguing effects in
the bent crystal field, the so called MVROC (Multi Volume Reflection in One
Crystal). Its macroscopic behaviour is similar to the bent crystal arrays one but,
in this case, the subsequent reflections take place inside a single crystal exploiting
the contribution of the skew planes, thus simplifying the crystal construction.
As remarked at the end of the fourth chapter, these new effects open the way
to further developments, such as the study of their performances as a function
of the bending radius to optimize the deflection capabilities. They also allow to
figure out new opportunities in the application field that will require studies and
simulations.

This thesis work has presented bent crystals as innovative devices that could
bring many novelties in the future, but has also described a scenario in which the
bent crystal physics is well understood and characterized by a very good agree-
ment between the theoretical and experimental results and in which the technolog-
ical know-how has proven successful. These facts lead us to consider bent crystals
as reliable tools in particle accelerator physics and to support their use in several
applications, starting from the LHC collimaton.
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